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WEATHER.

THE

Washington, May 12.
The indications for Maine, New *Ifampshire and Vermont are cooler, fair weather,
and northwesterly winds.
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Pure.

Absolutely

marvel of purity
wliolesoaieness.
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More economical
than tlie ordtuary kinds, aud cau uot be sold In
competition wIlli the multitude of low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold onUi in
cant. ROYAL Baking Powder
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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

meteorological report*

(May 11,1887,10.00 P.M.)

iHEDIOAli KOOiTlK

93 PBAAKLIA'

ST., PORTLAND, ME.

Dr. Reed treats all cliroulc diseases that flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by tlie allopath.c and homoeopathic pliyslclaus. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. 1 Cud
about four-fifths of the cases given up to die can
be oured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their full name and place of residence ana
one 2-cent stamp and 82.00. Examination at the
office 81, and consultation free.
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Two years ago the 11th day of May, we
opened the doors of our store at the
Corner of Pearl and Middle Streets, at
6.15 a. m. Among other goods that we
offered for sale were
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Block Island
Nantucket...
Nortlifleld...
Albany, N. Y

Savannah Ga
Jacksonville.
Atlanta..
New Orleans
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Oswego...... 30.10
Cleveland.... 30.12
Detroit....... 30,12
Chicago, 111.. 30.08
Milwaukee... 30.12
Duluth Minn 30.14
bt.Paul,Mmn 30.02
bt. Louis, Mo 30.02
Omaha, Neb. 29.94
Yankom
26.80
North Platte 29.78

advantage

of this big offer. This will apply where
cash is paid or where they are bought
on installments at $5 down and $5 per
month. Do not fall to embrace this
liberal offer of our
WEEK

B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,
ISAAC C. AlklSSO.V, Manager.
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SpringGoods!

It is a fact that cannot bo gainsayed
that we have the choicest stock of Black
and Colored New Spring Goods in the
city, including all the Novelties of the
seuson, in Combination Stripes, Checks,
Hair Lines, l’laids, Plains, Mixtures,
etc., with Fancy Velvets and Satins to
match. Also Black aud Colored Bead
Ornnments in great variety. Our goods
are entirely different from those seen in
other stores and our prices are always
lower.
We extend a cordial invitation
to every one to come in and see them.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511
St.
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SILK HATS.
Vou can have the shape of your head taken bv
the French Conforinetor, and get a fashionable
Silk Ilat made for $3.00.

COE,
197 Middle St.
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arguments to offer, pro or con, but simply
wish to make an allusion to it in order to
illustrate the potentiality of woman’s influence.
Whenever a large majority of the intelligent Christian women of America, believe that the highest development of woman
requires the ballot, and emphasize that belief by concert of action, everyone then living will bo surprised to see how easily woman suffrage will become an accomplished
fact. It is very evident that they have not
reached that point yet.”
This portion of the address was received
with applause and enthusiasm by the ladies
in the

assembly.

The meeting

was

addressed by Rev. Theo-

dore A. Metcalf, of South Boston.
The address occasioned much surprise, as he maintained that the Catholic church does not
teach total abstinence, hut moderation; end
held that no one has a right to induce anothto

sign

total abstinence pledge, unless he
does so of his own free will.
er

a

Tile county organization

was

effected by

the choice of the following officers:
President—Mrs. W. W. Blanchard.
Vice Presidents—Mrs. George B. Atwood, Mrs.
Dr. Irish.
Secretary—Mrs. A. M. Pulsifer.
Treasurer—Miss Stella CUadbourn.
Remarks were made in the afternoon by
Rev. Messrs. Cate, Whittemore, Ilayden and

N. F. Woodbury.
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Stream—Other Fires.

FRESHET.

Rising—A

Calais, May 11.—A fire at Princeton at
12.36 o’clock today cauglit from a stove in
house owned by James Fenalson and was
The
totally burned with the outbuildings.
loss is $800. There was a small insurance.
The fire also burned the house and contents
of Henry Fitch. The loss is $500; insured

as

Far

The Baptist parsonage was destroyed witli the furniture; loss $800: uninsured ; also three small buildings; loss $500.
At Robbinston this afternoon the house
and outbuildings owned and occupied by
Charles Spires was totally consumed; loss
and insurance unknown. A gale was blowing and the flames spread so rapidly and the
heat was so intense that no person was able
to enter the room where a two
year old
daughter was asleep and she was burned to
death. At 1 o’clock a fire
caught in the engine house of Shaw Bros, tannery at Grand
Lake Stream, and consumed the engine
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keag Monday night, returned Tuesday morning, bringing the mails from the up river
country. The water rose quite rapidly at
Costigan and Great Works Tuesday. At
llasin Mills it rose three inches during Monday night, and yesterday it remained nearly
There was a rise of an inch
at a standstill.
at the water works yesterday.
A train, with mails for Vanceboro and
route, was despatched this morning, but could go no further than Molunkus,
where they took hand cars and went to Wytopitlock, where they left the mails to be
taken to Vanceboro by train in the afternoon
Only the way mails were brought back. One
of the mail agents had his feet badly jammed
between the hand car and the train when returning. Through traffic on the whole line
will be resumed by Saturday.
No news has been received here today from
the North Twin dam, and the lumbermen
are exceedingly anxious to hear from it. The
Log Driving Company will start a crew of
men from here tomorrow morning, in
charge
of Mr. W. Jasper Johnson, to make extensive repairs on the structure.
They say today that if only the top of the dam is gone
repairs can be made in time to get the West
Branch logs in.
If more damage than this
has been done, fears are expressed that the
logs will not get in. Should they “hang up”
business will bo dull here for some time.

places

en

the Most Important

Testimony.
The Jury Not Able to Agree Upon
Verdict.

a

THE NEW
Wise asset, May 10— After the defence
stopped, the County Attorney read the following letter from Mary to Groves:
I nave made my bed and I must lie upon it. Be
thankful that you aro clear of it all. and that I do
not bear your name. 1 shall try aud live, but if 1
can't there is more than one way to end all this

misery.
On this

endorsement in Groves’s
Received Friday, June 18,
1884. Presented by Charley Groves.
Also this letter, without date, from Mary
to iter divorced husband:
was an

handwriting:

If you think it will be wise for you to see me.
tonight about half past nine and go up Into
the attic. You had better see C. [Charley] if the
way is clear and tell him not to say anything
about it, to any one. Be careful. I don’t see how
your seelug me can help me any. Don’t let any of
my neighbors see you.

Craves Sentenced to Imprisonment
for Life.
Calais, May 11.—At 10 a. m. the stillness
of death prevailed in the court room here, as
the Attorney General moved that sentence
be passed upon Graves. The counsel for the
prisoner said he had nothing more to say.
The judge, after complimenting the jury for
the conscientious manner In which they had
discharged their duty, directed the clerk to
read the sentence, which was “To be confined in the State prison at Thomaston, at
hard labor, for life.”
The audience was
much affected. Graves was taken toMachias
today, thence to Thomaston.

MAINE.

A Mysterious Disappearance.
Farmington, May U.-A young Farmington woman 1ms mysteriously
disappeared,

and tho most careful searcli for her thus far
has not availed to the discovery of a siuglc
trace as to her present whereabouts. She is

wife,

and a few nights ago had an
altercation with her husband, in which he
struck her. After receiving the blow she
quietly took her hat and quickly left the
a

young

house. Where she went or what sho did, or
where she now is, are questions that her distracted parents and her now sorry husband
are trying to answer. From the moment she
left her home no trail can he found to indicate what direction she took or what her
course of action was.
Farm

Buildings Burned.
UouLTON, May 11,—A fire this morning
burned the house, outbuildings, wagon
house, two hams, hay, grain and potatoes,
belonging to John Stewart, two miles from
this village. The contents of the house wero
partly saved. The fire caught from the
chimney. Loss 84000; insurance small.
Mr. Blaine and Party at Bar Harbor.
Bar Harbor, May 11.—Hon. James G.
Blaine, accompanied by Governor Bod well
State Treasurer Burleigh and several members of the Council were at Bar Harbor toSome members of the party arc understood to be seeking a profitable investment

day.

in real estate.
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said,

“Where are you going, Mary ? Have you
got to go ?” She replied, “My G-, there is
my father.” 1 looked up and saw Mr. Tatterson coming by the windo.w. She looked
back at him. lie looked at her. Neither of
them spoke. After she had gone out of the
room, be said, “Gone.”
Dr. Brown said: I was called up by Mrs.
Mary Groves. I heard a knocking at the
door, went to the window and said, “Who is
there and what is wanted?” A woman’s
voice replied, “Dr. Brown, come out to our
house, there is a man shot at out there." I
went down stairs and let her in. I asked
who was shot. She said Wilson Groves. I
asked her if she would give moro particulars. She stated she heard a noise between
10 and 11 o’clock, some one was
trying to get
into the house. She listened, the noise continued ; she went down to her father's
room;
she was in her night clothes. This man was
trying to get into the house; he said, “We
will go and see what it is.” lie
lighted a
light and took a pistol and said, “We will go
and see.” They went together; they came
in sight of an indistinct form out of
doors;
that he fired at this indistinct form; that the
form then became quiet. They went back to
bed. She heard a groan; told her father
that she heard a groan twice; he replied, “I
must have hit him; we will go and find out.”
Took a light, went to the door and found a
man lying at the door.
It was a quarter
of 12.

Buildings at Deblois Burned.
Cuerryfield, May ll.AThe house

and

barn of Charles

Merritt at Deblois were
burned this afternoon with nearly all the
contents; also the house, barn and outbuildings of Raymond E. Rideout. Merritt’s loss
is $800; Rideout’s, 81100.
Botli were uninsured. The cause was a defective chimney.
A high wind prevailed and Wilson & Ride
out’s shingle mill caught fire several
times,
but was saved, and two dwelling houses
narrowly escaped burning.
A Steamer Chartered.

Bangor, May

11.—It is stated tiiat steamer Mary Morgan of
Delaware lias been
chartered to run between Bangor and Rockland to commence the 1st of June by a new

This closes substantially a synopsis of the
testimony.
Ex-County Attorney Ililton closed a three
hours’ argument to the jury
precisely at
noon, Tuesday.
Judge Gilbert then made a closing state-

Wiscasset, May 11.—The Clark trial ended in a disagreement of the jury.
Yesterday
the entire day was consumed in arguing tho
case.
The charge of Judge Danforth to the
jury was able and impartial. The case went
to the jury at 10 o’clock this morning. The
jury

came

in at G o’clock.

Makchestkk, X. H., May li.—A special
to the Union says, one part of the village of
New Boston was totally wiped out by lire
shortly after noon today, which caught in
the stable of Abram Atwood, and fanned
by the high wind spread until all the houses

nearly suffocated.
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loss is $2000; insured for
$1000. The fire communicated to a house
across the road owned by A. J. Lamb and it
was burned, with two barns and
nearly all
thc-ir contents, including an ox and horse.
The loss is $1500; insured for $700.
Fire Near the Katahdin Iron Works.
cation.

Bangor, May

11.—A heavy fire is raging
about two miles this side of Katahdin
Iron
Works, on the railroad, and it is feared the
bridge at that point is gone, as no train came
down this afternoon, and telegraph communication is cut off. It is very dry alongside tlie railroad and many small fires are
starting up.
Ice Leaves Rangcly Ponds.
Farmington, May 11.—The ice left the
ponds In the llangeley Lake region this
morning. It is thought the ice will leave
the great lakes before Saturday night if the

present

warm

weather continues.

Cen. Hall Notifiod of His Nomination*

Damariscotta, May 11.—Gen. James

Hall has received notice of

by. the Governor
sioner.

as

A.

his nomination

deputy labor commis-

Post Office Discontinued.

Washington, May ll.-The post office at
Eagle, Penobscot county, was discontinued

is free at last.

The event was

cele-

brated today by the ringing of bells, blowing
whistles and firing cannon.
The band
rmnnrnl

rnini/vinev

The bridge was first built in 1858, and was
carried off by an ice freshet in 1870. It was
built in 1872 at a cost of about $8500. The
price paid for the bridge was $7000.
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Hyatt

of Connecticut Receives
the Nomination.

Washington, May 11.—The President
Wednesday, appointed James W. Ilyatt of

Connecticut, to be Treasurer of the United
States, to succeed Conrad N. Jordan, resigned.
[Mr. Ilyatt is a native of Norwalk, Conn.,
and is 49 years old. From I860 to 1872 he was
a iclerlc with LeGrand, Lockwood &
Co., of
New York. He returned to Norwalk in 1873
and soon became successively, vice president
and president of the Danbury & Norwalk
railroad.
In 1874 lie was elected
president
of the Norwalk Horse Railway
Company.
In 1875 and 1870 he represented his town in
the legislature. In the latter year Gov. Ingersoll appointed him bank commissioner to
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of
George 51. Landers, who went to congress.
He tilled the office so well that he was re-appointed by Govs. Hubbard, Andrews, Rigelow and Waller. At the time of his last appointment he was senator from the 13th district, but resigned his seat when Gov. Waller
reappointed him bank commissioner. He
served in this office with marked fidelity and
ability. Last January lie was appointed national bank examiner, superseding Rank Ex-

ted to the vacancy.

The

one

hundred and fiftieth anniversary

of the settlement of the first pastor of the
Congregational church of Rochester, II., was

duly observed yesterday.

much

St. John, May 11.—Advices state there is
still no communication with Bangor by rail,
and the people are beginning to despair, as

the outlook Is even worso than ten days ago.
The waters have risen
along the New
Brunswick railway so that the track is covered for nearly two miles.
Night trains have
been cancelled.
The only mails received
have been by the International line of
steamers.
The one arriving yesterday
brought 673 bags, or nearly eight tons. This

was the accumulation since the 30th of
April,
which should have been brought by trains.
It was taken on board at Portland.
Yesterday 45,000 feet of lumber from Cushing’s mill, just above the falls, was carried
down stream with part of a wharf. The
river lias risen six inches the last 24 hours.
mucu

vnn
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John river is unprecedented.
All the lowlands are
submerged, and many
completely
have
been
people
obliged to vacate their
dwellings, and remove with their cattle and
household goods to higher grounds.
Lumbermen say that the quantity of logs which
have been carried away is very great.
At Frederickton, the water reached the
furnaces of the gas house last night, and extinguished tlie fires, and darkness threatens
the city. The water is still rising.
in consequence of the mills being idle in
St. John, several vessels have been obliged
to cancel their charters, and seek cargoes at
other ports.
At Hampton, on the intercolonial railway, communication with the
station and village is entirely shut off, except by means of boats. Communication between Hampton and Passekeag by road is
now cut off.
FROM WASHINGTON.

Serious Sickness of Justice Woods.
Washington, May 11.—The condition of
Associate Justice Woods of the United States
Supreme Court is said to alarming. Friend*
say death may ensue. The distinguished jurist
is suffering from a complication of diseases.
Pensions Cranted.
Pensions have been granted to Maine residents to-day as follows:
William, father of Ira i*. Hill, Topsfleld.
Charles H. White, original, Augusta.
John Susie, original, Oldtown.
Benjamin H. Dodge, original. Seal Cove.
Bartholomew Browu, original, Togus.
Edward Mink, original, Thoinastou.
Horace B. Washburn, increase, Brewer.
Lewis Brewster, increase, ltocklaud.
Alonzo L. Thayer, increase, Bangor.
William Wallace, 2d, increase, Millbridge.
Elijah C. Towns, increase, South Litchfield.
Wm. L. Gray, increase, Paris.
Aaron P. Bennett, restoration and increase,
Liuneus.
Selden Da wes, restoration, Lewiston.
Tit for Tat.
The friends of Mr. Kandall have given out
this significant suggestion: “There is something rather premature in Senator Blacksburn’s assertion that Speaker Carlisle will
not place Mr. Kandall at the head of tlie new
appropriations committee. The statement
would be somewhat more interesting if it
were settled that Mr. Carlisle were to be
Speaker of the new House.”

uo
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Warning

to O'Brien.

Whipple

of Boston, blacksmith shop;
loss $1500; insured.
James McLane, contents of blacksmith
shop; loss $800; insurance $800.
A. P. Brigham, contents of
paintshop;
less $800; insured.
Baptist church, meeting house and chapel,
loss $5000; no insurance.
Town of New Boston school house, loss

insurance.
Town house and contents, loss $25,000;
insurance.
Engine house, loss $500; no insurance.
no

Presbyterian society chapel

no

and parson-

age, loss $3009; insurance $1800.
Mrs. A. Wason, dwelling, loss $2000; insurance, $1500.
Miss N. W. McLane, dwelling, loss $1500;
insurance $800.
Neil McLane, dwelling, loss $2200; insurance $1300.
Mrs. James Tuttle, dwelliug, loss $1500;
insured.
Mrs. H. M. McNeil, dwelling, loss $1500;
insurance $1000.
Ilei.ry Farley, residence, loss $3000; insurance $1700.
Tho above losses aggregate, with furniture,
(‘If*., lint l>1l 11 lltnr-i f
I iwi.irlv Hill luul

Montreal, May XI—The Gazette editorially warns O’Brien that if he insults the
Governor General, he does it at his own risk.
It says that an insult to Lord Landsdowne
is practically an insult to the Queeu and to
the people of Canada.
The Canadians are
bound to protect him and themselves from
such insult. O’Brien is assuming a serious
responsibility. As a landlord we have nothing to do with Lord Landsdowne. The people of Canada are not Irish and they have
rights that should be respected. We greatly
fear that if O’Brien persists, he will provoke
feelings of a totally different order from those
which in his rash design he contemplated.
Ireland will not be benelitted by O’Brien’s
agitation and an insult to the Viceroy on
Canadian soil will surely be followed by a

deplorable complication.
l'he Irish population are making great
preparations to welcome O'Brien.
Visitors
will be received by the Irish societies at the
station and escorted to the St.
Lawrence
Hall where an address of welcome will be
read. In the evening O’Brien and Kilbride
will deliver addresses in Albert Hall. Much
excitement prevails over the fear of a coun
ter demonstration by Orangemen and the
repetition of the riots of ’78 and ’79.

College Sports.
New Haven, Conn., May 11.—After the
sophomore games this afternoon, T. G.
Shearman gave an exhibition of running
broad jumping and succeeded in clearing 21
feet 2 inches, breaking the Yale record and
nearly equalling the inter-collegiate record.

Tile games resulted as follows:
One hundred yards dash—C. H.
Slierri'l, first;
T. G. Sherman, second; time, 11 seconds.
Half-mile run—L. llradner, Jr., first; E. B.
Hinckley, second; time,2m. 3 4-5s.
Mile walk—R. T. Eiatl, first; H. A. Smith, second
; time 8m. 19s.
duo hundred and

Berger, first;

twenty yards hurdle—C. B.
T. S. Shearman, second; time

17 o-5s.
Two hundred aud twenty yards run—C.
rlll, first; T. G. Shearman, second; time
Four hundred and lorty yards ruu—G.
ards, first; W. A. Mcyuald, second; time

ll.Sher24 l-6s.
B. Rich66s.

_

estimated total insurance of *15,000, most of
which is in the town company. Sparks from
an engine probably caused the blaze.

New

In Honor of Roosevelt.

New York, May 11.—A banquet in honor
of Theodore Roosevelt by the Federal Club
i^iviuiucub

FIRE RECORD.
Serious Fire In a

Hampshire

A Fatal Railroad Accident.

Havehuill, Mass., May 11.—A great fire
occurred at Newton Village, N. H., Tuesday

The conflagration started in Geo. H.
Hoyt’s livery stable stable at about midnight,
caused by a horse kicking over a lighted
lantern. Tweutv-one buildings were burned, causing a loss of *25,000, among them the
Twilight Hotel, stable and outbuildings, S.
W. Crafts' meat market, Samuel Hayford’s
house, II, E. Hartford’s house, stable and
carriage factory, John Holt’s house and
barn, L)r. Anteli’s house and barn, E. B.
Hoyt's residence. J. B. Merrill’s house and
stable, W. VV. Wilder’s grocery store store,
barn barn and outbbildings, including large
store house, i>. W. Crafts’ stable, F. S.
Hatch’s house and stable also the town
night.

house.
Steamer Grant of Haverhill, with hose No.
1 and steamer Merrimac from Merrimac, did
excellent service.
The loss is a severe blow to the community,
G. W. Hoyt’s loss 80,000, insured *4,000; Hr.
An toll’s loss *.'1,000; Hayford’s loss *1500;
Hatch’s loss *1500; J. B. Merrill’s loss *200;
E. B, Hoyt’s loss 82,500, insured Si,000; town
hall, loss *2,000; John Holt’s loss *2,SCO. All
were well insured.
The total loss will reach

*60,000.

Election of Railroad Directors.
Concord, N. II., May 11.—At the annual

Washington

the following

ir
AiL-mi

were

railroad this
elected direc-

Nathaniel White,

AiM,i Mjfobell of Concord, Walter
Sulloway of Franklin,
Fnimn’naAilva
'v,' James
Emmons
Raymond,
T
Bos1

Furber of

Foul Piav
Suspected.

ofBa°man’ ^DDarannvnc?y,evcnin8the body
to the
city hospital by fo!ifr men"whoStated

|street.
hoe«thTosStonn,aamnd
They
brought

“

Wn.0

had
1 dm to th«
tal for treatment. The men
were
to"
depart without giving their names or ad-

dresses.
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cans, including Senator-elect Hiscock,Henry
Cabot Lodge, Chauncey M. Depew and Levi
P. Morton.

Village.

«f the Mt.

1887.
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EDITOR O’BRIEN

Meets With

a

the business man liad no desire to
118 nuw l“w, UDd refused to

Grand Ovation in Montreal.

He Describes the Incidents

Attending

Some of the Evictions.
Fears that the Orangemen Will Make
Trouble at Toronto.

Montreal, May 11.—Editor O’Brien, of
tile United Ireland, spoke to an enthusiastic
audience of over 2000 people in Albert Hall
this evening. The moeting was in charge of
the local branch of the Irish National
League. Many French Canadians attended.
The name of Lord Lansdowne was hissed
several times, but no demonstration was
made in or out of the hall against the
premier. Mr. O’Brien said he had come to
Canada because the homes of the poor people
of Luggacurran, far away in Ireland, are desolate to-night, and because the man who
is responsible lor it is here in the highest
post of honor in this great, free land. If
we came to Canada to ask
you to be a friend
to us and save our people, it is because this
is not the first time Canada has stood be-

tween the Irish
and their oppressors.
people
It is not the first
tune you have stretched
out the broad shield of your generous
sympathy to stay the march of hunger and misgovernment in Ireland.
Mr. l'arnell has
said he will never again beg the world for
alms for the Irish landlordism. \Ve are now
begging, not for alms, but to enable us to uproot the whole system of Irisn landlordism.
We do not come to ask you for £20,000 for
any more, but ask you to consider
what Lord Lansdowne is making of
£20,000
a year which you give him, or which
you en
able hnn to get; and if that be put to a bad
and inhuman use we ask you to convey
your
censure of Lord Lansdowne. as
you have a
perfect right to do.
Lansdowne is laying
waste to an entire stretch of
country miles
long, as completely as if an angel of death
knocked at every cabin door in these valleys, and devoted every man, woman and
child to destruction.
As soon as he will
have obtained his next batch of ejectment
decrees he will have made a clean
sweep of
the property, and, except Lord Lansdowne’s
hailins and creatures, the whole population
will have been banish, and their homes will
know them no more.
O’Brien described the incidents
attending
some of the evictions as follows:
“An infirm old woman, aged 80 and odd
years,
whose tottering steps had to be guided out of
the little homestead, was put out in a
pitiless
storm of hail and snow. The cold March
blast blew around them. The poor creatures
cried bitterly. The old man, over 90 years
of age, was told to clear out. A delicate
mother, with a babe only a fortnight old
clasped in her arms, stood shivering outside,
while the “emereenev men” uimwi m.t
Uttle belongings,
'llie “emergency men"
were there with sledge
hammers, crowbars,
ladders, saws and hatchets to pull down the
house and smash the furniture of the miserable thatched cottage, into which the rain
poured through the roof, occupied by a tenant named Henry Mulhall, which was entered by a sheriff. On a chair near the fire
was a poor old woman, who did not seem to
realize that she was going to be put out of
the house which had sheltered her from
childhood. She wasput out on the loadslde
in a pitiless storm.
These are a few typical
cases of hundreds of evictions tint have
been going on at Lansdowne’s Queens county estates. When the dispute arose, the
tenants owed only half a
year’s rent after
all the frightful losses of the
past seven
years. One year’s rent should be due before
evictions can take place, and
unworthy attempts have been made to make the Canadiau people understand that one
year's rent
was
due.
The
second
half
year’s
rent
said to be
due, but which was

charity

not, was a mere lawyer’s
myth, a
legal fiction known as “the banging gate."
We Luggacurran tenants were honest,
peaceful, and inoffensive so far as crime was
concerned. The locality is simply stainless.
During these barbarous evictions not a blow
was struck, nor a stone
Hung, and what
have these people ever done that they should
deserve to be robbed of home and land/
1 hey simply sought an abatement in rents—
abatements less than Earl Cowper’s royal
commission, a landlords’ commission appointed by a Tory government declared to
be equitable; less even than the land commission courts are granting on
neighboring

estates—and, finally,

reductions

to

which
Lord Lansdowoe’s own
arbitrator, Mr.
Denning,
gave assent and approval in
black and white.
I iuipeal to the people of Canada
against
Landsdowne
and
the savage sentence
against the whole peaceable population,
substantially the Canadian flag floated
over
the
and
evicting
army,
it was Canadian money that hired “emermen"
to
do their dreadful work. I
gency
call upon you to free the Canadian name
from this, and let Lansdowne and the world
know that when Canada stretched out her
arm to Ireland it was not to wound or subjugate her, but to save her.”

Tremendous cheering followed the close of

insurance $3500.

$3000;

u«b

_

in its reach were burned flat.
The local fire
department and an engine from Geffstown
availed little. Tho burned buildings included a church and two chapels, store, shop and
seven dwellings.
Mrs. J. Flanders was seriously burned, and an old gentleman, Joseph
McLane, sustained a serious shock from the
excitement. One hundred pounds of powder
exploded in tho store. The town lisuse was
also burned.
Much confusion prevailed
among the people, owing to their wrought up
condition. Following are the losses and insurance in detail:
G. A. Wason, store, building and stable;
loss $2000; insurance unknown.
is. I). Atwood, stock in store; loss $550( ;
Reid

matters

worse.

strayed.

aminer Mygatt.]

Secretary Vail Resigns.
Chicago, 5Iay 11.—The National Trotting
Association’s board of review considered
Secretary Vail’s case this evening. President
Grant said either Vail or lie would have to
resign. Vail resigned and it was accepted.
51arvin R. Morse of Pawpaw, 111., was elec-

...

—

THE NEW U. S. TREASURER.
J. W.

heavy wind Is prevailing, making

THE DOMINION.

Fire at Carmel.
Bangor, May 11.—The Whig learns that
tho farm buildings of James G. Croxford of
Carmel caught fire at noon by the chimney
burning out and were entirely destroyed, with

only lady

St. John, Alay 11.—'The flood in the river
curiosity is now regarded as the direst calamity which ever befel the Province. Since yesterday the water
has risen ten inches and is now almost two
feet higher than ever known before.
The
city of Fredericton is In total darkness at
night. The gas house is flooded. Nerepis
bridge which cost the Province *200,000 in
1874, was swept away today. At Westfield,
fifteen miles from the city, great waves are
dashing over the tracks of the New Brunswick railroad, and today’s train had to return. The overflow at South Branch has increased almost 3000 feet. At Bothsay, Riverside and Lakeside, on the Intercolonial,
the track has been undermined and it was
found necessary today to make transfers. A
at first looked upon as a

SERIOUS CONFLAGRATION.

company. The Morgan steamer is 400 tons
net, licensed to carry 1200 passengers, is
finely fitted up and very fast.

An

FRESHET,

TheCreat Damage Done by the Water in the Province.

ment for the State.

»

the contents.

BRUNSWICK

Fbihav, June 13,1884.

Joseph Groves, father of Wilson B. Groves,
the deceased, testified: I asked Mary about
the shooting. I said, ‘‘I guess he didn’t fire
but once.” She did net say whether he fired
twice or not. He said that he fired into the
shed the first time. This was after Wilson
died. She said he fired into the shed, then
came back into the room where she was, and
said that he guessed he had killed him, that
she had better go to bed.
R. K. Sewall, recalled: 1 was counsel for
Wilson Groves in the divorce proceedings.
I received instructions from him not to bring
anything up to the prejudice of his wife, or
suffer it to be done, that would in
any way
injure her.
Louisa C. Elmes, recalled by State: 1 was
at Mr. Groves’s house at the time Mr. Patterson called for Mrs. Wilson Gioves.
I was
standing by the side of the bed. I saw his

season, is favorable to such a reotherwise the water might fall off so

that sufficient head could not be obtained to
drive them in after the lakes had been depleted of their store of water.
The train which went up to Mattawam-

of

come

saw mill, dry house, roll loft and the
immense building that covered the vats,
called “the yard.” Ten thousand sides of
leather valued at $30,000 were burned.
A
A northerly gale was blowing. The lo6S is
estimated at $125,000. The insurance is not
known here.

driving

sult,

Synopsis

A

house,

nllVftd tills P.VPnimr amid

Nlolunkus.

of the Father of the Mur-

for $255.

bridge
Train on the

Testimony

dered Man.

Livermore’s Free Bridge.
Livermore Falls, May 11.—Livermore’s

Bangob, May 11.—From conversation
with lumbermen, and in the absence of any
further information, it is thought that the
difficulty in getting the logs into the boom
will be averted. The large amount of snow
yet in till northern woods, which will serve
tn Iraan

at Crand

3125,000

today.

European Branch Runs
as

We wish to call attention to the fact
that our Combination Suits, both Cotton
and Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
The garments are made from white
and scarlet, ail wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good fitting
and comfortable garments.

M. E.
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this point, Mrs. Arnold said,
“the results of woman’s work are
everywhere apparent, and are an important factor in ttie world of progress.
I am not going to drag in woman suffrage. I have no

Waterbury Watches

hnvc

to

iivittrtu

*v***“e»

wlilchll sell

mario

>

order at 10 o’clock.
Devotional exercises
were held till 10.30,
The 77th hymn was
sung, and the convention went into executive session.
Mrs. Dr. Peasley of Auburn was elected
secretary pro tern.
The following committees were formed:
On Constitution-Mrs. M. Stevens, Mrs. Hattie
Pulsifer, Mrs. Butl) Bray
On Nominations—Mrs. L. Bickertou, Mrs, Mark,
Mrs. Chad bourne.
On Resolutions—Mrs. Sanborn, Miss Etta Lane,
Mrs. George B. Wood.
On Credentials—Mrs O Merrill, Miss E. Mattox.
Members were present from all parts of
the county, and there was quite a number of
visitors from other parts of the State.
Mrs. Dr. Stephens of Auburn delivered
the address of welcome, which was well received and interestingly written.

The Water Still

to

a

Lewiston, May 10.—The Androscoggin
W. C, T. U. and Y’s convention was held in
Court street church today. President William Wesley Blanchard called the meeting to

CLOSING OUT SALE.

nffori)

I’*

Another address was read by Mrs. Dr. Arnold of Turner, in the course of which she
struck the key-note of the gathering by re-

COR. OF PEARL ANO MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND.
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Branch Held at Lewiston.

Wc Propose to Cut the Prices This
Week lO Per Cent,

Kvci-y boy

~
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The Convention of the

have been thoroughly tested with both
wood and ooal In thousands of homes
throughout New England, and we have
stuck faithfully to these patterns, agreeing in every Instance to new top or bottom any Range that would crack Inside
of 12 months. That we have kept our
word our enormous sales are full evidence the Ranges have proved the best
in the country, and have teen sought
for more than any other Range manufactured In New England.

AT

5

£3

VV. C. T. U.

OUR QUAKER RANGE,
OUR FIRST NATIONAL RANGE,
OUR GROVELAND RANGE,

have a large quantity of

Wind

E. P. JOJTM. l’v’t 8. C.. U. B. A.

OUIt NEW TARIFF RANGE,

Congress

BO

New York... 30.04
Philadelphia. 30.04
Washington.. 30.08
Norfolk, V». 30.08

™t*burg

We have sold more of these goods since
we opened here than any other Stove
Store in New England, and we give you
the reason why: We have handled nothing but the best goods.

mar.31

\1..*>.,«,<

Cincinnati,0.

SWESmkI RAMS

ANNIVERSARY

4fi

Boston, Mass
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and see how many will take
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KITCHEN

REPORT,

Portland, Me., May 11, 1887.
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A Loss of

MAY

The patient was
the doctors were aroused.
found to have received severe injuries about
the head nud body. His skull was fractured
and there was strong evidence of foul play.
The man suffered greatly and died during
An investigation begun by the
the night.
the name and address
police soon discovered
left by the men to be bogus, bio definite indead
man’s identity has
the
formation as to
been learned until today, when it was ascertained that the real name of the man was
William Makin, but his residence is not
known.
__
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After they left the

avowed
suspicions of

Melboubhe, May

11.—A collision on the
Bridgton railroad to-day killed the engineer,
stoker and three passengers aud injured 50

others,

some

lataliy.

GENERAL NEWS.

the speech.
O’Brien will speak in Quebec
May 12th. in Kingston the 16th, Toronto the
17tb, Ottawa the 19th.
Lansdowne is in Toronto today, where he
is being feted and welcomed. Many
persons
here express the opinion that when O’Brien
reaches there, and again at Kingston, the
Orangemen will try to raise disturbances.

Toronto, May 11.—The Orangemen

are

greatly excited over O’Brien’s proposed visit
to this city. Yesterday a deputation of the
Loyal and Patriotic Union, headed by President Goldwin Smith, waited upon
Mayor
Howland with a request to call a mass meeting of citizens to discuss the O’Brien visit.
The mayor said he would do so and
promised
to preside at the meeting.
He deprecated
the O’Brien agitation, but his confidence in
tho r/nrul ennen nf fkn
...._z.

expecting any collision

over

»

the visit.

LINCOLN IN ’54.
From Jests and
ness

Laughter to Serious*
and Study.

LNicolay and Hay in the Century.]
actor came forward on the
political stage in Central Illinois; or rather,
an old favorite reappeared.
This was Abraham Lincoln. Since his return to
Springfield, 1847 to 1849, though by no means entirely withdrawn |froin politics, his active
work had been greatly diminished, flis
Congressional life had largely increased the
horizon of his observation. Perhaps it had
also extended the bounds of his ambition.
He had doubtless discovered many of liis
own defects, and not unlikely had diligently sought to remedy them. The period
following had for him been years of work,
His profession of law
study, reflection.
had become a deeper science and a higher
His practice, receiving his
responsibility.
undivided attention, brought him more important and more remunerative cases. Losing nothing of his genial humor, his character took on the dignity of a graver manhood.
He was still the centre and the idol of
every
social group he encountered, whether on the
street or in the parlor. Serene and
buoyant
of temper, cordial, and winning of
language
charitable and tolerant of
opinion, his very
presence diffused a glow of confidence and
kindness. Wherever he went he left an
ever-widening ripple of smiles, jests aud
laughter. His radiant good fellowship was
beloved and sought alike by political opponents and; partisan friends. His
sturdy and
delicate integrity, recognized far and
wide,
had long since won him the blunt but hearty
sobriquet of “Holiest old Abe.” But it became noticeable that of late
years he was
But

now a new

less among the crowd and more in the solitude of his office or his
study, and that he
seemed ever in haste to leave the easer circle
was entertaining.
It was in the midsummer

ne

The Union seed works of Selby, Stair*

Co., at Peoria, 111., were burned Tuesday
night. Loss 8100,000; insured for 840,00.
The Pennsylvania Legislature has passed
a

high license law.

A forest fire is doing serious damage near
Tewksbury, Mass.
Wood fires aro raging at South Middleboro
and Wareham, Mass., and much alarm is felt
for the safety of dwelling houses.
Some 75 to 100 weavers at FallRiver, Mass.,

have struck.

Nominations bv the Covernor.
The following nominations have been
made by the Governor:
To take birds, etc., for scientific purposes—
William Locke, Fryeburg.
Fish und Game Wardens—Alden Allen,
Jefferson; Elliot Rich, Bethel.
Trial Justice—Orin A. Priest, Skowhegan.
Dedimus Justices—Peter L. Hill, Gouldsboro; Fred K. Bodwell, Acton.
Notaries Public—Everett L. Smith, Gardiner; P. W. .1. Lander, Bangor.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—George
H. Bailey, Portland; Horace Bodwell. Acton ; Augustus G. Blake, Brooklln; William
M. E. Brown, Skowhegan; Joseph A. Chamberlain, Bristol; George F. Davis, Biddeford;
William H. Decker, Orient; John Sherman
Douglass, Lamoine; Josiah H. Drummond,
William H. Frye, Greenboro;
Portland;
Frank L. Kenney, Bangor; George E. Macomber, Augusta; Newton G. Merrill, Stetson; Frank A. Millett, Poland; Albert W.
Paine, Bangor; Joseph W. Spaulding, Portland : Elmer P. Spofford. Portland; Franklin P. Sprague, Bath; George A. Wilson,

Paris; EdmundL. Young, Millbridge.l

find him

of 1854 that

we

reappearing on the stump in central
I he rural population
always welhis
oratory, made up of ready wit,
come?},
apt illustration, simple statement, forcible
Illinois,

His diction was familiar to the
logic.
ear,
his stories were racy of the soil. He never
lacked for invitations to address the
public.
Ills first speeches on the new and all-absorbing topic were made in the neighboring
towns, and in the counties adjoining his own
Inwards the end of August the candidates
for Congress in that district
were, in west-

phrase, “on the track.” Yates, afterwards *ne of the famous “war governors,”

ern

sought a re-election as a Whig. Harris, as a
Douglass Democrat strove to supplant him.
Local politics became active, and Lincoln
was sent for in all directions to address the
people.
When he went, how'ever, he distinctly announced that ho did not purpose to
take up his time with this personal and congressional controversy.
Ilis intention was
discuss the principles of the Nebraska
Once launched upon this theme men were
surprised to find him imbued with a new and
unwonted seriousness.
They heard (ran
his lips fewer anecdotes and more
history.
Careless listeners who came to laugh at his
jokes sat spell bound by the strong current
of his reasoning and the Hashes of his earnesti eloquence, and were lifted by the range
and tenor of his argument into a fresher and
purer political atmosphere.
A Farmer and the Cider Law.

[Rockland Courier Gazette.]
Some months ago one of our Main street
business men ordered a keg of cider of a

back-country citizen.
put in

a

tardy

Last week the citizen
with the apple

appearance
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Still Further Consideration in

Salems.7
Boston Blues.6

Again

Wary Jay Once Lost
by Waiting a Oav.

a

Mil-

The

Report That

much surprised, and said it would be necessary to consult with the Commodore. He
said, however, that 81,500,000 was at least
8300,000 too low. When the Commodore
hl.1

ImmL

laughed, and put the price at $2,800,000.
Gould retorted that jie could have bought it
on the previous day for $2,000,000.
The
Commodore explained that the difference
between yesterday and today was $800,000.
Gould said nothing and retired. lie made
another effort on the following day.
The
Commodore
had
been
thinking. His
thoughts cost Mr. Gould $1,000,000, for his
price on the third day of the negotiations
was $0,800,000.
Mr. Gould did not express
his thoughts, but his speech demonstrated
that he appreciated the danger and expense
of delay. He said, “I’ll take it,” and he
did. Thus from a beginning of less than
1000 miles he secured control of a system of
over 5000, forming the Missouri Pacific, Iron
Mountain, and International and Great
Northern and their branches into one compact system. The bargain, in comparison
with the present value of the property, was
as close a one as Mr. Gould ever managed to
make, and from the day it was closed n has
lost no

opportunity

of

extending

property, which, with lines that

nis railroad
are

yet

on

paper, but are almost certain to be built, is
soon likely to embrace at least 8000 miles of

rail.

WEODINC CUSTOMS.

Ceremonies

Curious

the Youth of

Performed by

Transylvania.

[Popular Science Monthly.]
In Transylvania, when the young people
go to church the day after the wedding, they
met at the church door by a group of
masked figures who surround them, singing
and booting, and playfully endeavor to separe

arate the young matron from her
husband.
If they succeed in so doing, then he must
win her back in a hand-to-hand fight with
his adversaries, or else he must give a piece
of money as her ransom. In general it Is

considered

bad

for the married life
of the young couple if the wife be separated
from her husband on this occasion; therefore
it is customary for the young husband to
take his stand close by the church door
while his wife is praying within, and then
be ready to catch hold of her as soon as she
steps outside. For greater precaution, the
man often holds her round the waist with
both hands during the dance which immediately takes place before the church, and at
which they assist merely as spectators, taking no active part, as it is not considered
seemly to dance in the church attire.
As commonly several couples are married
at the same time, it is usual for each separate wedding party to bring its own band of
music and dance thus independent of the
others. On the occasion of a triple
wedding
I lately witnessed, it was very amusing to
watch the three wedding parties coming
down the street, each accelerating its pace
till it came to be a sort of race up to the
a

omen

church door to secure the best dancing
place
The ground being rough and slanting, there
was only one spot where anything like a Hat
dancing floor could be obtained, and the
winning party at once secured this enviable
position, while the others had to put up
with an inclined plane or a few hillocks accidentiug their boll-room floor. The 10 to 10
couples belonging to each wedding party are
enclosed In a ring of bystanders, each rival
uuuu wj. uiuw
piaying away witn neroic disregard for the scorched cars of the listeners.
“Polka” calls out the first group: “Waltzer!'
roars the second, for it is a point of honor
that each party should show a noble independence in taking its own line of action;
and if, out of mere coincidence, two of the
bands happen to strike
up the self-same
tune, one of them is sure to change to somedifferent
thing totally
as soon as aware of
the unfortunate mistake—the
caterwauling
effect produced by this
system baffling all
description. “This is nothing at all,” said
the worthy pastor, from whose garden I was
overlooking the scene, laughing at the evident dismay with which I endeavored to
stop
my ears. “Sometimes we have eight or ten
at
a
time
each
with their own
weddings
fiddlers. This is something worth hearing

indeed!”

TORTUCAS.

The Island which
Seize for a

England wishes [to
Haytien Debt.

[Boston Transcript.]
The demand recently made on Hayti for
Indemnity by England.and the alternative of
immediate payment or the seizure of the
Island of Tortugas in satisfaction of her
claims, has arrested public attention in thii
country.
Tortugas, lying in the immediate vicinity
of the windward passage and in a measure
commanding it, becomes a most important
strategic point, atid its possession by England
might at some future time be a serious obstruction to our commerce with the Gulf of
Mexico and the Spanish Main. It is a mistake to say that Tortugas was sold to the
Maundas, as they only purchased the right
to its occupation, to cut mahogany and other
woods, which were supposed to abound on
the island, which had been uninhabited since
♦ Krt

tlmn ef tl.»

_A__

—

Z.

_•

their stronghold. The Haytien Qovernm ent
has always jealously prohibited Its even
being visited, and would never consent to Its
passing cut of their control.
The Windward passage, lying between
Cuba and llayti, is the great highway for all
vessels passing into the Gulf of Mexico and
to the north coast of South America, and
during our civil war our Government vessels stationed at Cape Haytien, wero employed to convoy the Aspinwall steamers
through, to protect them against the Confederate cruisers, as this was the main route to
California and the west coast of South
America; the passage along our coast being
dangerous, as well as tedious, owing to the
strong current of the Gulf Stream.England has no doubt an eye to the future,
n wishing to get the control of this
great

highway,

it would virtually give her also
the command of the Panama ('anal, as she
has acquired that of the Suez Canal, and it
would never do for us to submit to such a
state of things. The frequent revolutionary
changes in the Government of llayti have
made any contracts with it very uncertain,
as the overthrow of a President would frequently cause them to bo ignored by his successor, and in this way many complications
have arisen and claims of damages have acas

cumulated.
Our American claims—a large amount being on file in the State department at Washington—must greatly exceed in value those
of English subjects, as we have never, unlike

England,

enforced the collection of any of
them, while she has usually made tier claims
and
obtained pecuniary redress at
promptly
the times of their occurrence.
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HAVERHILL*. 13; LYNNS, 7.
The Haverhill* defeated the Lynn* at Hav
erhill, yesterday afternoon. Four hundred
spectators were present Including the Maud
Banks’ troupe. Polhemus’ batting, Bader's
fielding and Terrien’s batting were the principal features. The score:
Innings.1 23466789

Parnell Is Worse

London, May ll.-Tho House

of Comthis evening resumed consideration in
committee of the coercion bill. Peter Mc-

Haverhill*.4 0 0 0 4 2 3 0 0—13
Lynns.2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2—IP
LOWELLS, 16; LA WHENCE, 4.

mons

Nationalist

member for North
The Lowells did about as they pleased
of an amendment
with the Lawrences
yesterday at Lowell,
to the effect that evidence of witnesses at
batting their new pitcher, Lynch, all over
preliminary inquiries should be adduced the field. The Lawrence batsmen could do
against them except in a case of perjury.
nothing with Doyle. But one hit was made
Mr. Balfour, Chief Secretary, opposed the off him
up to the sixth inning. The fielding
adoption of such an amendment because the was sharp on both sides. The errors male
clause as it stood was necessary to induce by tbe Lowells were excusable, owing to the
high wind. Umpire Weden’s decisions on
witnesses to give evidence.
bails and strikes were a little off, but affectProf. James Stuart, of St. Andrews’ Unied both sides equally and not seriously. The
Radical
member
for Uoxton divis- at tendance was 1500. The score:
versity,
of Shoreditch, declared that the clause as it
Innings.1 2 3 4 6 0 7 8 0
stood was a most serious Innovation in crim- Lowells.,....0 0 0 3 0 0 6 0 1—16
lawrences.1 0000011 1—4
inal law.
Base bits—Lowell* 15, Lawrences 4. ErrorsT. M. Healy said, in opposing the governLowells 8, Lawrence 15.
ment’s proposal, the Irish party wore fighting for one of the oldest principles of
STANDING or THE CL IBS.
Knglisli jurisprudence.
The following is the standing of the New
W. U. Smith, First Lord of the Treasury,
insisted that the committee divide. Amid Cogland League clubs to date:
cries of “Shame,” “Monstrous,”’ the cloture
Per
was put aud carried, 285 against 1«J.
cent.
Won.
Lost.
Won.
f
..
Played.
London, May ll.-The British bark Wll- Portlands.
9
2
If
.818
lowband, at Falmouth for l’ysandii, reports Boston Blues. 8
2
10
soo
that on March 23, lu latitude 1.26 S., longiI'>*«ll»
7
8
10
:?6o
;.
Manchester*. 6
tude 25.38 W., she spoke the American
4
10
600
ship
4
6
io
,400
Occidental, from Penarth for Acapulco. Lynns.
Lawrences- 3
7
10
.300
The mate of the ship was in command, her
Haverhins........ 2
8
io
.200
master.
Captain Williams, having been Salems. 18
8
.111
killed by one of tbe crew on March 20. Five
sailors were working on the forecastle on
that day, when one of them became inThe National League.
volved in a quarrel with the captain. The
AT BOSTON.;
latter dealt the sailor several heavy blows
Innings.1 28456780
with a belaying pin. when the latter drew a
Philadelphia*.1 0030140 x— 8
knife and stubbed the captain to the heart.
Bostons. 0001 01 200—4
The second mate of the Willowbank boarded
Base lilts— Bostons, ; 6 Philadelphia*, 14. Erthe Occidental and learned the above facts.
rors—Bostons, 7; Philadelphia*, fo. Earned runs
The crew of the Occidental were mutinous.
—Boston, o; Philadelphia*, 6. Batterles-FerLondon, May 11.—Alarming rumors are guson and Clements, stenunyer and (PKourke.
in circulation in the lobby of the House of
AT NEW TORE.
Commons this afternoon in regard to Mr.
Innings...!.1 23466789
Donald,

[Sew York Times.]
On first thought it seems almost impossible
that Jay Oould has only been a railroad
magnate of the first class little more than
half a decade, yet such is the fact. In 1879
he owned only the nucleus of his present
Southwestern system of railroads, and, as
the rival of the Wabash through considerable territory was the Missouri Pacific, he
felt by no means at ease regarding the ultimate fate of bis venture. Commodore Garrison owned a controlling interest in the
Missouri Pacific, which was managed by his
brother Oliver. Commodore Garrison did
not like Mr. Gould, and would not have objected to make Gould’s purchase of Wabash
a dear bargain.
He probably would have
done so had it not been for Oliver Garrison.
The latter and Ben W. Lewis, Gould’s manager of the Wabash, wore close friends, and
Garrison, as chief executive of the Missouri
Pacific, did nothing to injure Gould’s property. But when Mr. Lewis called upon Mr.
Gould in New York one day toward the
close of 1879 and tendered his resignation on
the ground of other interests which claimed
his attention, Gould immediately saw breakers ahead and said so.
Lewis suggested that
he remove the breakers by buying the control
of Missouri Pacific.
The suggestion was
not allowed to get moldy. Gould called upon
Oliver Garrison and offered 81,300,009 for the
Garrison interest in the road. Garrison was

rnMmil

Carrlod,

Denied.

lion

llparri nf (vnillll’n nflW ll«

Put and

265 to 162

THE COULD SYSTEM.
How the

Com-

mittee of the Coercion Bill.
The Cloturo

CENTS.

hard ran elicited great applause. Both nines
batted hard, and many changes in positions
resulted. 1. J. Mahony, umpire, should be
given credit for firmnesr,.
Innings.1 2 3 4 6 0 7 8 9

accept tbe keg.

somewhat wratliy,
at once to the office of one of our proceeded
lawyers,
and after narrating the circumstances
of the
case, wanted to know if he couldn’t compel
the dealer to take the cider. “Yes, sir
said
the lawyer, “but it would cost
you 8100 fine
or sixty days in jail.”
The farmer didn’t
push the matter. One Maine farmer is now
serving out a sixty day sentence in jail for
selling cider.

THREE

.Sligo, moved the adoption

Parnell’s health. One of these rumors is to
the effect that Mr. Purnell is dead. Mr. Justin McCarthy asserts, however, that he has
seen a telegram from Mr. Parnell
stating
that he would be in London tomorrow. This
dispatch, Mr. Carthy says, is dated today.
Parnell left Avondale and will arrive at
London tomorrow morning.
He has sent
telegrams saying his health Is improving and
to
he
present in Parliament tornorexpects

New

0310300

1-9

Washingtons.0 01011104—8

Base hits—Washingtons, 16: New Yorks, 18.
Errors— Washington, 0; New Yorks, 3. Earned
runs—Washingtons. 4; New Yorks, 4. Batteries
auu

irmy

O'Kourke.

ueaiey,
AT

wreii'ii,

aim

i.corse

DBTSOIT.

Innings.1 23466780

Detroits.0

0

6

0

2

0

0

1—18

0

Plttsburgs.1 00010000—2
Base hits— Detroits,27; Plttsburgs, 11. Errors
Detroits,); Plttsburgs, 3. Earned runs—Detroits,
11; Plttsburgs, l. Batterles-Twltcheli and Broldy, Bishop and Miller.

row.

__

BASE BALL.
New

Yorks.1

—•

AT

England League.

CHll'AOO.

Chicago* 11, Indianapolis 6. Base hits—Chica22; Indianapolis 8. Errors—Chicago 11, Indianapolis 3. Pitchers—Baldwin and Darling.

go
GAME TODAY.

The Portlands will play the Manchester!
again this afternoon. Reardon will probably pitch for the Manchesters, and will make
our boys do some guessing before
they gauge
him. Game will be called at 3 o’clock.
POKTLAND, 24; MAKCHISTXB8, 14.
There were about 700 people present at the
game yesterday between the Portlands and
Manchesters. It was the first meeting of
the two clubs and there was much speculation as to whatithe result would be, as the
Manchesters started the season with flying
colors. The visitors are a good looking set
of ball players, and, although their captain,
T. McDermott, was a little too demonstrative at times, they behaved in a very cred’table manner on the field. Williams occupied
the box for them and was batted hardhard enough to retire him in most cases, but
he stuck to it and stood fils punishment well.
He is a large man and resembles Cavanagh,
the old Portland first baseman, somewhat.
He was a little wild at times, but got through
with giving only two men their bases on
balls. The Portlands presented Quinn and
Thayer as a battery. It is the first time the
former has pitched a league game, with the
exception of the trial In Boston before he recovered from his lameness.
He has very
puzzling curves, and the record of yesterday
is nothing to judge him by as several of the
hits were made after three men should have
been out, and then again the Portlands had
such a lead that there was no need of his
exerting himself. He did excellent work at
the bat getting two singles, two doubles and
a three bagger.
Thayer caught him well and
played a good game.
The Portlands started out with Mr. Williams in the first inning. They scored seven

Other Carries

j

colbys.

Goodwin, p. 6
Larraby, c. 6

Puisifer, ss. 6
Gibbs. If. 4
Bowman, 3b. 6

Wagg, 2b.

«

Files..
Bachelder.
Werraau.
Morton.
Moses.
Wilson.
Webb.

Fields.
Elkins.

Dana wiu

ncm

bU
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Schoeneck, lb. 7
Duffy, rf. B
in,

Lufbery, ss.
Quinn, p.

»ri.

2

2

7
2
3
4
1
»
o

0

AB
6
2
6
6
6
Kotins, e. 4
Trask, 3b. 6
Williams, p. 4

McDermott, ss.
Caruey, cf.
Doyle, 2h.
Meara, rf.

M. McDermott lb.... 5
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4
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Springfield—Bridgeports, 13;

The

Spring-

rules

hurting the Interest in
They prolong them too
much. That they may be soon done away
witli is the general desire.
Small has gone home sick. He has a cold
and stiff neck, but will probably be on hand
again in a few days. Clarkson will probably
pitch In today’s game.
Mr. U’Malley umpired the game yesterday
and showed lack ol judgment on balls and
new

the game

are

here.

strikes. The was one decision similar to the
one Mr. Barton made in Haverhill In regard
to a runner interfering with a fielder.
He
decided exactly as Mr. Barton did and was
not mobbed, and it was against the home
clu b.
Reardon, who will pitch for Manchester
to-day, has pitched only two league games
this season. The first was against Lowell*
which he wop. and the second was with the
Blues, when he was batted hard but was
taken sick and could not finish the game.
The Men Who

Support the Saloon*.
[Catholic Wotld.]
“Who support the saloons? Certainly not
the wealthy classes; they seldom enter any
establishment that may be called by that

It is the poor, foolish
workingman
who allows himself to be bled that the
liquor
truffle muy live, in one of our factory cities
name.

operatK&sf'"**^

in Massachusetts, with 15,000
there are 373 public saloons, or one in
every
40. That is to say 40 working
people are
-rr_*

*»

hou

JVU

consider that out of those 13,000 operatives
there must be several thousand who never

liquor, you can readily see how heavy
this blood tax is upon the class that drink.
And we can also see why so many are In
misery and degradation, perfect strangers to
use

happiness, contentment or independence,
always paying rent and always In debt.
Workingmen, open your eyes! Protect
your labor; save your earnings. You are in
a great contest for
your rights; you need
clear heads; you need
munhood, which
teaches you to make the most of every day,
which enables you to earn and to
enjoy. Labor Is the badge of manhood. Labor Is the
noblest title in America. It Is the key to
American success.
Intemperauce has already swept out of life more than war and
famine have destroyed. Us scythe Is still
deep in the harvest. Men are still falling
beneath it. Be men. Break off every chain
of slavery.
Protect your labor from the
tyranny of drink. If you are going to be
of
Labor and struggle for your
Knights
I’re
rights, be also knights of temperance.
serve the powers given Iby Goa to enable you
to
to earn, and when you have earned,
purchase happiness, comfort and independence,
and not misery, misfortune and slavery, for
these are the fruits of intemperance. Labor
has too noble a mission to be allowed to become a handmaid of intemperance.

14

Portlands.7 0 1 6 1 5 4 1 o—24
Mancliesters.3 3 0 2 0 5 0 1 O—14
Earned runs-Portlands 12,
Mauchesters 2Two base bits—Andrus (2) Thayer, Schoeneck.
Quinn (2) M McDermott. Three base hits— Hutfield (2) Qulun, Canavan. Total base hits— Portlands 40, Manchestcrs 15. Left on bases—Portlands 8, Mancliesters 4. First base on errors—
Portlands 10, Manchestcrs 10. Base on halls—
Portlands 2. Mancliesters 6. Struck out—Port
lands 3, Mancliesters 2.
Wild pitches—Oninni
Williams 1. Passed balls-KooLs 1
Andrus.
Cai“
avan, M. McDeemott. Time of game eh iim
Hit by

ThavS?*'

Schoeneck*
pitched ball-DavIn

SALEHS, 20; BOSTON BLUES, 18.
After eight successive defeats the Salem*
have at last won. The game
yesterday at
Salem was a hard fought battle. A one hand
catch by Lynch in the 6th Inning after a long

TO.
0

It seems that Iliggins has dot signed with
the Lowells yet. He wants *1800 and the
Lowells have not quite made up their minds
to pay it.

Innings.1 23450780

DoubleVlays—Lufbery,
Umpire—O’Malley.

TB.

6

clubs, preferring the former.

MAM'HKSTKItS.

Canavan, If.

BH.

0
0
0
4122

20

a

the

3
3
2
3
2
3
1
3
4

H.

27

leiusnt Haverhill.
Concord people are working hard to secure
New England Leagne franchise.
They
have their eyes on the Lynn and Salem

Ull

CORTLAXPS.

Andrus, 2b. 7
Dickerson, If. 7
Hatfield, 3b. 7

AB.
4

22

NotesTorn Morrison, captain and short stop of
the Springfield, Mass., club, has been bought
IX., association.
by the Manchester,
flames today—Manchester at Portland,
Boston at Lawrence, Lowell iat Lyon. 3»*

out, Koons scoring while they were trying to do it.
l'he fielding of both clubs was a litttln off.
Trask made a good atop of Lufbery's hit in
the 8th Inning, and Cavanan spoiled a two
base hit for Schoeneck in the 3rd, so that the
latter got only one base on it. For the Portlands, Dickerson covered his usual amount
of territory, and that is a large patch. Hatfield made one of his briPiant catches of a
foul tty in the 8th Inning, and l.ufbbry made
a fine stop of a hard butted ball
by Meara in
the third. The score and summary will give
a bettor Idea of tho
batting than anything
that could be said, with tho exception that
Hatfield's two three baggers would have been
only doubles to an ordinary player as he ruu
like a deer. Quinn led at the bat, a rare
for a

0

3
2
0
0

fields, y.

man

thing

10
>
1
0

tb. to. a. b.
3
18
0
2
7
0
2
6
3
1
2
8
0
0
0
0
111
6
17
1
4
14
O
0
0
0
0
3
0
O
0
0

burvs, 7.

Tills left men on second
and third with Doyle at the bat. The latter
drove u hot grounder to Andrus, w hic h the
latter fumbled, and in his efforts to recover
the ball he was knocked over by Carney who
was running to second.
Doyle was safe at
Meara
first and the bases were all full.
another
hot
then drove
grounder to Hatfield
and the latter found it so hot that he couldn’t
field it till Meara was safe at first with all
advanced one base and a ruu scored. Koons
then hit to Hatfield, who fielded to second
putting out Meara, and then Andrus threw
to Shoeneck nutting out Koons as Schoeneck
supposed. 1 ho umpire called Koons safe,
however, but not until Schoeneck had rolled
the ball towurds the pitcher's box, and tho
players were coming in from the field. Then
Schoeneck was seen to wildly make a dive
for the bull and the Manchesters on bases
commenced to ruu. It wus a lively affair
for a moment, and wheu the smoke (or dust)
of tho conflict cleared away two men had
scored and Koons was on second.
Then the
Portlands had to go to work and put anuther

score:

1
2
2
1

At Providence— Dartmouths, 31; Browns.
12.
At Princeton—Princetons, t»;
Pennsylvania*, 5.
At Memphis— Memphis,*); New Orleans,12.
At St. Louis—The St. Louls-lialtiiuore
game postponed by rain.
At Bridgeport— Hartford*, 14; Uanburys, U
At Amherst—Williams, 10; Amherst, 6.
Championship game.

from

arHtJJT

1
1

bh.

32 3
4
4
27 24 10
Innings.1 2346678*
Colby.1 0 0 1 6 2 1 0 0-11
Presumpscot.0 00 1 020 00—3
Lamed runs—Calbys. 3. First base on errors—
Colbys, 4; Prcsumpscots, 4. First base 00 balls—
Goodwin, 1; Webb, 3. Total balls called—on
Goodwin, 63; oil Webb, 72. Struck out—by Goodwin, 4: by Webb, 16. Total strikes called-on
Goodwin. 10; on Webb. 21. Double plays—Pulsiler aud Gilmore, Larrabee and Gilmore, Wagg
and Gilmore. Passed balls— l-arrabee, 3; Elkius
2; Wild pitches-Webb, 2. Stolen bases—Colbys,
6.1 Three base bits—Goodwin, Gibbs, Wagg, till,
more.
Home Kun—Puisifer. Time of gaffe—lh.
6"m.
Umpire—W. B. Brown, of Cumberland
Mills.

there was a queer mixing of matters and they
scored five runs as follows: M. McDermott
went out on a foul fly to Hatfield, and then
Cavanan got a three base hit to left field and
came in on a wild pitch, scoring the first one
of the five. T. McDermott then got his base

past short stop.

3
1

11 11
PBESIMTSCOTB.

their opponents, so the result was virtually
settled before the game was half through.
In the Manchesters’ half of the 6th Inning

UU

b.

41

game, being blanked In only two innings. A
detailed account of how they got the rest of
their 24 runs would be as tedious as the
game got to be, and we forbear.
The Manchesters got three runs in the first
inning on a base on balls, a passed ball,
muffed fly, two hits and a put out, and three
more in the second on an error by Andros,
another base on balls and two hits
The
score then stood seven to six for Portland,
away

6

Gilmore, lb. 6
Meguulre, rf. 4
Bradbury, cf. 3

five singles and a three bagger, two
muffed flies and a wild pitch. They continued this sort of a thing right through the

gradually pulled

ab.

,,

runs on

but the latter

Yesterday.

COLBYS, 11; PBK3UMPSC0TS, 3.
The Colbys won an easy victory of 11 to 3
over the I’resumpscots Wednesday afternoon
on the college grounds, and but for two costly errors, one a wild throw over the
catcher s fence, letting in two runs, might
easily have shut out the visiting club.
The batting of the boys was the most notlce-abh feature of the game, Puisifer hittinjKa
long home run over the centre lieldurt-'s head.
The Colbys play the hrstaaaw-rtl The
league
with iiowdoin at BruusSlik next Saturday
Following is the detailed score of Wednesday s game:

j
1

Six persons at Tucson are known to have
lost their reason since the recent earthquake
and physicians report many more cases of
mental disturbance.
There Is great tear
among the people, especially the lower

classes.

accomplish his defeat in the

PRESS.

THE

But the Governor General is appointed by
the Crown, and the Crown, as long ns it is
advised by the present ministry, is not
likely to look with any less favor upon a
man because he has unceremoniously pitched
his tenants out of doors.
So there is no
hope that Mr. O’Brien will be able to punish the Marquis by securing his recall.
About all ho can possibly accomplish is to
intensify the hatred of such of the people of
the Dominion as hate the Marquis already.
But in intensifying their hatred he runs the
risk of stimulating them or some of them
A hot-headed Irishto some rash action.
man mav be excited by his eloquence and the
taunts of the Orangemen into some indiscretion that may lead to a bloody riot in the

THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 12.
Wc do not read anonymouslctters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are In all cases Indispensable, (not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
communications that are not used.

The administration could not even temporarily accept Lord Salisbury’s proposal to
return to the condition ol things under the
Washington treaty, even were it disposed to.
The President has no power to remit the duties and admit fish free, which is what the
proposition requires of this government.
Congress will not meet until after the fishing
season is over, so there is no prospect of an
arrangement on the basis of Lord Salisbury’s
note dur.ng the present fishing season.

he denounced the Governor General In every
town in the Dominion. But if disturbances
result from his visit, the Nationalists at
home will beheld responsible, and the Tories
will be furnished a new and effective indictMr. O’Brien’s appearthem.
ance in Canada at this juncture and for the
purpose which he avows, is, therefore, very
unfortunate. It cannot possibly do the Irish
cause any good, and it may do it a good deal

have occurred to the directors of the trust
company that it would be well to know
something of the man to whom they entrusted the handling of so much of their

of harm.

_

The Toronto Globe seems to be utterly disconsolate over the attitude of the McDonald
government on the fisheries disputes. It says
gloomily that “Canadian cruisers have been
ordered to stay in port till further orders may
signify that the Washington authorities have

graciously consented

University of

[Atlanta Constitution.]

THE

physical culture at tho
Pennsylvania lias declared
tho

and an athlete. He examines the bodies of
the students and watches over their development. His reasons for declarina ncainst

cigarettelare practical,

not sentimental.
Tho “smoker’s heart” has become much too
common

among

college

young men.

Since Mayor Hewitt has enforced the law
closing saloons on Sunday in New York, the
the
many papers of
city have devoted
several columns to lively and interesting
descriptions of the inconveniences, distress,

Lower Broadway looks to to the eyes of
the New York correspondent as if it was ocJ
cupied by the camp followers of a foreign

day passes now without some
new outbreak in the Knights of Labor.
The
latest is a combination by the anarchist
members of the Chicago assemblies to oust
Fowderly for rejoicing over the result of the
Chicago municipal election. In somo of the
large cities of the West the anarchists dominate a good many of the assemblies, and no
doubt a movement started by them against
Fowderly will prove formidable. It will
probably not be strong enough to get him
out, but whether it succeeds in this or not,
it will doubtless disrupt the order. Honest
workingmen will not remain in an organization dominated by disciples of Most and
Schwab, and Anarchists will not remain in
an organization after they are convinced that
they cannot control it and use it for the
propagation of their theories. A break in
the Knights would therefore in the near fua

If

mill

Swedes, Norwegians, Finlanders,
Italians, Germans, English, Scots and Irish
in parties of from fifteen to fifty are constantly streaming out of Castle Garden on

army.

their way to the cars that will bear them
Westward. Most of them carry heavy bundles, and not a few shock the sesthetic sensibilities of New Yorkers by munching bread
and butter as they march.

[JUST

—

girl’s

And that *a a Yankee.

Look at them. Don’t
all suffer at times? Then let them use
their Yankee shrewdness, and, instead of
drinking bottloafter bottle of alcoholic prepastimulate and irritate
rations, which
their stomach,
lasting evil instead
of doing good, let them get a box of

««

they

only
producing

IP. K.’8l
small lozenges containing in condensed form
all the medicinal properties needed to completely cure all DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION, HEART BURN, and remove

ACIDITY OF THE STOMACH. Dr.
Mark R. Woodbury has used them in his
practice for 43 years without a failure. He
prepares them now for the public. He calls
them his

by

mall to any

ceipt of price, by
24

MAY

GREAT

OUR

-OF

and we would

part of tbo U. S.

and

SALE

large lot of

a

competitors to

sell this

marbles being generally selected for disfigurement. Valuable stones have been chipped
ter relics, and letters have been carried off
entire. As the officers in charge of the

PORTLAND THEATRE

at the above

grade

price.

monument are not numerous enough to prevent this vandalism, the monument will bo

This Plaster

PIERCE

directly

FOB AM.

A. AND

EDWARD

SOMERS

NH IBP.

Decorator,

PAIN*.

Sold by druggists for 25
cents, or five for 91.
Trade mark patented.
Mailed on receipt of price
by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., General Agents,
feb22eod3mnrm
Boston.

Bess to notify the public that lie
is in a position to execute all
orders for

Block.

ARE WITH

IS._

PILLS,
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY
For Liver. File, Indigestion, etc. Free from Mercury ; contains only Pitre vegetable Ingredients.
Agent: t. N • Clil TTKN TO N» New York.

CEO. M. BOSWORTH,

TliM&wrnmly

A Sew and Interesting Development
—

OF

OF

dignified and classical, but not dull;
poetry and
enthusiastic.
bright

BE

CENTS

a

Singing
sisted by

the

Dr.

Copy,

closed to every one.
Hundreds of honest
and well meaning American citizens, whose
money has helped build the monument, must
be deprived of the privilege of ascending to
its lofty top, and enjoying the magnificent
view it affords of the fields of Maryland and
Virginia, of the Potomac and glittering
Washington—all because a few well dressed
fools could not restrain their propensity to
see their obscure names in
a prominent
place, or carry away a relic to prove that
they have “been there.”
O’Brien’s Mission,
Mr. William O’Brien, editor of United
Ireland, is in Canada for the avowed purpose of showing up the Governor General,
the Marquis of Lansdowne. Mr. O’Brien is
accompanied by one of the Marquis’s evicted
tenants who will be exhibited with a view of
intensifying and making more realistic the
There is no
Irish editor’s indictment.
doubt but the Marquis behaved very badly
in the matter of the Queen’s county evictions, and richly deserves chastisement.
But it is very much to be doubted if this
tour of Mr. O’Brien’s will do the Governor.
General half as much harm as it will the
cause of Ireland.
Were he an elective officer
Mr. O’Brien’s vivid painting of his cruel
a

public sentiment against him that would

ap26

COPY.

tar-As the present year Is the fiftieth anniverof Queeu Victoria’s reign, the embellishments
of the Loudon lllnntriitcd New* will surpass
any of its previous effort*, among which will bo
the latest portrait of Euglaud’s Queen by a most
eminent artist.
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STOOLS AND COVERS,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Messrs.

SAMUEL THURSTON,
dtf

i
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BUSY AS BEES!

THE NEW ENGLAND DYE HOUSE

GLOUCESTER NET & TWINE CO.
GLOUCESTER.
Boston Office,
api 0

9G €0111 mere!»l St,
eod&w3w
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T.

C.

HOOPER.

X L\CA..
Portland Mrhool of

Stenography.

Pupils thoroughly instructed In shorthand and
typo-writing. Day and evening sessions.
Send for circular.
Agent fort he CnligrapK

Miss. A, t- Sawyer. 537

Congress St..

Portland, Me.

COMPANY.

I

tery, Chronic Dinrrheea. Kidney
Troubles, and
Dtseases.
We will send free,
to

all
their

names,

HOTEL.

dam

$100,000

ME.

Wichita, Kansas, Water Works Co. Six
Per Cent Sinking Fund Bonds, Guar*

aodtf

nnWd Prinrinal and Intern!
Population (1880-4911)

estimated

now

to be 30,000.
•
Assessed valuation •

$12,344,274

City debt.80,000

these

works have the EXCLUSIVE
privilege of supplying water to the Uity
of Wichita, aud they are now earning
over $31,000 yearly.
It Is estimated
that the additional mains now being laid
to provide for the extraordinary growth
of the elty, will increase the earnings to
Under the laws of Kansas, the stock
carries double personal liability similar
to National Bank Stocks.
Barings banks and insurance investors have already subscribed fora consid.
erable portion of this loan.

ALL

LEAD

WB

DEPARTMENT

Par and Accrued In-

Price:

terest.

H. M. PAYSON & GO.,
Established 18.41,

COMPETITORS.

Mo- 32

Portland, Me.eodtt

Exchange Street.
du
°

Rockland,

Os and An
Os and 4s
Os
Portland A Odgensburg 1st,
Os
Waldo boro,
Os
....
Anson,
4,
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Portland,
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Shurtleff,

an

Illus-
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containing
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great value.
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have
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RANKER AND BROKER,

lnforvery
Ev-

194

should

those
for

dtf

i

dim

_

NEW LOANS.
Ohio and Indiana County

os

ALSO

i 1 £tfj i flJI IT HI TT

LINIIYItN I

Portland City Municipal
Bangor City municipal

On

M.C. R. R.
Maine Central R. R.

Os
7s
Os

Bath

o«

City, guaraaleed by

Andros. X Kennebec R, R.

eodeodljr

nov27

Street,

Portland, Maine.

my‘J

be refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 36 eta.; O bottles. 83-00. Express prepaid to
any part of the United States or Canada. I. 8. JOHNSON * CO.. P. O. Box 3118, Boston. Mass.

MOST WONDERFUL

Middle

after

B B ^B
B
B ^B ^^B their lucky stara
trated
Pamphlet B
All who buy or order direct from us, and request It, shall reoelve a certificate that the money shall

rn

LEADING; GROCERS.

PRINTED SURAH

I'olnia tl’iilsiP I

n

ISA Middle Street,

—

fort laud. Me.

REDUCTION
SALES
SILKS
—

at

HAVING
B. A. A

—

FURNITURE

all prices.
Easy Chairs, all kinds and1
Prices.
Odd Easy Chairs for the mil*
lion.
Anniversary Week. Come and See Them.

Lounges,

B. A. ATKINSON &
ISAAC C

CO.,

ATKINSON, Manager.

SALE

517

!
7, ibbv.

MOKNINO.

maylO

Congress Street, Mechanics’ Building.

METAL

myaaiw*

in Silk

Galvauliedlron »nd

383 Harrison Avenue
ap2B

00(13110*

dov25

..

V

I;!11,iM

.

Henry Ward Beecher,

Stores and

Botnets,

......
—

COPELAND

—

AT

—

BRACKETT'S,

&

388

Congress

Stint, opp. Clti Hall, Portland, No.

TRENT TILES
i

And

Hearths of all Patterns.
Very Low.

"111LAWN FERTILIZERS ANO_LAWN GRASS SEED. Portland Cement
Pipe
kendall &
Jl
S. WRIGHT,Agent, l&DanfortliStreet.
whitney^ ( (ebltt
Plr,t

CO.,

BOSTON.

n

d6m

Designs,

FLORISTS,

..
AMO

Bridal
Betiding Plants, &r.,
—

Lawn Mowers!

By JOS. HOWARD, JR.

!

\\

Cat Flowers, Funeral

_,ltf

d3t

Copper

E. VAN NOORDEN &

to know where they will get
full value of their money In

Bargains In Silk, Taffeta and Lisle (.loves,Hosiery aud Underwear.

Cornice* and
Gutter*. Metal Shingle.. Shoot Metal Work
for Building*. Send for Illustrated Circular.

rooms

NOTICE.

Warp Henriettas.

maylO

with

Wanted, the public
the

Special

SKYLIGHTSMills,
Dwellings.
And VENTILATORS, for

BROS.’

Nearly 2000 yards 30-inch strictly All Wool Hair Line Dress Ooods
25 cents; usual price 50 cents.
1000 yards Arlington Dress Ooods, Checks and Stripes, reduced from
25 cents to 12 1-2 cents.
24 inch Black Satin Uhadaiue $1.50, regular value $3.00.
19 inch Satin Duchesse 73 cents; regnlar value $1.00.
Black Satin Khadame 95 cents; regular value $1.25.
Sale of Black Dress Ooods, including remarkable bargains

MILLETY, EVANS & CO.,

Notice.

Yarmouthvlile, Me- May

WEDNESDAY

We shall offer Wednesday Morning the Greatest Bargain in Snmmev
Silks to be shown this sea^oi’, comprising 1G different colors, width
23 inches. Price 39 Cl MTS., We invite customers to examine
these goods befor purchasing. See window display.

may9____dtt
1

TURNER

SUMMER WEAR.

CARD.
permanently associated myself

im in son a Co., house turnlshers, corFear) and Middle streets, Portland, I shall be
happy to meet my friends In the State of Maine at
my new quarters.
My twenty-live years experience In the busuiess with Walter Corey A Co.,
six ot which was spent as manager (In connection
with Walter L. Corey) ol the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me In believing that I can HU
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the country to select from, I remain
Yours very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. DYER,
octao
dtt

_

SITTING ROOM

eodtf

ner

-FOR-

bo held at the

company on TUESDAY, June 7,
1887, at 10 a. m., for the election of a Board of
Trustees and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting.
mavBdlawSw
H. 13VXLEB, Secretary.

YORK.

NEW

dec21

of the Stockholders of the

Annual Meeting
Trust Company will
THEPortland
of said

lebio

SWAN & BARRETT,

WE

PORTLAND T

HHOKEHN,

STREET,

mu

_____

ALIIONT VOIR OWN PRICES.

HORSES! HORSES!

Greeiiougfe,

FOR SALE BY

j
dim

REPAIRING

OUR

Congress Street,

Please leave your orders at the

PORTLAND, ME.

eodtf

vited.

:I4 WALL

9

stock of

hand.

on

Proprietors ol
POOR’S MANCAL OP RAILROAD!,
Execute order! at tbe Stock Exchange In New
York and London. Hallway Bonds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence In-

Diphtheria. Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia, Pneumonia. Rheumatism, Bleeding at the
Lungs. Hoarseness. Influenza. Hacking Cough, Whooping Cough. Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysen-

V

Goods Called For and Delivered.

OFFICE, NO. 554 CONGRESS STREET,

constantly

Cures

BV

oLtunoinu.

HAVE constantly on hand, for sale or exchange, Horses of all description; Vermont
driving Horses a specialty.
P.C.& EDW. SANDS,
No. 175 Main Street, Saco, Me.
mayOdlw

The popularvemedy tor house or stable. Install
taneous and Infallible. A i.tlK.i itoill.i:
AIS1WAI.I. PRICE. All druggists sell itfoi
25 cts. NELSON & CO., Proprietors, Boston
feblB IT&StUst,2dor4tUpwin
Mass.

INDEX

Mil I Ilf PIM

AND ALL

New Dye Works have been erected on
Ocean Street. Dcering, with the most
Modern Improvements for all kinds of

aplO
We invite Fishermen to use the STOW
NETTING for l’urse Seines, its third
year, and is universally substantially
endorsed by all who have used it; light,
saving two hands, strong as the heavier,
quick to throw and quick to hall. Also
the Hadley Sardine Seines and Traps.

■ V ■ ■

582

examine

maylO

Poor &

PORTLAND,

Mo. 210 Middle Street,

-FOR SALE BV-

j

ST.,

maylO

FRANK D. LUNT & CO.,

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

eod2m

mhu

INDEX

-MANUFACTURED

W W

Has Removed to New Quarters.

Choice Securities, suitable for Saving Banks, and Trust Fnnds,

DAVIS & CARTLAND, HOME BONDS.
inyMMN’r^
uumiouii o
Aretas

much hard work is avoided.

without fear of shrinking or fading the colors, while for laces and
Oivc THE INDEX a trial and you
delicate fabrics it is uucqualed.
will be convinced that it cannot be too highly recommended.

TUNING TO ORDER

ocl4

Cor. Middle and Exthani'e Sts.

•PSD

a

TBCHisricoisr.

Estimates and Competent Workmen
Furnished.

use

IN

pure Soap made from the best stock, refined by steam which reall deleterious substances, and therefore calculated to be used
It is especwithout any danger to the hands or the articles washed.
ially recommended for cleaning painted surfaces, leuving them
Woolen
goods,
bright and fresh without injury to the paint itself.
either white or colored, may be washed with

BURDETTORGANS.

Specialty.

BANKERS,

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50, Economical and Serviceable.

moves

Please call and hear the matchless tones of these
beautiful instruments.

of

WOODBUIY & MOULTON,

MATT TOP, KID MITTO J, SCALLOP VAMPS,

INDEX SOAP
is

rata*.

Letter*

$*>0,000 yearly.

Tltc annual Spring house cleaning with its attendant miseries is
ut hand, and with its approach the careful housekeeper begins
to look around for the best way to make this task the easiest possible.
With this object in view' the

PIANOS !

Conamertial

CORRESPONDENCE OF BANKERS, BROKERS
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED
feb23TTASSm

“New Color” Russet Oxford Ties at $1.50. Best in the city.
Come and see them. They are nice goods, and
25 cents less than usually sold for.

now

OLIVER RITSOIY A CO., Boston.
>nay7
8,T&Th&w

Kickaage

favorable

mom

SO NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK,
CONSTANTLY ON HAND
A SELECTION OP CHOICB INVESTMENT SEtt BITIES.

$3.00.

is introduced to the public, for by its

Decorations

MIDDLE

sec-

MAILED FOIt RETAIL TRICE.

( •niiDcnml

and

HAVE

Kangaroo Bicycle Shoes

lovely little book for the young children o
a Sunday School, look no further than FRESH
FLOWERS (25 cts., 52.40 per doz.lT Emma Fltt.
Sweet Hymns, Sweet Music, Fretty Pictures.

Hi

Friday, May Id.
my Hal w

Credit laoned, available in nil tba Print*,
pul Pitievof Enrope.
In veil went Mecuritin Kought and Mold.
♦,»*ltf
nov27

faet,

For a

New Goods and Latest

Hl«rlla|

Furnlslier,

FALMOUTH

ap9

Wayffj&JR&PSbwJi

first

^^ggnamBigl

on

eodtt

SOS

catalogues.

sale by all Newsdealers throughout the United
States and Canada.
Parties wishing to subscribe, or advertisers
wishing to use this valuable medium, should address the manager.
ILLUSTRATED NEWS CO.,
Potter Building (Room 237), New York.
myC-lt
myl0-3t

_nrmeort2m

PURSE SEINES, &G.

ST., CORNER PLUM.

UNDER

ond the author of many hymns of refined and beautiful quality. One of the newest books.
*3.60 per dot) L.O. EmKfinff W<irsliilk(35ctS"
oUllg IIOI sllip erson and W. F. Sherwtn, both
celebrated compilers, composers and leaders, and
the latter well known as having had charge of tile
music at many Chatauqua meetings.

entire car for Its transportation.

an

baught audaald at
Travailing nnd

Underwear.

Tlie Clotmer and

fi sKfkS &&
Songstheof Promise
highly gilted, musically, and
man,

Overshadowing Oisplay

—

of Superb and Wondrous

BANKERS,

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

meetings.

PUBLISHED IN NEW YORK.

AND AN

RANKERS AND

Holbrook, whose noble compositions
are known and loved in all the churches. This, like
the book above mentioned, does excellently well
for a Vestry Singing Book for prayer and praise

In order to extend the circulation of this beautiful and unrivaled newspaper, arrangements have
been completed with the proprietors by which it
will hereafter he published in New York. And,
to bring it to the homes of the great body of our
people, it will be sold at the low price of 10 cents
PER

on

iu

Very large collection

the money.

PLAY.

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

Voices of Praise ^40Lt8iimchhi?erMSie(Eaend

London News
TEN

myB

PICTURESQUE

and

Am t'aprrrrtlraird C’a«t, Mpirilrtl Miiaali«u«, (ounuaam* 1 liinair*, R«nli*iic
Tablmai, Ylarw lous .Hechaai«n«,

ALL THE LATEST STYLES OF

ranks with the very best, and no Sunday School
management should adopt a new Singing Book
without carefully examining one of their
“tried and true”Suudny School Song Hooka

THE ILLUSTRATED

At

Gentlemen’s

Ditson & Co.’s Sunday School Music

INTERNATIONAL^ JOURNALISM.
AMERICAN REPRINT

MIDDLE

my3_____(16w

—

PRICELESS, PERFECT

SIMM**

LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

Manufacturers, Retailers and Jobbers,

Boston.

Original

kuiim, loch & co.,

For Men, Youths, Boys and Children,

ALLEN & COMPANY

manager of the extensive Upholstery Department at Shepard,
Nor well & Co.’s, Winter Street,

the

No. 218 MIDDLE STREET.

NECKWEAR and COLLARS and CUFFS

and would like to advise with his
old friends and patrons when
they may require his services.

—

Triumph,

(HANCIAL.

AJV 3D

Fiue Upholstery and Interior Decorations

COCKLE’S
A8rrB-BBLE®US

OF THE

The sale of seats will open
Prices 76,60 and 35 cents.

SPRING OVERCOATS

The attention of Gentlemen desiring to purchase a
tine strictly all Wool Suit, well made, and of excellent
fashion, at an extremely low price, is called to an assortment of first-class Suits we have marked at the low
price of £9.50 per suit.
These are not Suits of questionable style and quality
that we now offer, but straightforward honest goods at
much less than actual value.
We still continue the sale of first quality Middlesex
Blue Suits at £10,00 per Suit, strictly all Wool and Indigo fully guaranteeu. An examination of these bargains will prove of interest to all intending purchasers.

16 and 17.

SCENERY,

SPRING SUITS!

INTERIOR

Bung Troubles, whether
local or deeply seated,
this plaster will be found
to give instant relief by
applying between the
Bhoulder blades.

rjy-For Kidney Trouble
Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
Pain in the Side and Hack
lAclie, they are a certain
ud speedy cure.

Tuesday, May

MATCHLESS AND MAGNIFICENT PRESENTATIONS

All

NOW OPENINC.

GEO.M.BOSWORTH

upon the
muscles and nerves of the
of
all pain.
the
seat
back,

acts

and

Monday

GEO. K.

BROS.,

Hif

apr23

T-—-

MIGHT* O.sil, V.

LIGHTS O' LONDON

and examine them

Congress Street, Clapp’s

459

OPP. PREBLE HOUSE.

412 Broadway, N. Y., Manufacturers.

WEONESOAY and THURSDAY, May Hand 12.
t'ornlnR—Boston Blues, May 11 and 10.

myll___dat
.

respectfully ask the ladies to call

SPECIAL NOTICE.

[ORING, gHORT & fjARMON.

MAYER, STROUSE&CO.

MANCHESTERS VS. PORTLANDS,

—

ed Drawers, tucked and Hamburg flounced Skirts, Hamburg trimmed Children’s Dresses with tucked yokes: the above named goods
'worth 75c and $1.00. Many other styles will be included in this lot.
Sale to commeucc at S o’clock, sharp, Tuesday morning.
Some of
the best styles will be limited in quantity, therefore come early and
secure a great bai gain.

Employ.

For sale by leading wholesale and retail establishments,

ID__d3t

Requiring

i

Emerson and
Ross are in Our

With sliding: Detachable!
Springs.
C2T Better than
Whalebone or Horn,.£3
and guaranteed never to
break. Price, #1.25.

may

W«rl«r« Ornaaiir

SOMEIRS

licse goods al iiiucli lower prices
than we cun buy them now, and we propose to give our customers
bargaius never before offered. We shall itiake two lots. 25 aud 50c.
25c lot—Ladies’ trimmed ltobes, tucked and trimmed Chemises,
Hamburg flouuced Drawers, tucked Skirts, Hamburg trimmed Corset Covers, tucked Nurse Aprons; above named goods w'orth 50c.
50c lot-Includes Hamburg trimmed and tucked ICobes, Hamburg
edge, Insertion aud tucked Chemises, Insertion aud Hamburg flouuc-

We have secured

Ceiling

I

KXKKt'IMKH Art FOLLOWS:

Grand Coucert by Legault's Baud from 7.30 to 8;
Address of welcome by Key. Frank T. Haytey;
Remarks by Revs. N. T. Whittaker, Asa Dalton,
Henry Hlancbard. A. T, Dunn, Marlon 1,'rosley, J,
R. Crosser. Instrumental and Vocal Music under
direction of F. A. Bent. Adanisalva « eras.,

—

on re-

codist2dor4thpnrm

Mission. Thursday Even’s;, May 12.

—

LADIES' COTTON UNDERWEAR.

Styles.

the pencilings of names and pictures, the
most beautiful of the valuable and historic

rouse

TUESDAY,

WkalttaU Agents,
20 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

jan20

carelessly that many of the choicest
carvings have been badly smoked. Then

might

MAY 10, 1887.

DOOLITTLE * SMITH,

so

tenants

O

5

_

PEARSON,

Game called at 3 o’clock. Admission 25 cents,

CHILDREN’S STRAWS WILL RE OPENED TO-DAY,

I.

Tli&M&wnrml

Dyspepsia Killers.

name.

his

Kiimford Chemical Works, Providence, R.

Cook Book free.
Jy

Price, 50 cents a box. (Trial size, 25cents.)

Sent

that many of them liavo been vandals of tho
worst type. As the stairways are totally
dark, visitors have been in the habit of carrying candles. These lights havo been han-

treatment of

Every package warranted.
For sale by all dealers.

—

It is a sad commentary on the "bringing
up” of Americans that it will be necessary
to close the doors of the Washington monument to the public. The relic hunters have
begun already to tear It to pieces and carry
it off. Although the aim has been to give
passes only to those who seemed to be orderly and decent people, the result has shown

dled

We defy our
Our line of

shortening than any other powder.
It is recommended by eminent physicians.
It contains no cream tartar, alum, or any adulteration whatever.

TO

AND

INDIGESTION.

will be admitted under the age of 1G years,
and the entrance of those under the ages of
17 or 18 years will be discourazt d. The new
Institution will be named Evelyn College,
for the stuffy old loyalist of tho days of
Charles II., the same Sir John who wrote of
forestry and left to posterity a famous diary.
The reason forgiving the college his name
is not apparent, unless it is that Evelyn is so
a

requires

DYSPEPSIA

The list of Vassar’s rivals is lengthening
very fast. This fall, just within the shadow
of Princeton, a new college for the higher
education of women is to open its doors.
Dr. Mcllvaine, formerly professor of belles
lettres in Princeton, with fifteen professors,
will constitute the faculty. The college will
begin with accommodations forinearly three
hundred students, and the promise is good
that the classes for the first year will be
large. The prescribed course of study will
be the same classical course at Princeton,
with the single exception of Greek, which
.w-m be elective. An innovation upon the
usual custom will be the granting of tho
privilege of taking a degree in four or in five
years, as the student may prefer. Xo girl

much like

FOUNNCHES

of good advice.
Not a temperance lecture;
not a medical treatise; but some common
sense words full of meat (not drink) for the
sufferer from

suit in the respectable and well meaning
part of the members going off by themselves,
and the lawless and lazy part going off by
themselves—a separation, so to speak, of the
sheep of the order from the goats.

"

2

PECULIAR.

dustry.

to Boston the business of lumber freighting
in that region will be paralyzed, they fear.

inAiri^Altln

AND

National Capital. It consists in the desire
to be about town as horsemen.
Unfortunately the means of these individuals will
not permit of the ownership by each of an
animal, so they have organized in clubs
which hire one horse by the week or month,
and each member takes his turn on exhibition in borrowed riding costume.
The State of Kansas lias gone to work in a
systematic way to encourage silk growing in
that commonwealth. There has been established at Peabody a silk station for the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility' of silk
culture, and to that end instruction will be
given in every branch of the industry from
the production of the worm to the reeling of
the thread.
The climate and soil of a portion of Kansas are said to be peculiarly fitted
for a most successful prosecution of the in-

down-east coasters are
comforting themselves on the theory that it
will be harder to launch the raft of this year
than the smaller one built last season.
One
of these monsters once launched and towed

Ka

quality,

—

bis return from Europe, at the

TWO

less

the present administration so popular in certain circles through the attendance of members thereof, have started a new freak among
the imitation fashionable young men at the

captains of the

tn

REV. S. F.

I

iS

GIVEN TO

—

and intend to sell them
cheaper than anybody else. We have the regular $3.00 Light
Stiff Hat and the Black of the same grade that we will sell for

moirO

There is to be another attempt to launch a
big lumber raft down on the Nova Scotia
coast. The new raft, the Macliias Union
says, will be nearly two hundred feet longer
than the one which they tried in vain to get
into the water last year, its entire length be"^-. ing six hundred and fifty feet, and its width
fifty, feet. Why, in attempting these enterprises the BTueftqges do not try a small raft
at first no abstract reasoning can explain.

nrmonii

abstinence which is enforced upon the crack
base hall players. A player who fools with
intoxicating drinks loses caste with the fraternity, not necessarily on moral grounds,
but as a matter of business. It is recognized
that he cannot play successfully if he does
not “keep under his body,” and any denarture troui the strict rule ol abstinence vitiates his skill and imperils tlie success of the
game he is playing. The same rule is applied to many brandies of business. Employers hire their mentor all they are worth,
and the fact is being more and more recognized that if a man befuddles his brain with
liquor he reduces his capacity for useful
work.

OUR

LIGHT STIFF HATS!

Preparation,

We have every color and

The Boston Board of Aldermen voted to
place a statue of Lief Ericaou at the corner
of Commonwealth Avenue and West Chester
Park.
The dude paper hunts which have made

favorite, or other, places of resort.
This has ihoved some one to ask the very
pertinent question whether it would not be
well to inquire as to tho state of minds of
some of the wives of New York when they
contemplated the unusually rational and
sober conditions of their husbands on the
night of the terrible day.

+11 ra

[Springfield Union.]
A sign of the times is the rigid rule of total

THERE WILL BE k RECEPTION

_

their

Haraly

A SIGN OF HEALTH.

PERSONAL

agony, and so on, of the unfortunate victims
of a steady thirst for alcoholic drinks, who
tried in vain to get their favorite drinks at

The

lers.

TO-DAY

on

made by the only process that
produces a baking powder of any nutritive value.
It supplies the nutritious and strength-giving phosphates required
by the system.

CITIZENSHIP.

not complain if these duties are discharged
for them by thieves, bribe-takers and bood-

gym-

nasium of the University must cease smoking
cigarettes, and the faculty of the college
have taken the hint and decreed that a like
prohibition shall he enforced within the limits of the college grounds. The professor of
physical culture in these days is a physician

the

DUTIES OF

[Chicago Journal.]
Bussell ;Sage, the Wall street magnate, is
said to have recently paid 8100 to get out
of serving on a jury. Americans who are so
busy making money that they haven’t time
to discharge their duties as citizens, should

of

frequent

is Prof. Hosford’s Bread

WARNING.

If the Democrats In Congress continue to
trifle with the interests of the people as they
have done in respect to revenue reform, they
will have the pleasure of seeing their party
divided in the South, a contingency that will
bring about certain defeat in 1888.

AMVHR7IKMTM.

IN THE WORLD

____________

A SIGNIFICANT

to accept the surrender

that the young men who

THE BEST BAKING POWDER

CURRENT COMMENT.

of tho fisheries.” It gets a little consolation,
however, out of the reflection “that the absurdity of burning coal and employing crows
to facilitate contravention of the plain meaning of the convention of 1818 will cease if the
cruisers stay in port.”
The professor

against

ment

OPEN

WE

streets of Montreal. That would not hurt
the Governor General, but it would hurt the
Ireland very much indeed.
of
cause
What little iulluence Canada has with the
Home government has already been exerted
Mr. O’Brien
in favor of the Irish cause.
could get nothing more in that direction if

The Union Trust Company of Philadelphia find that their trusted paying and receiving teller, whom they knew as James N.
Taggart, and who is now in Canada or some
other secure place with twenty-five thousand
dollars of their money, was the Jim Taggart
who for years had been
popular among
Philadelphia sluggers. It does not seem to

money.

HIRCILUmOCR.

IdlRCELLAKBODI.

next election.

Price*

and Stone Co.,

Plum Si..

FarlUuit,
‘*"m

THE

Boston Stock Market.

PRESS.

THURSDAY MORNING, MAY 12.
WIT AND WISDOM.
Omaha Dame—What became of the young man
who stole your diamonds?
St. Louis Dame—He has been sent to prison for
five years.
Omaha Dame—In St. Lonis?
St. L. Dame—1 believe so.
Omaha Dame—They will send him North in the
summer, though, I suppose?
St. L. Dame—No, he must spend his summers in
St. Louis, too.
Omaha Damo—Why, that’s absolute cruelty.

130
doort
C. B.&Q... 160%
Wisconsin Central..... 29%
Wisconsin Central pref
49%
Wli cimsin central. 2d series.|06%
F'ii a Fere Marquette Railroad com.
d( pref...... •••••••.;•••••..' 1
CalUornla Southei Railroad. 03%
MexicanJCentral.. 18%
Mexican Central 4s.... ..
69%
..•. 224
Bell telephone
Boston a Albany. 213%
Sonora 7s.... ..108%
Boston a Lowell Railroad,
108%
Mara uette.lHoughton and Ontonagon. 41%
...

Eastern

is Courted
By persons who, attacked by a mild form of rheumatism, neglect to seek prompt relief. Subsequent torture is prevented by a immediate resort
to Hostetter’8 Stomach Bitters. Slight exposure
an occasional draught, will beget this
painful
malady, where there is a predisposition to It In the
blood. It Is not difficult to'arrest the trouble at
the outset, but well nigh impossible to eradicate
It when matured. No evidence In relation to this
superb blood depurent is more positive than that
which establishes its efficacy as a preventive
and remedy for rheumatism. Not only Is it thorough, but sate, which the vegetable and mineral
poisons, afteu taken as curatives of the disease,
are not. Besides expelling the rheumatic virus
from the system, It overcomes fever and ague,
biliousness, constipation and dyspepsia.

Agony

“Who Is the ugliest woman in town?” asked
the stranger.
“Can’t tell yet,” replied the citizen, “she never
comes in until fifteen minutes after the entertainment

begins.’1—Burdette.

□Carter’s Little Liver Pills are free from all
crude and irritating fhatter.
Concentrated medicine only; very small; very easy to take; no pain
no griping; no purging.
Little Susie, four years old, was being reproved
she must be a better
girl
punish her; that she was
very, very naughty, &c. Susie began to hum a little tune; soon she sang aloud. Her mamma said,
"Stop singing; don’t you know' that it is saucy for
Susie
you to sing when I am talking to you?”
could endure it no longer. She burst out sobbing
and said: “Didn’t Mr. Beecher say that when you
felt bad you must sing?”
mamma, who said
by her
or she would have to

Du. Kobt. Newton says: “1 found ‘Digestylln”an excellent aid In Atonic Dyspepsia. There
is no reason why Doctors should not prescribe it
in preference te any other digestive remedy”
Sold by all Druggists, Itl per bottle, or Wm.
F. Kidder & Co. Manufacturing Chemists, S3 St.
John at., N. Y.
“Is this oleomargarine?” asked a woman of
corner grocerymau’s clerk.
“Yes, ma’am,” was the lazy reply.
“It has a peculiar flavor, lias it not?”
“You taste the butter, ma’am, that’s all.”

a

All cases of weak or lame back, rheumatism
Jtc., will find relief by wearing one of Carter’s
Smartwecd and Belladonna Backache Plasters.
Price 24 cents.

Railroad..

Boston & Maine Railroad,
234%
Maine Central R. 7s, 1898.116
Hill Manufacturing Co.86%
New York Stock and Money Market.

TBy Telegraph.] •
NEW YORK, May 10 1887.—Money

on call
tautuug from 4 to 7; last loan at
6, closing ottered 6,*Prlme mercantile paper 6%fa,
6% per cent Sterling Exchange dull and weak
er. Governments have beeu dull hut steady. ^Railroad bonds are dull and steady to strong. Tlie
stock market closed quiet and steady.
sue transactions ut the Stock Exchange aggregated 166.600 shares.
sue louowmg are to-day’s quotattous of Govern
rnent securities:
United States houds, ..100
New 4s, reg.129
New 4s, coup.129
New4%s, reg .109
New 4%s, coup.110%
Central Facitlc ..110%
118%
Deuver(S;R. Gr. lsts.
Erie ...
Kansas Pacific; Consols.103%
Oregon Nav. lsts.JJJJ
Union Pacille 1st .116%
do Land Grants.

has beeu easy,

The following quotations of stocks are received
1 ortdally bv H. N. piukham, 9 Exchange street,
laud. Me.:
___

ClosOpeu- Closnig
lng
iug
sales, sales, sales.
sales.
11.
10.
May
May
12% 113%
112“/*
N. Y. Central.112“/*
96%
95%
96%
Lake Shore. 95%
34%
84%
34V*
Erie. 34V*
62%
62%
02%
Canada Southern.. 62 J
Northwest .121% 122% 122% 123%
92
92%
92%
92%
St.|Paul.
62%
Omaha. 62%
62%
62%
Union Pacific. 61V*
01%
61»/s
61V*
Central;Pacific. 40Vs 40%
76
Western Union. 75%
77%
76%
33%
33%
33%
Oregon.Trans. 33%
L.
W
&
137%
137%
137%
137Vs
Delaware,
104
104
Delaware & H.103% 103%
81
81%
81%
Jersey Central. 81%
45
45
46%
Reading. 46
31% 31%; 32%
31%
Hocking Valley..
Northern Pacific... 30%
30V*
30%
30%
62 V*
North. Pacific,prf.. 01%
61%
«1%
Pacific Mall. 56%
55%
50%
56%
Missouri Pacific.... 107% 108%
108V*
10s;
32
32%
Kansas & Texas... 31 %
31%
08%
Lousisvuie & N.... 67%
07%
08%
New England. 66%
57V*
50%
57%
40
SE%
Richmond &W. P.. 38%
SB%
86
86
Con. Cas Co. 86%
85%
Oil. 66 %
64%
65%
65%
Norf. &W.pref... 52
52%
b2%
52%
Stocks by Associated Press:
E. Teun, new. 14%
East Teun. lstlnref. 76%
Alton & Terre Haute. 85%
do pref. 73
99
Boston AirlLine, pref.
RulUifatou & Cedar Rapids.160
Canton.
Metropolitan El.200
Mobile* Ohio.
16%
Opening

..

...

Miss B—Why is it, Mr. A, that whenever vou
refer to a Boston friend you Invariably use the
word "fellow?”
New Yorker—Oh, because he belongs around
the Hub, of course.

Morris;* Essex.130%

Oregon Nav.102%
Wells. Fargo Express.128
Adams' Express.142%
American Express.114%
Chesapeake & Ohio. 7%
19
Minn'* St. Louis.
...

ao

prel.44%

New YorkJChicago & St. Louis
do pref.
Ohio Central.
Ohio & Miss.
Ont. & Western.
Now York

Mining

19%

34

305*
18%

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Mav 11,1887.—The following
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

are

Colorado Coal.[60%
Homestake.'.116
Ontario.24 60

Quicksilver.

o «0
60

dolpreferred.32

Standard.1 12%
6%
Security.
4 70
Santiago.
ComOal. & Va. 15%
Plymouth. 19%
California
SAN
ing are

TOOTH POWDER

_

tOAMOTHC GUMS HEALTHYNO GRIT.NO ACID
ANYTHING

S^CONTAINS
rSjNOR

INJURIQUsjMfe

DlRECTI0 NS
OIPTHE BRUSH INWATER.SPRINKLE ONAFCW
IWFS Of Eubifoamand apply in the usual mannes.

PRlCEk2STA bottle
K PUT

>

UP BY.

E W. HOYT-a CO.
V-

S PROPRICTOflS.OF'

HOYTS GERMAN COLOGNE.

myC

fw&wTT&S&wBthptopofcly

FINAHGIAL AND COMMERCIAL
REVIEW OF PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
THE WEEK ENDING, May 11.
Business in some branches Is reported a little
more active, but for food-staples jobbers continue
FOB

report light jmovement

improvement.
There has been no very radical change In prices
In auy department, and values, as a rule, have
been steady. The strong feeling previously noted
on Flour is maintained, and outside figures are
generally obtained: the outlook at present is that
to

win

prices
Lard lias

go

nigner.

and

no

rue mantel

ior

ront ana

undergone no very important changes.
In Grain, prices are strong, particularly milifeed

dealers lliid it difllcult to sup
ply the demand. Sugars have been quiet and
steady throughout the week; prices show no alteration. Dry flsh dull and unchanged. Butter
lias been fairly steady witli about enough coming
in to supply the trade, but any attempt to force
sales would result in lower (1 cures. Eggs rather
weak on account of liberal receipts ;we now quote
them at 12@13c. Beans firmer at ail advance of
10c IP bushel, this is due partly to new railroad
rates, but mainly to reduced Btocks. Oranges and
Lemons steadily held at quotations with a good
The season for Apples is about
tair inquiry.
Bermuda
over, only a few Russets offering now.
Onions easier at 2 00@2 16. The market is bare
of good Potatoes, selling quick at 70@76ctr bush.
Receipts have been checked by freshets in the
eastern part of the State, where several car loads
ore delayed; the market will probably he well
stocked in a few days. No change in Poultry; demand moderate. Cuuberrles out of the market.
Few crates of Strawberries offering at 25@35c $>
quart. Evaporated Apples very scarce and will
all be wanted.
which is

scarce

and

_

Imports.
MATANZAS. Brig Jennie Pliinney—651 blids
74 tes molasses to Geo 8 llnnt & Co.

Foreign Exports.
BUENOS AYRES.
Bark Sherwood—831,369
lumber
feet
19,260 pickets.
LIVERPOOL.|ENG. Steamship 0ntario-60.830 bu wheat 400 bush peas 423 liead cattle 212
sheep.
_

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. May 10,1887.
Received by Maine Central Railroad—For Port
and 30 ears (miscellaneous mercnandlse; for,eon
nectlng roads 74 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

Crain Quotations.

Received daily, by private wire, hy H. N Pinkham, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
CHICAGO;BOAHD OF TRADE.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Lowest.

Closing.

June.
86V*
85%
85%
85%

May.
83%
83%
83%
83%

Opening.
Highest.

July.
84%
84%
84

84%

COHN.

May.

38%
38%
88%
38%

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

July.
39%
41%
40V* 41%
89% 41%
40%f 41%

June.

OA1S.

June.

May.
upenmg.

Highest.
Lowest.
Closing.

z/%
28 Vs

zovi

27

27%
28%

28%
27

July.
28%
28%
28%

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Opening....
Highest.-

Lowest.
(, Closing

....

May.
84%

;84%

84%
84%

June.
86%
;86%
86%
80%

July
85%

June.
40%
40%

July.

86

85%
86%

OOBN.

May.
Opening....
Highest....
Lowest.

Closing.

39

39
88%
38%

40

,‘40;

42

42%
41%
41%

OATS.

ipening....

Highest...

Jaiwest.

;

Closing.

June.
28%
128%

27%
27%
27 Vs
27%

28
28

July.
29

29%
28%
28%

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid.
Asked
Desdllptlons.
Canal National Bauk.100 164
ion
163
Casco Nat. Bauk. .100 151
lag
First National Bauk.100 120

Sum-airland National
Merchant*’National

Rank.. 40
Bank.. 76

125
National Traders’Bank.100 143
75
Ocean Insurance Co.100
95
Portland Company.
Portland Gas Company. 60 66
nosh a.
8tale of Maine 6s, due 1889.106
Portland City 6a,Muntclp’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, K. R. aid 1907...125
Bat li Cit v 6s. Mtin. various.102
Bath Cit •'Cs it. P aid various....101.
Bangor 1 ity 6s, long R. R. aid....118
I!ang"r city 6s, long Mob.123
1.04
Bella < tty 6s, K. K. aid
105
And. t Ken. R.B. 6s, various
til
1895
H.
Ken.
R.
6s,
Portland It
laieds & Farintng’tn R. R. 6s.Ill
121
1st
7s.
K.
mtg
Maine Central it
Maine Central R. It. Consol 7s....135
Maine Central it. It. Skg Fund 6s. 108
Water Co. 1st mtf 6»....ioi
Portland
<•
<•
2d mtg Os.100
*•
i<
3d mtg 6s... .111
■

L

61

63
127
145
80
100
70
107
11 s
126
106
>0!
I lk
'26

,06
106
118
113
137
110

102
107
112

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. May 11, 1887.—The following are to
day’s quotations of Provisions, &c.:
Pork—Long cut 17 76®18 00; short cuts 18 00
®18 60;backs 18 00®18 50; light backs 17 00®
17 60; lean euds 17 25®17 60; pork tongues at
16 00@$15 60; prime mess $17 0CX8I17 26; extra
prime at 15 00,®16 60; mess, at 17 00®18 00.
Lard—choice 7%®8c p lb In tierces; 8®8%c
in 10-lb pails; g%®8%c in 6-lb pails; 8%®9c in
3-lb pails.
Hams at 12@12%c p lb, according to size and
cure; smoked shoulders 8®8%c; pressed hams at
-5JU!
ll@ll%c.
Choice citv dressed hogs 7%c p ft; country do
7%c.
Butter—Western lextra Iresn maoe creamery
nominal at 24c: do extra ilrsts at 21®23c ;do firsts
at 18®20c ;do good to choice held creamery 16@
16c; do freshfimitation crc amy choice at 19®20c;
do factory,[choice fresh, 16® 17c; do fair to Igood
16®19c; New York fresh made erm, extra at 24;
do extra firsts at 21 ®23c; do held erm best lots
nominal at 18c; fair to good lots at 16@17c; Easterm creniy choice lots at-22® 23c;Vermont dairy

milk, good to choice, 20®21c ^elections at 22
@23c; low grades of butter as to quality. The
above quotations are receivers’ prices for strictly
new

wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l u 2c Higher.
Cheese—Northern, old nominal 15®16c, wilh
choice new at 13%@14c: Job lots %cldgher. a
Eggs—Eastern fresh at 13%c; choice North*
ern at 13c; choice fresh Western 12%®13C;Mlch
choice at 13®13%c; Nova Scotia at 13c. Jobti\mr

hifrli«*r

76®

Beaus—choice small N Y hand picked peal
1 80 *> bush; choice New York large hand picked
do 1 70® 1 76; small Vermont hand picked pea at
1 85®® 1 90.
Hay—Choice prime 17 GOffilS 50; fair to good at
J15 U0®J1U (X); Eastern hue J13®*16Vis ;poor to
ordinary $12®$14: East swale at 9®J10. Kye
straw, choice, *1G.50®16 00; oat straw $9@10 i>
ton.
Potatoes—Extra Houlton ltose at 90c i> bush;

do hebrons 95c; Aroostook ltose 90c; do hebrons
at 95c. ;

Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
CHICAGO, May 11,1887—Cattle market—receipts 7000; {shipments 2000 (Stronger; shipping
steers at 4 10®5{00: Stockers and (eederslZ 90®
4 20; cows, bulls and mixed 4100; bulk —; Texas
cattle 2 90,a,4 So.
Hogs—receipts 16,000; shipments 5000 jmarket
lower; rough and mixed at 4»0®5 20; packing

Chicago

shipping

6

15@5

Arm; luplands at Billed:
■*['rf6inno
1000
sales 7,000 bales; speculation andiexport
bales.

40. i

Domestic Markets.
|.By Telegraph.]
YOKE. May 11. 1887—Flour market15,372 pkgs; exports 3764 bbls and 1,985 sacks; firm; sales 18,200 bills.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 35®3 15; superfine
Western and State 2 75®3 GO; leommou to good
extra Western and State at 3 2053 75; good to
choice do at 3 80@6 10; common to choice White
wheat Western extra at 4 60®4 80; fancy do at
at 4 85® 5 10; common to good extra Ohio at 3 20
® 3 10; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 20®
6 10; patent Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 60x4 75; choice to double extra do at 4 80®
6 05. Including 4300 bbls citv mill extra at 4 75
@4 80; 900 bbls fine do at 2 35®3 16:1900 bbls
superfine at 2i7B®3 50 : 900 bbls extra No 2 at
3 25®3 75; 5100 bbls winter wheat extra 3 25®
6 10: 5,400 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 25:5,6 10.
Southern flour Is firm ;lgood to choice do at 4 00®
6 00. ltye flour steady.
Wheal—receipts 104,500 bush jexports 203,834 bush [higher ;sales 692,000 bush No 2 Spring at 95 Vi c; No 3 Ited 96c;
No 2TIted at 9«Va n.9ii%c elev and 97%®98c de
ljvered; No 1 White at 97c. Kvedull. Harley
quiet. Corn steady; receipts 40,15C|t)Usb;exports
1340 bush: sales 168,000 bu; steamer at 4814c
elev, 50c delivered. Obis are steady; receipts
42,000 bush; exports 1646 bush; sales 123,000
bu; No 3 at 33>Ac;do White 37%c; No 2 at 34c;
do White 38c; No 1 White at 39c [Mixed Western
at 34®36c; do White at 38®41c; White Stateilat
39*Ac. Coffee—fair Kio quiet at 18%C. l*«i«ar
market is steady; rafined is selling; C4%@4Mi;
NKW
receipts

White Extra Oat 4%®6c;
Yellow at 4 Va®4%c; off A at 6Vk; Mould A 6%:
standard A 6 31-100®554c; granulated 6 G9-100
uDn/it[Confectioners A at 6 9-16®6%c;cut loat
crushed (1 l-16®6y*; oowdered '.6ys®6c; Cubes
Petroleum—united at 64c.
at 5ya®5 16-lOc.
Pork firm; mess quoted 17 00
Tallow is dull.
16
tor new;
60®@16 00 for old. Beef dull. Card
Is dull and heavy; Western steam 7 12V5; refined
8 A 7 70. Htiilcr Is weak;
tor Continent 7 36
Western 12,525. Cheese heavy.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current
ending May 11, 1887.

For the week
Flour.

wraia.
|
IHIghMxdCorn....64,0.56
Buperflneand
low grades.2 60@3 60 Corn, bag lots....66® 67
Meal, bag lots. ..63@54
X Spring and
XX Spring..4 n0@4 26 Oat3, car lots....41 *.42
Oats, bag lots.... 42@43
Patent Spring
Wheats.5 2o@5 60 Cottonseed.
car lots..26 25@26 50
Micb. straight
roller*..460@4 76 do bag.. .28 00@2( 00

JTJISm: X «|oWgj
S 28
fitromUr1S8.l'Kt4 76@5 M&fcJ
bag lots,22 00®24
2b|4

Crriuhls steady.
Flour market
May 11,to 1887.-The
n.»..
iiriota*
nt
a or./aA r.n.
Unntiiam

Winter 3 7664, IK); Michigan and Wisconsin winter 3 0064 00; choice to fancy Minnesota patent
al 4 25gj4 50: soft Wheat patents at 4 00(64 25;
Wheat—
Minn, bakers in sacks at 3 0963 25.
No 2 Spring at 84:1,'8(ji84%c; No 2 lied at 85c.
Corn—No 2 at 39Vsc.
Oats—No 2 at 27%c.
Itys- No 2 at 6(ic. Barley—No 2 at 57c. Provisions—Mess Pork at 23 00. Lard 6 75: dry salted shoulders 5 65@@5 10; short clear sides 7 75
(67 80. Whiskey at t 10.

Receipts—Flour, 86,000 bbis ;1 wheat. 60.000
bushjcorn 78,Ooo bush ;oats 181,000 bujrye 3,000

bush; barley, 12,000 busli.
Shipments—Flour, 13,000 libls; wheat, 62,000
bush :* coru, 64.000 bush; oats, 90,000 bush: rye
0,000 bush, barley 6.000 bush.
8T. LOUIS, May 11, 1887.—Flour is firm;
XXX at 2 80u2 90;'famlly at 3 )5 63 25; choice
at 3 5563 65; fancy at 3 75 68 86; extra fancy
Wheat—
at 3 9064 00; patent at 4 25@4 60.
No 2 Red' at 86c hid. Coru firm and higher but
are quiet but firm at
Oats
at
86%@37%c.
quiet
28%(628%c. Lard 6 6060 66.
Receipts—Flour, 3,000 .bbis; wheat, 36,000 bu;
corn. 23,000;busli;j oals, 28,000 bush; rye.O.OOO
bush, barley 5,000 imsh.
Shipments—Flour 8000 bbls;wheat 154.0(H) bu;
corn, 25,)M)()’busli; oats 99,000 bu; rye 0,000 bu;
barley 1,000 bush.
DETROIT, May 10.1887.—Wheat—No 1 White
87e%;Mich Red 87Vac; No 2 Rod at 86%c.
Receipts—Wheat—18,100 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, May 11 1887.—Cotton firm;
middling KH'so.
SAVANNAH. May 11, ihk7. cotton Is dull;
middlin'.: 10 5-! 6c.
MElttFHis, May 11,1887.-Cotton is firm; raid'd
10%'
CHARLESTON, May 11. l«H7—Cotlon is ouict;
middling 10%e.
MOBILE, May 11, lee/.—Cotton Is firm; mid'JiM! 10%C.
Havana Market.

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA. May 11.—Sugar quiet; sales 2032
hags Centrifugal, 92 to 96% degrees polarization. al 2«0&2|42 gold p quintal.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LONDON. May 11,1887.-U. B. 4s, 131% ; do
4%S. 112%,

00
60 do

00
clear do....4
Provision*.
Winter Wheat
PorkPatents.6 25@5 60
Backs .18 75®19 25
Vtah.
Clear ....18 25@18;60
Cod, © qtl—
Large 8hore3 75®4 00i Mess.18 00®18 60
Large Bauk3 25@3 60 i Beef—
I Kx Mess. 9 00® 9 60
@
Small.
Pollock.275®360 Plate.... 10 0081060
Kx Plate 11 00® 11 60
Haddock.1 60®2 00
Hake.1 26@1 76 LardTubs © ©..7X4®7%c
Uerring
Tierces.... 7V»@7*,4c
Sealed© bx..l6@20c
No 1.13@16c
Palls.7%@8V4e
Mackerel©bbl—1888. Hams ©lb....l2‘,a@13
Shore ls.21 00823 00
do covered. .1314814
Shore 2s. 12 50@16 00
Oil.
Med. ‘is.
Kerosene-S nail
Port. Kef. Pet. 6>4
@
Produce.
I Water White. 7V4
CraiiDerrles—
Pratt sAstT,©bbl. Ill*
Maine.... 8 00®10 00 Devoe’s Brilliant. Ills
CapeCodll 00®12 00 Ligonl*. 8
Pea Beans... 1 7o@l 86 Silver White. 7
Medium....1 70@1 80 Centennial. 8
German null 8681 75
Ituiaius.
Yellow Kyes.l50®TC5 Muscatel.... 1 1108214
Potatoes, bush,
London
@751
Lay’r 2 26®2 76
3t Potatoes
lOuduraLay.... 8148914
Onions
3 00@3 25|Valeucia. oya@7V»
Bermuda do 2 oo®2 161
nugai
Turkeys. @ltt|graut;lated © tb.6V4
Chickens.l6@l8|KxtraC.6 <54
Fowls
.148101
Need*.
Geese.14®16IRed Top....*2 @*2V4
Apple*.
iTlmothy Seed2 06@2 10
Choice Baldwins
4B0iClover. 814@1214c
Choice eating
6 00
Cheese.
4 50. Vermont.... 1614@10
Russets
6 00 N.Y. factoryl614@16
Fancy Baldwins
..

....

Evaporated ©lbl4@10c .Sage.16V4@16V4
Butter.

lieuona.
Icreamery © tb...33824
Palermo.3 7554 «0IGUt Edge Ver....23®24
Messina.3 7f>@4 50|Choice.20821
Good.16817
Malagers....
IStore.14@16
Omagra.
3 6054 00;
Florida....
Eggs.
7 00@7 601 Eastern extras ..12513
Valencia
Messina and Pa|Cau & Western.. 12@13
Palermo ©bx.3 5084 001 Limed.
I.enu.

Bread.

Sheet. 7y,®8

Pilot Sup.7<4@8
do sq.6X4@6

Pipe.
Pig... .6 00®5 62

6

Ship.4V4@

Crackers ©lb..6ys@0

l.eutfaer.

New York—
Caul.
Light.
Mid weight.
Acadia.7 00®
00 Heavy.
Chestnut.
86
ns...— i.ii—
aai
L<i....„i.»n.

21®
23®

Cumberlaud..6;00®

22
24

23® 25
oooe

@0 001 Good d'mgd.

Lehigh.

22
00

21®

C offer.
Am calf. »0@1
Lumber.
Rio. roastedlO @21
South pme,30 00@40 00
java do_20
fa,28
Clear pine—
Cooperage.
Hhlid shooks and lids—
Uppers.$58@$05
MoL city... 1 60@1 76
Select.i45ia|66
Fine cominou$35® $42
Sug. city... 95@1 06
Sug. s’d silk 60@ 70 Spruce.$12@#14
Pine sugar—
Hemlock.$ll@$12
Box shooks
@ 45 Clapboards—
Suuar Heading—
I Spruce. X.. $28@$38
Spruce 36 in 18@ 201 Clear.$26@$23
2d clear.$20®*28
Fine
18® 20
Hard pine
2ol Not.$16®$1G
Mol. heading
221 Pine.$25@$50
Hoops—
I Shingles—
New 14 ft
$25, X cedar....8 6i @3 75
Old
$20® $231 Clear cedar.8 M0®3 25
Short do;8 ft $10@$12i X No 1....
00@2 50
7 ft
$81 No 1 ceda •. 1 25 a 1 75
Pop’rstaves $12@$14 Spruce. ...125@150
12ILaths—
Spruce rough
(Jakiihd
( spruce.... 2 00@2 15
I,Hue—Cement.
staves
$12 50@$14|
1 05
! Lime 1> cask..
Cordage.
11
145
iCement.
Amer’ny lb
I
11
Matches.
Russia.
60
Manilla.18 @14 I Star, Across
41
Manilla Bolt Rope 14Vi' Dingo. 39@
Metals.
Sisal.12V.@13V*\
1Copper—
20 22
i 14x48 com
llrugu and Ujres.
Acid Oxalic
12g)14| 14x48 piau38
ished.
tart_
50® 521
Anunouia—
I Bolts...I.... 1*@ 21
12
earh. 15@20
I Y M sheath
18
YM Bolts..
Bottoms.... 26@20y2
|13
33IIngot.

81
00i

8:!4

Ashes, pot..
Bals coabia..
Beeswax.

55.
3i

Tin-

Straits.

Borax.

25®

27

Brimstone_2%
English,— 27®
Cochineal_ 40
Char. I. C. .6 76®G
Cliar. I. X. .8 00@8
Copperas.1 Vi
Terue.0 25 a 7
Dream tartar. 40®
Ex. logwixid. 12@
Coke.5 26® 5
Uumarablc... C0@l 001 Antimony. 14®
Aloes cape.... 16@ 25|Ziuc.0 26@8
17@
Camphor. 27@ 201 Solder

Myrrh.

Molasses.
661
751 Porto Rico.. 25@

50®
Otial

28
25
50
75

60
15
00
18
40
20
25

Opium.4
Shellac. 20@ 25 Barbadoes.... 28a
Indigo. 85® 100 Cienf uegos.... 24®
Iodine.4 2o@4 38 Bollmg.
10V2@20
42
160 Fancy Ponce..
loecao.
Nails.
Licorice, it... 16® 20
40
Lai ex. S4@
Cask.2 30,@2 40
Naval (Stores.
Morphine.3 10®3 351
8 00@3 25
Oil bergamot.2 76@3 OOlTar 4* bbl
Cod liver.150@200lCoal Tar....3 25-3 60
Lemon.2 25@2 60|Plteh (C Tar)3 25a3 60
Olive.1 25@1 76| WU. Pitch....3 25 a3 60
KeDpi.3 73.0/4 00 j Rosin.3 00®4 00
..

Winteriu-eeu..2
Potass br’mde

Chlorate.
I odide.3
Quicksilver...
Qumiuc.
tttmuebarb..
Rt snake.
Saltpetre.
Benua.
canary seen..

00®2 12iTurpt’ne, gall 39®4G
46® 631 Oak urn. 6Vi@7Vfr
Oil#

20®

22,

86®

401 Bank.

10® 3 251 Linseed. 43® 48
60 Roiled. 46® 51
5 8® 6318perm.115® 1 30
75®1 60i Whale. 50® 60
30® 8o

10® 16[Shore. 28®
26® SOlPorgle
@

o® s
Cardamons. ..1 00 a 1 76
Soda, bi-curb.3^4 ® 6%
3
Sal.. .2V4®
Sulpur.2V2 a 3 Va
22
lead...
20®
Sugar
White wax... 66® 60
8
Vltrol. blue..
6®
Vanilla.beau.8 10®$10
Duck.
No 1.
No3.
No 10.
B oz...
10 oz.

i.aru.

83
33
<u

wr®

Castor.1 65@1 65
Neatsfoot. 90®1 00
Elaine.. 62® 60
Paints.
Pure gro ltd ld676@6 25
Pure dry lead5 76@6 26

Eng Veil Red.
3® 3Vi
lied Lead
7® 7V4
lAm. Zinz.6 0O®7 00
liochelle Yellow....2V»

33
30
20
16

...

Kicc.
lb.... %5@GV5i

Rice, t>
Rangoon.

41/a(gG,/2

...

Moleroteiit.

20 Saleratus

6@5Vi
Spicet.
llunpowder—Shot.
Blasting.3 60®4 00 Cassia, pure.. 16@ 17
Sporting.6 25®6 60 Cloves.
6
Drop shot_
Ginger.
7
Mace.
Buck.
liny.

Pressed.813®$

Straw—,i... 8 9®$

14
10

35
15
90
68

33®

Ntorcii.

Laundry

8

Soucnong,..,. 18®
2Vs®2s/t Oolong. 20®
4
do choice.. 35®
®4y2
..12 ® IS IJapan
Cast Bteel
25®
do choice.. 35®
German steel 5 @7

60
30
GO
30
40

Refined.

Norway..

steel....
Sheet Iron—

3

Shoe

The bow of the
slon occurred In a thick fog.
steamer is damaged.
Sch Douglass flovey returned to Asplnwall previous to 11th inst, the master (Capt Wright) having died A pi 29.

Tobacco.
60®

Best brands..
Common— 3s/i@4!4 Medium.
Conunon.
H.C. 4®4Vi
Russia.13V«®14 Half ir.
Galv.
7|«8V4 Nat’ulleaf....

30®
26®

CO
40
30

00®

70

SAILINCDAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FllOhl

Adriatic.New York..Liverpool...Hay 11
Ems.New York..Bremen.May 11
Vancouver.Quebec.Liverpool... May 12
City Washington.New York.. Hav&VCruzMav 12
Lessing.New York..Hamburg.. May 12
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool... May 14
City of Richmond New York..Liverpool...May 14
Umbria.f.New York..Liverpool...May 14
Eider.New York..Bremen.May 14
Saratoga.New York..Havana.May 14
Santiago.New York..Cienfuegas -May 17
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool...May 18
Helvetia.New York..London.May 18
City Alexandria..New York..Hav&VCruzMay 19
Wieland.New York..Hamburg...May 19

Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..May

Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpool. ..May
Advance.New York..ltlo Janeiro.May
Clenfuegos.New York..Cieutuegos May
Servia. New York..Liverpool. ..May
Sarmatiau.Quebec.Liverpool...May

19
20
21
21
21
20

ALMANAC. MAY 12.

water
Sunsets.u 67 utgu
14 39
i...
Length of day
, ht

j.

...

Moon rises.morn I"1*111

MARINE

—

1

...

a 67
9 It 5 in
s it 7 In

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 8th, ship Oregon, Merriman, llong Kong.
Ar uth, ship Oregon, Merriman, Hong Kong.
Ar Sd. ship John McDonald, Stover, Nanaimo.
Cld 2d, ship Fannie Tucker, Greonleaf, for Fort
Townsend.
Chartered—ship St Charles, to load coal at Departure Bay for San Francisco.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 7th, sch Annie L McKeen, Mahoney, New London.
SAVaNNAN -Ar 9th, sen Cassie Jameson, Col-

lins, Philadelphia.
Sid loth, sell Lizzie Wilson, Chadwick, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar loth, D 8 Johnson, Hart,

Afcacoa.
Ar loth, schs C H Wolston, Hinckley, Wilmington, NC; Chas E Batch, Munson. Bath; Mabel L
Phillips, Haines, Portland; C J Willard, Wallace,
Ped Beach; E C Allen, Godfrey, Kennebec.
Below loth, sch Mary L Allen, Wylie, from Fernandina.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 10th, barque Edward L
Cushing, Bickmore, Matanzas; brig L F Munson,
Smith, do; sch Grace Davis, Dyer, Cardenas.
Below 10th, sch Flora Condon, French, from
Satilla River.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 11th, sch Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon, New York.
Sid oth, sch A J York, Wallace, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th. barques Paysou Tucker, Tuckr, Cardenas; John R Stanhope, DcWinter, Boston; brig Emma, Smith, Tuspau; schs F c
Pendleton, Fletcher, Pensacola; Post Bust,Smith,
Pensacola.
Also ar 10th, sch Lucia Porter, Grindle, from
Demarara; Maud Snare, Dow, Jacksonville: H L
Martin, Fountain, Darien; Lewis A llodgdon,
Hodgdon, Wilmington, Del ; Webster Bernard,
Parsons.,Amboy; July Fourth, Atwood, do for
Portland.
Ar 11th, barque Freeda A Willey, Willey. Pensacola, (see Mem); brig Josefa. Snow, Porto Rico
schs B C Cromwell, York. Cardenas; Lucia Porter, Grindle, Demarara; Nellie V ltokes, Thompson, Jacksonville.
Cld 10th, schs A B Crosby, Marsters, Agenue;
Anna W Barker, Sargent, Ponce.
Sid 10th, barques C D Bryant, for San Francisco; Bessie Simpson, Calais; brig Addle Hale,
for Boston; sch Lizzie S Haynes,Brunswick.
Passed the Gate 9th, schs J B Knowles, from
New;York for Bangor; Bertha E Glover, do for
Dauversport; Win Butman, Hoboken for Bostou;
John Somes, and B L Eaton, ltoudout for Boston;
John Bird, and F A Magee.do for do; Speedwell,
Elizabethport for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, sch John C Gregory,
Billings, Hoboken for Boston.
PROVIDENCE—Sid Oth, sch B R Woodside,
Reed, Baltimore.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Ar 9th, schs Lizzie M Eells. Wooster, fm Elizabethport for Lynn;
St Elmo, Rogers, Amboy for Rockland; lteno,
Colbetli, do for Salem; Duroo, Anderson, Providence for New York.
NEW BEDE'ORD—Ar 9tli, sch Sinbad, Strout,
Rockland
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar Oth, sch Nina TIUson. Greene, Philadelphia for Bath.
Sid Oth, sells Joe Carlton, and E G Willard.
In port, schs E H Herriman, Jas 8 Lowell, M C
Moseley, Nina Tlllson, Melville, Maggie J Chadwick, and Charter Oak.
HYANNIB—Passed by 10th, sch T A Lambert,'
uuiu uuaiuu im

BOSTON—Ar lOtli, brigs Alfred, White, Bermuda; Abbie Clifford. Storer, Viueyard-Haveu;
schs C W Dexter, Hamilton, C lais; Sylvi, Newbury, Machias: Regalia, Hallowell, Tliomaston;
Emily A Staples, Goodwin, and E C Dennison,
Coleman, Saco ; sloop Electric Light, Condon,
Barrington. NS.
Cld lOtli, schs Wm Slater, Small, Georgetown;
Irene E Meservey, Meservey, Morehcad City via
St George.
Ar llth, barque Skobeleff. Tucker, Matanzas:
schs Addle Jordan, Iierriman, New Orleans; M 0
Moseley, Rumrtll, Weeliawken: Prince Leboo,
Blake, Rock port; J C Harraden, Strout, Millbridge ; Davis. Damariscotta; Adelle Pray, Pray,
Ellsworth; Maria Theresa, Kellock, Rockland;
Raven. Pendleton, Bangor; Eastern Light, Kelley, Machias: Star of the East, Davis, Bristol;
Mentor, Hinckley, Westport.
Cld lltli, barque Jos Baker. Eaton, Baltimore;
sell Georgie L Dickson, Harding, Norfolk.
SALEM-Ar 10th, sch Sarah Hill, Lane, Rockland.
NEWBUEYPORT—Sld 10th. sell Carrie Bell,
Seavey, Wilmington, NC, to load for Portland or
Boston.
POETSMOUTH-Ar Oth, sch Alida, Lindsay,

l'oth,

Sld
sch J&s Nichols, Brewer, Portland.
PatterMACH lASPORT-Ar 6tli. sell Maud
son, Sliulee. NS, tor New York; Emma K Smally,
Robinson, Boston.
Sld nth, sell L E Warren, Thompson, for Wind-

OCI1 XilUia i'A

M

c UOtVl

VVIlUVlt,

sor, NS.

Foreign Ports.
Ar at Shaughae prev to 7tli Inst, ship Granite
State. Ross, New York.
Sld fin lquique Mch 1, barque Willard Mudgett
Crocker, Boston.
At Nanaimo. BC, Apl 30th. ships Ocean King,
Sawyer, aad Harry Morse, Murphy, for Sau Francisco, ldg coal; Harvester, Taylor, and Richard
P Buck, Carver, for do, wall lug turn to load.
At Departure Bay, BC, Apl 20th, ship John A
Brigf.s, Boyd, for San Francisco; Geo F Malison, Morse, from Yokohama, to load coal for Sau
Francisco; barque C O Whitmore, for Honolulu.
At Paysaudu Mch 31. sell St Thomas, Kelley,
tor United States.
At Rio Janeiro Apl 14, sell St Johns, McDonald,
for Aracaju and United States.
Ar at si John, Pit, Apl 2fi, sch Noreua, Chase,
St Thomas, (and sld 28th for St Thomas.)
Sld Aid 22, brig Josefa, Snow, New York.
Ar at Navassa 1st Inst, barque Rose Dines,Marwick, Aspiuwall.
Ar at Cienfuegos 4tli inst, sch Grace Bradley,
McIntyre. Philadelphia; 6th, St Domingo, Ben..

nett, do.

_

Sld 6th, barque Shetland, Haskell, for Delaware

Sld fm Cienfuegos Apl 28, brig Cora Green,Philbrouk, Delaware Breakwater; 30tli, sch Maud,
Robinson, Philadelphia.
Ar at Sagua 2d lust, barque J B Rabel, Sawyer,
New York; Formosa,Pierce, do; 3d, sch Luis G
Rabel, Muryhy, New York.
Sld An! 30, sch Ella M Watts, Watts, for Philaaeipma.
Ar at Havana 1st Inst, brig Hyperion. Boston,
2<1, sell Herald, Gray, Philadelphia; 3d, George
Walker. Mitchell, Philadelphia.
Sid 4th, barque Miranda, Corbett, lor Delaware
Breakwater; Mlgnon, Coleord. do.
Ar at Cardenas 30th, sell Clara E Coleord, Colcord, Philadelphia; May 1, barque Ethel. Thompson, New York: sell J K Souther, Bclano, Philadelphia ; 2d, brig Henry B Cleaves, Charlson, do;
sells S M Bird, Merrill, do- 3d, Foslina, Philbrook
Philadelphia.
Sid 30th, schs Lucy A DavK Davis, Philadelphia: Grace Davis, Dyer, New York.
Spoken.
March 21, lat 1 S, Ion 2b W. ship Factolus, from
New York for Hong Kong.
April ti. lat 23 N. Ion 41 W. ship Annie H Smith
Brown, from New York for Yokohama.
May 7, lat 37 20, loll —. brig Edith. Tucker, fill
Bos u for Wilmington, NC.
May 17, lat 12 55 S, lou 33 10 W, barque Ella,
Heed, from Portland for Bahia.

Constitutional Catarrh.
No single disease has entailed more suffering or
hastened the breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell, of taste, of sight, of
hearing, the human voice, the mind,—one or more,
and sometimes all, yield to Its destructive influence. The poison It distributes throughout the
system attacks every vital force, and breaks up
Ignored, bethe most robust of constitutions.
cause hut little understood, by most physicians,
impotently assailed by quacks and charlatans,
those suffering from it have little hone to be relieved of it this side of the grave. It is time, then,
that the popular treatment of this terrible disease*
by remedies within the reach of all passed into
hands at once competent and trustworthy. The
Dr.
new and hitherto untried method adopted by
Sanford in the preparation of Ids Radical Core
lias won the hearty approval of thousands. It Is
Instantaneous ill affording relief in all head colds,
sneezing, snuffling and obstructed breathing, and
rapidly removes the most oppressive symptoms,
clearing the head, sweetening the breath, restoring the senses of smell, taste and hearing, and
neutralizing tile constitutional tendency of the
disease towards the lungs, liver and kidneys.
Sanford's Radical Core consists of one hot
tie of the Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an Improved Inhaler; price, $1.
Potter Drug & Chemical Co.. Boston.

RHEUMATIC PAINS.
Neuralgic, Sciatic, Sudden, Sharp and

Nervous Pains and Strains relieved in
one minute by the Cuticura AntiI'ain l*ln»icr, the most perfect antidote to pain and inflammation ever com-

lw

/ l\\
/ ^P \ pounded. New. original, instantaneous,
infallible and safe. At all druggists, 25c.; live for
l>rn«

$1.00; of postage free of I*ottcr
Chemical Co., Ilo-tou, mam.

nnd
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Sell Marcia Bailey, Cole. Boston.
Sell ltoekaway, Smith, York.
Sell jr Ames. Cook, Dorchester, NB—ltK ties
to B & M Kit.
Sen Willie Seavey, Simmons, Friendship.
Cleared.
Steamship Franconia, Bennett, New York
B J Coyle.
Barque Sherwood, (Br) Douglass, lor Buenos

—

Ayres—Frank Dudley.
Brig Olive Branch, (Br) Monthorn, Bear Klver,
NS—ltyan Si Kelsey.
Sell J Manchester llaynes, Matthews, Balti-

more—Carlton Bros.
Sc,h Laura Brown, (Br) Milligan, Parrsboro—

Hyan

&

Kelsey.

Sell Wui E Downes, Haskell, Kennebec, to load
lor Washington.
Sell Jonathan Bourne, Thompson, Kennebec,
to load for Washington—ltyan & Kelsey.

run-down,” debilitated
For 11 worn-out.”
schoolv :;r hers, milliners, seamstresses, bousokerrnr.i. and over-worked women generally.
Dr. TMeroo’s Favorite Prescription is the best
of all restorative tonics. It is not a Cure-ail,
but admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose,
being a most potent Specific for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
women.

It is

a

powerful, general

tl&wnrmcTli

Ar at Hong Kong about 10th inst, ship Wachuseft, Pendleton, Cardiff.
Sid fm Bristol, E, 10th Inst, barque Louis Walsh
Pendleton, New York.
Sid fm Arroyo Apl 23, brig Morancy, Wass, for
Norwich.
Sid fm St Domingo City Otli lust, sch Brigadier,
Cousins, New York,
AratAuxCayes Apl 21, sch Martinique, Lowell, from Port au Prince, to load for New York or
Boston.
Ar at Cleufugos4tli inst, brig Sarah E Kennedy,
Waters. Norfolk.

Coughs, Sore Throat, Influenza,
Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma, and every affection of the
Throat, Dungs and Chest are speedily
and permanently cured by the use of

WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD

Notice to Mariners.
Light House Inspector, )
First

District,

!

Portland, Me. May 11, 1887. )
Notice is hereby given that the Buoys in the
Kennebec and Back Kivcrs. Maine, have been
replaced for the summer season.
Also, that the color of the towers at the following named Light Stations has been cnanged from
White to brown; the lanterns remaining black,
viz- Portland Breakwater, Cape Elizabeth. The
Kimble. Maine, and Portsmouth harbor, N. H.
Bv order of the L. H. Board,
O. A. Batcheleer,
Commander, U. S. N.,
Inspector 1st L. H. Dlst.

Memoranda.
Sliln Occidental, of Bath, was spoken Mch 23,
lat 1 20 H, Ion 25 38 W, ui charge of the mate.
killed by one of the
Capt Williams having been
A Wiley, from Pensacola, before
'Barque Freeda
down by steamer Martella, was tow-

reported
ed into New York lltb, fuU of water.
run

The colli-

We respectfully tender the biggest offer ever made by any one
in our Business and we want to tell everybody, and everybody
ought to tell everybody else, that during this week we shall
give the most prodigious bargains ever known,

CHECRlf,"

CHAMBER SETS.

PARLOR SUITS.

We have a small lot (zio «<>. u ouuu walnut ten
piece Chamber Sets, constating of Bedstead, Bu
reau and Class, Combination Commode, Table,
tour Walnut Chairs and Koclcer, and Towel Back,
with best White Italian Marble Tops, the whole
set beautifully finished, which we shall sell, deliver and set up anywhere in Portland, Deerlng,
Cape Elizabeth, Yarmouth, Falmouth, Cumberland Mills aud Sacearappa. Corham, Biddeford,
Saco aud the Islands, for just

in this line we show more genuine new stylos
ami handsome designs than ever before, and we
believe we have the best floor aud best light to
show goods by In the country.
One big oner for
week will be a handsome Combination Plush Suit,
consisting of Sofa, Gent’s Chair, Lady’s Patent
ltoeker and four Parlor Chairs, and a Marble Top
Table, 20x28 marble, all for ,m/W

and a column of solid reading matter expatiating
on the good oualities of this set would not convey
all that the set deserves. The facts are, we wish
to show to our friends what we can do on a handsome Black Walnut Chamber Set. with best Marble Top. We struck a bargain aud are willing to
give our customers the benefit. Besides this set
we shall offer this week other bargains 111 fine Ash,

Cherry, Walnut, Mahogany, aud Imitation Mahogany Chamber Sets, from the largest line ever
exhibited In New England. We mean every word
we write.
If you want any Chamber Sets we will
give you a benefit such as is seldom or never offered in any store in the country.

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.
NoltinKbnui Lace Curtain,.

This is a very handsome suit and is, without exception, the biggest bargain In Parlor Furniture
that we ever had to otter.
Then we have Plush Parlor Suits for *38, *42,
*45, and up to *350. And Hair Coth Suits, all
prices—but a special bargain In Hair Cloth Suits
will be a full 7-piece set. thoroughly well upholstered, and of best Hair Cloth, for

$33.00.
A few beautiful Plush Suits for *57.50, regular
X lot fi-plece Combination Crushed
price *76.
Plush, with Spring Edges, price this week from
*65, to *05, former prices *86 to *125.
We are just receiving a beautiful novelty in Parlor Suits, upholstered In Long Nap Silk Plusb.

KOc

*1.60
2.60
aud up to *15 per pair.
Curtain,, 93.50 to *20.00.
Irish Point Curtains, all prices. Swiss Lace Curtains, *8 to *50; aud Brussels Lace up to *106
per pair.
Imported Vienna Curtains and Turkoman Curtains, all prices, from *3.60 per pair upwards. This week only at
Nndrn, I,nee

middle Streets,
Portland.

Corner Pearl and

SEE IN OUR WINDOW.
And we have a hundred and one styles to select
from, that are beautiful to look at; elegaut designs
and are made to wear a lifetime. Here is one of

grandest opportunities

the

to

replenish

parlor

a

offered, ana we will sell for cash, or part
cash and the balance by the week or month.
Come and see us this week|
ever

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,
Portland.

DR. R. T. WILDE,
Physician,

The Natural Magnetic

Would respectfully inform the citizens of Portland mid the neighboring towus that he
has returned and is located at
[Vo. 11

Hyrtle 81., Opp. City Hall,

where he will treat iu a safe and natural
manuer,

All Chronic Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities.
Call at fain Oilier and gel hi. Circular.
Persons unable to visit him at bis office will be i
waited upon at their residence. Kemember the

number,
II

my3

dim

niVBTLH STREET.

STEPHEN

<$coict Job

BERRY,

No dealer In furniture

BABY CARRIAGES.

Corner Pcarl and middle

Portland.

manufacturer of fur-

nor

Streets,

Anniversary Week!
at the lowest prices ever offered In this
We will deliver ou our own teams aud
to places named, for cash or one-fourth
ance by the week or month. Come to

country.

by express
(Town, bal-

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets
Portland.

omd tgadd

$\irde\}

DUNN,

F.

B.

Oilier Hours from 1.30

to

m.

Telrphow© No. 315 F

my3eodlm*

The Hector Cold

Mining

Company,
laocation of

Sutter Creek,

Hinei* and

Amador

Cal.

County,

THE nECTOR liOLO HI1UNO COBPAN V has been organized with a Capital of 300.
OOO shares of the par value of $3 each, and owns
and the Hubbard and Mcthe well known
Adams Mines, situated on the great mother lode
of California. In Amador County, on which are lo-

STEAMERS.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

Notice

Committee

by

on

THE FLUST-CLASS STEAMERS

New

FOREST CITY and TREMONT

Buildings.

on

no permit s
Buildiugs wilt be granted except at a regular
meeting of the committee, which will be held on
the first and third Thursdays of each month.
Blanks for petitions may be obtained of the City
Clerk, and petitions may be left with him for action thereon by the Committee.

The Inspector of Buildiugs has been Instructed
to report to the City Marshal the name of any person who is erecting any wooden building, in any
part of the city, without a permit from the said

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving in
season for connection with earliest trains for

points beyond.

Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF. Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock,
J. B. COYLE. Ju. Manager.
apltl

Boston & Savannah

Committee.
By order,
WILLIAM II. SMITH, ) Committee on
RICHARD K. HATLEY,} New Wooden
THOMAS McMAHON, ) Buildings.
may7dlw
Portland, May 7,1887.

Company.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.

or

Prescriptions are prepared

In our retail store with
skill and care, from the
purest and best medicines
obtainable, and at moderate prices.

II. II. HAY &

258 MIDDLE STREET,

For 3S days—one month—net earnings 810,0*0
Or yearly net revenue.8130,060
Mr. G. W. Horn, the superintendent of the Comfull charge of the mining and milling, and
e of the ablest managers In California.
The Tanners' Loan and 'Trust Company of New
York are Iteyistrars of the stock, and Messrs. Laotian- it Co., No. 14 Wall Street, are Transfer Agents.
We have secured the privilege of offering for

Nuuduy
10.00 a. in., 2.15 p. m., if pleasant.
No lumber received over 100 feet; coal must bo
in banels and headed up.
B. J. WILLABD, Manager.
ap'Jodtf

ewl^T&ThGm
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PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP uOMPAATS

subscription

COE,
a

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

ball or harmonica with each
Hat or Cap.

base

and all goods bought
delivery
at liis store can be delivered free at a moment's
notice. Will send to Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland
Mills, Saccarappa and Ueerlug free.

Middle St.
197
apl6
eodtf

“The Man Who Hesitates is Bossed,”
tried
ouce

s. S« SLEEPER & CO.’S

N.fcS.

STEAMSHIP C0„

going down h.u, strength of material and for
durability In every way. Nine years of experience has proved Ihcir superiority.
New i'ntnlogr Free.

ty

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.
This is a new safety Bicycle that combines the
of

depart,
Indigestion qu*ck’.

And

JadirifiMire*

start;
Headache, too,

Sick

<•

soon sulioMc.
When Tarrant’; Sell.*.,has but-n tried.

msy 10

eod&wlm

f

FOB

—

—

AND ALL TAKT8 OF

—

i New Brunswick, Norn Mcolia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

LAMSON’S, 177 Middle St.

Through tickets issued aud baggage checked to
destination, jy Freight recelveu upto 4.00 p. m.
For Tickets aud Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
J. B. COYLE. JR..
of State street.
nov20dtf
Geu'l Manager.

G. H.

dtt

HURON

Dairy Salt
erer

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
Portland*
feb8

Sole Agent* for Tlaine.
eod3m
Ask your grocer for It.

cflsiiFrm

I .i»*o tv
remedy Cor the abr" dlevaae ; by its use
thousand* of maos of (he wor*t kind and of loon randing
pare b*«Micurod. Indood, no atone I* my faith la Itsefflcacy
TWo BOTTLE* FKEB. together with a VAL.
UABLV vJ(BaT!SBod thladlasae©. to any sufferer. Olvoex-

I 2llLfZnd

Ft*** * t,

Vtt, T. A.«WKGK,IH

RAPIDLY ASSIMILATED AND PALATABLE.

Ask for BO VININE,aod take
Put

up In 6

ounce

and

12

ounce

B. *

EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above

connec-

tions.

Boston? Philadelphia
DIRECT

TO

and all points In the

Norlliwest, Weal uutl South\% cel.
JOHKPH HICK SON, Keneral Manages.
WM. KIX1AK, O. P. Au
J. 8T KPH ENSOjl. bunt.
Nov. 1,1886.
dtl

Railroad

Rumfonl Falls it Butkfield
Winter

Arrangement-la

Effect

Her.

1,

Leave Portland.via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.;
I-ewlstim 8.00; Mechanic Falls (mixed train)
8.46; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; E. Hebron 9.30;
Buckileld 9.45; E. Sumner 10.36; Hartford,
10.65; Canton 11.15.
Leave Fortland I SO p. m.; Lewiston 1.67;
Mechanic Falls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.27;
E. Hebron 3.37: Buckfle.d 3.60; E. Sumner 4.00;
Hartford 4.10; Canton 4.26; Ullbertville 4.36 p.
RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.15, 9.15 a. m.;
at Fortland 8.25 4. m., 12.06 p. m.
NTAUK CONNECTIONS.
DAILY—From W. Minot 3.27 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckileld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner; Canton 4.26 p. m.; arriving at Feru
6.30; Dixfleld 0.00; Mexico 7.00 p. m.; also lor
Brettun's Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 0.00, Dixfleld 7.00 a. in.; arriving at FortL. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
land 12.05 p. m.
oct29dtf
K. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

arriving

Portland and

Ogdenstorg ft. H.

PORTLAND & MONTREAL LINE.
Only Liac

DAY TRAI.YN
Portland and Jlontrral.

fen-

running

tween

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Commencing Monday. October 4, 1886._

ton, Swanton, Ogdensburg and West.
3.13 p. na. Local Fortland to Bartlett and Inter
mediate stations, with stage connections for
No. Windham, Standish, Limlngton. Sebagu,
Naples, Farsonfleld, Kezar Falls, Denmark
Lovell, and Conway Corner; also lor No. Brldp
ton, Harrisou and Waterford via. Brtdgtoa.
Trains Arrive in Persia ad:
10.33 a. nfcXr"i'i Bartlett and
S 33 p. an. from MuuUcai. BurOjpg|U**Wcsl

Waanitatlons,^^

7. uaMILTUA, hop;

CHAR. U. FOYK. G. T. A.

ARRANGEMENT

octldtf

OF

TRAINS

Parllnnd:
Wamalrr, Clinton, Ayer Jigcdas,
Nashua, \» iadhuiu and Kpplai at 7.3
a. na. and 1.03 p. na.
Por TlunrkrMirr, Concord, and points North
at t.W3 p. an.
Por Kocbrstrr, Morin* v nlr, Alfred, WaWi.
boro, and Maco Hirer at 7.30 a. oa., 1.03
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. an.
Por Oorkan at 7.30 a. n., 1.03, 0.30, an
(mixed) at 0.30 p. an.
Por Sari'iruppa.t'snbrrlasd Wills, Weak
brook Junction and Wawllarda at 7.30
and 10.00 a. na., 1.03, 3.00, B.-3* ard
(mixed) *0.30 p. na.
Per Perrat Arenac (Peering) 10.00 a. an,.

Por

3:00 and 0.30

p. na.

The 1.03 p. an. train Irom Portland connects at
Ayer Junrt. with lleoaac Tunnel Heuae (or
the West, and at Pnien Urpet, tvorreaaee, fol
Near York via Norwich f.iur, and oil rail
via MpriagOeld, also with N. Y. o if, E. H. K.
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for WltslalsMi,
Bultianorr, Washington, and the Moult., and
with Koalas A Albuay K. R. for the Went.
Close connection made at YV ratbrooh J asca
tlon with through trams of Marne Central R. K. and
trains ot Grand Trunk Hallway.
Through Tickets to all points West and Booth
may be had ot 8. H. UELLEN,Ticket Agent, Portland A Rochester Depot at loot ot Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
octaadtfJ. W PKTBBS 8uot.

ao

nabstitate

bottles.

STEAMSHIP

LINE.

From BOSTON evarj WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA emi TUESDAY and FRIDAY
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
p. m. From Fine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a m.

Insurance one-ball the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West to the Penn. R. R„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Round Trip BIN.
PnaM.gr 910.00.
Meals aud Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
II. B. NAMPNON, Agent,
70 l.ong Wharf, Boston,
81dtf

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On uihI ufter

NONDAVi Oct. fl,
1886, Piiwseniter Tmina Leave
Portland as follow*:

A. P. BUSH & CO., Boston,
Agents for New England States— All DruSOUKTO
eodtitu
janll

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
A threat Medical Work for Yoaag and
Middle-Aged Men.

KNOW THYSELF.

Por Hunger, 7.10 A m., vl* Augusta) 1.20 p.
m., via l.ewi.ten. 1.26 and til.161). m, via Augusta) (or Kllrwartk. Har Harbor, Vaaccbere, Hi. Jtka, Halifax, aid Ike Previa,
Aroe.teek t'eualy,
era. Hi. sirpkra and
1.20 p. ill., 1.26 andtll.l6p. m. Pin Baagai
A Pi.< Hloqai. K. K., 7.10 A m., tit. 16 p. m.,
(ol Hkewhrgaa, Hrlfa.l aa Orxlrr, 1.20,
1.23,(1116 P- m.i Walcrvillr. 7.10 A m.,
1.20, 1.25, Aid, til.15 A in., and on Saturdays
ouly at 5.15 p. in. .for Augusta, Hnllewrll.w
Gardiner and Hi unswlrk, 7.10 A ni., 1.26,
6.16, til 15 p. Bki Hulk, 7.10 a ni., 1.26, 6.11
p. ni., aud on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m. i
Keck laud did Hd.i and l-iarula K H.,
Aewle
A III.. 1.26 p. m.: Aal urn aad
at 8.30 A in., 1.20, 6.00 p. m. i l.cwiaian
rin Hriaaswick, 7.10 A m„ 1.26,
I'm uiiuglaa, itlaanaatk, Wlalkrep. Oakland aad Marik Aa.ea, 1.20 p. m.; raruiagiaa ria Brunswick, 1.10 a m. and 1.78
p. in.
7.10

Jl_W

lou

)11.16p.m.;

More Than One Million

C'oplra Hold.
Nervous and Physical Debility. Prema-

It treats upon
tore Decline, Errors of Youth. Eihausted Vitality,
Lost Manhood. Impaired Vigor and Impurities of the
Blood, and the untold miseries couseouent thereon.
Contains :<U0 pages, ftuhatantial amboseed binding, full
Warranted the best popular medical treatise
gilt.
published in the English language. Price only hi by
mail, postpaid, and concealed in a plain wrapper,
if.
lust rati re sample free if you send now.
the PEABODY .MEDICAL
ST1TI TR, No. I Bulflurh Ht.Boston, Unea.
WM. II. PARKER, M D., <»»»uifii.« PhyRrian, to whom all orders should be addressed.

All trains timed as above from Commercial Street
Station, stop at

CONUKES3 ST. STATION,
through tickets and baggage cheeks may
be obtained for principal points East and West.
tThe 11.15 p. m. train Is the night express with
sleeping car attached aud runs every night B'indays included, through to Bangor but not to
where

HBMMlIKDby

Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Belfast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor on Sunday morn

eod&lyw

maylO

Trains are due in

Bass’ English Ale
—AND—

OUIiYNESS’

STOUT,

Just Lauded, Ex S. S. Sardinian.
For Sale In the Original Package by

IMPORTERS,

410

Fore

Portland as follows: The morn
lag trains from Augusta and Bath 8.46 A m.;
8.60
A
Lewiston,
in.; the day Wains from Bara
gorat 12.40 and 12.46 pj*., tne afternoon trains
from Bangor, Waterville, Bath, Augusta, Rockland and Lewiston at 6.46 p. in.; the night Pullman Express train at 1. 60 A m.
I.iuaited Tickets, Ini aad xrcuad elaaa, fax
all paiaiaiu Ike Prtvlacn tu sale at re*
dared

rule*.

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT t MACHIAS STEAMBOAT 60.

R. STANLEY & SON.
Street.

nov24__utt
im hkiikhy

oiykx that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
Notick
herself the trust of Administratrix of the
upon
estate of
EMEU V S.

HID LON, late of Portland,
the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons Indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
IDA 11. R1DLON. Administratrix,
or to her Attorney, John A. Waterman, 184V.
Middle street.

aad After Blank M, 18*7, aad Until
Banker Malice,
the Steamer Cily af Mi-hraead, Capt. Wm. B.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round trips per week on the route between Portland. Bar Harbor and Machiasport, xla usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machiasport at A00 a m.
every Monday and Thursday.
PAYHON TUCKER, General Manager.
F. R. BOOTH BY. Gen'l Pass, and TlcketAgl
Portland, Mar 1,1887.
oct22

Oa

BOSTON AND MAINE IT.

ap28dlawTh3w*

In

effect

Wrdarxday,

are

OI me roruanu

this corporation will he
company at their Works,

on TUESDAY, the twenat 3 o'clock In the
alteruoon. for the following purposes:
1st—To act on the report of the Directors and
Treasurer.
2d—To choose Directors for the ensuing year.
BUFU8 D. BEAN. CTerk.
maylOeod d
Portland, May 'J, 1887.

ty-fourth (24th) day of May,

pile* are awful
suffered for lo years
Was cured easily, quickly
n IV I UL I and safely; no pain it
risk; neither knife or ligature; harmless operation
and complete relief. 0 Ive me your address, If you
suffer, and 1 will tell you how I obtained safe and
Address, K. A. C., Box 1213,
speedy relief.
■

■■■■■■■I

ft Ilf Llll
M ¥■ 3*111

Lewiston, Me.
my3

|

I

The
I had

eoH8mTuTh&3

To Vessel Owners.
rilHE Port

Clyde Marine Ballway has been thorJ. oughly rebuilt, and Is now in readiness to
take out all vessels In need of repairs. All work
dispatched quickly and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address
C. W. 8TIMPSON, Jb..
duel«dtf
port Clyde. Me.
\ iJla1 1> MHJf I)* found on rtlfffttCHMk
1 Fi 1V r. Hi 'Well N. i'<» N.wsi.ulH’r
Advertising Bureau
8pru<o Htr>*« t). winre m!»» rria
uMlefurU Ul v ; tv loi'Ji,

VTTTQ
1 IllO I

FS

Bek.

33, IMf.

WESTEKJi DIVISION.
TKAIMH LEAVE

POBTLAMD

Bar Heeiaa at t7.30,18.40 A m., 12.40 f8.8u
p.m. Hoalon far Berllaad 7.30,8.30 a. m. 1.00
and 4.00 p. m. For Hrarkuru Brark. P,ac
■ •oini 7.30, 8.40 a m., 3.30, 6.30 p. m. Kara
nrnnr

niaarivrU)

Portland Company, Annual Meeting.
stockholders
company
THE
hereby notified that the Animal Meeting of
held at the office of the

ft.

PAHHE.MGKH THAIM HKKVI4K.

lit

Portland, April 22,1887.

The now Steamers of this Line will leave Kaliroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 F.M., for

THE

In Tarrant*8 Seltzer you
behold
A certain cure for yc .r
and old;
For Constipation v.:

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN H. B., HALIFAX, N. S

the Star and all the other safeties,
advantages
and lias the graceful appearance of an ordinary
Bicycle. Price oul, -O.I.imi If you are golug
to buy a wheel of auy kind call at

_

run.

passage apply on board to captain.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.

International

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

KPILtwnrV?»m?v?»

or

sep20dtf

Counties.

The Beat Table and Dairy Walt
offered to the pablic.

CUREFITg!

a. in.

For freight

If you want the best get the Columbia. They
lead in workmanship, ease tor climbing hills, safe-

feb23

how even they

at ti.10

Sagadahoo

pin and

HAW FOODS, .rirulifirnlly i-.uip.nulled, surpass nil other prrpu -utt.ns is their
ability to create uew and Milliard Blood.
Keutrutber that HO VI.YINF am the only
Raw Food Fxtrart known, mid rontnins
30 1S-I1IW per cent: soluble nlbuuiiuoid.

ON

Agency for Cumberland, Androscog

wagon,

see

and after MONDAY, April 25,1887, steamHouse
er GORDON will leave Custom
Wharf daily, Sundays Excepted, for Long Island,
Little Chelieague, Jeuks,Great Cbebeague, llarpswell and Orrs Island at 2.45 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and lntermlnate landings at 6.40 a. m. Arrive Portland

FOR 1887.

The Hatter,

who has

elO__dtr

197 Middle St.
Columbia Bicycles!

COE,

man

CITY OF RIO UK JANEIRO sails Tuesday, May
24, 2 p. in.
For Freight, Passage, or general lolormatlon
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ABAMM A CO.,
113 (Stale Mtrcel, Car. Broad SI., Boston.

If you buy your Boys’ Hats of

MDSE FREE.

But the

From New YorK, pier hot ol Canal St., North
Kiver. (or San Francisco via The lathuiu. of
Fnunnan,
Oreat reduction In rates to San Francisco.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brauuan Sts.
for Japan and Chinn.

CENTS.

lie will present

own

and South America and Mexico.
COLON.sails Saturday, May 14, Noon

nt
nt

MACFARLANE & JENKINS,
Bankers and Brokers,
apl9cod&Wlm 44 Brondwny, Nrw York.

has his

California, Japan, China, Central

Mining Co.'s Stock. LADIES
AND

#1.00 per Nharr.
#1.30 per Nharr.
This distribution ot stock, preparatory of its be
ing listed on the Stock Board, is made to give it
greater activity and a broader market when it
goes on the Board.
The balance of the stock is held in a pool.
Tlie property is in good hands and is running successfully. lVe believe this to be one of the best op-

New York, Jan. 10,1887.
THE J. P. BUSH M’F’G CO.:
most
Gentlemen—I
earnestly desire to express
my gratitude to you for the great beneflt my faJohn
has
derived from the use of
ther,
/.'ooWi,
your Fluid Food, Bovinine.
For more than two months past, the nature of
the disease from which he tuts suffered has totally
preeluded the use of solid food, and It was at first
feared that from Inability to administer an adequate quantify of proper nourishment, his streugth
would rapidly fall. To my great surprise and delight, however, the Bovikimr has been able to
supplv every need of tho system, being In a palatable, highly condensed form, easily assimilated
under allconditions.
The wonderful nutrient forces contained in your
Raw Food Extract have sustained and sup
ported him with little or no effort on the part of
the digestive organs, and l feel that to jour Bovinine l am Indebted for the prolongation of my
father’s life.
STEPHEN W. ROACH.

Time Tablet

Junction Free Wt.

Janl

—

Canada, Delrait, Chicago, Till wank
Cincinnati, at. I.aalo, Ossa ho. N..giaaw, at. Paal, Wall i.ake City,.
Denver, Han Praaciscn.

[1 On and after .lloaday, Oct. 33,
p*'
r-.’i- ‘'VmJI
stfto, Passenger Trains will I.en vr
“”

TIME TABLE.
Leave Portland for Peaks’ and Diamond Islands
6.45. 8.00. 10.30 a. m.; 2.16, 4.30. 6.10 p. m.
8.00 a, m. and 2.15 p. m. goes to Long: Island.
7.00 a. m. for Little Diamond and Peaks.

Retail Department,

8360

builder.

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT GO.

SON,

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

Regarding America’s Greatest Ship-

steamships "GATE CITY” and "CITY OF

MACON" leaving Savannah Pierr Congress St.,
Boston, every Thursday at 3 o’clock. For freight
passage, apply to A. De W. SAMPSON. 201
Washington Street. Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents. Boston.
ThSat&TuCmo
de«29

PHYSICIANS’

___

TICKET OPPICBi

Portland & Kochester K. Us

adapted for 1'nruuiouin,
Diphtheria, Typhoid Fever, aad ki adred
diMBMCB.

Connecting there with all Rail and Water Lines.
Iron

AumrAM.

Pram l.rwisioa aad Ankara, 8.28 a m.
12.06. 3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
Prom ilarhaa, 8.26a.m., 11.06and 6.60 p. a
Proas Chiraga aad .Vlaalreal, 12.06.
Prom Qurbee,13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace bleeping cars on night train
Parlor cars on day train between Portland

Particalarly

Only Direet lino from New England

—

40.000 Hhnrrv
43.000 Nharr.

Steamship

to Savannah.

cated the following well known dividend paying
mines
Plymouth, Keystone, South Spring Hill,
Zelle, and others—all iu Amador County.
The Mahoney Mine has produced over 83 .OOO.
OOO in gold, and is well developed and equipped.
The Properly is developed by a three compartment well timbered shaft, 1,000 feet deep on the
vein with levels and tunnels-in all over 3,000
feet of underground work, allowing an abuudaucc
of ore.
It is completely equipped with a 40 Stamp Mill,
built bv the Union Iron Works of San Fraueiseo,
and with hoisting works, pumps, trams, ore houses,
blacksmith shop, tools and all necessary buildings,
and la run by water power.
Forty-stamp Mill, crushing 130 tons of ore
per day, at a low average of 86 per ton.. 8130
Expenses for mining and milling at 83 per
360
ton.

Hector Gold

ARBANOEMENTS.

NPRIXtt

Par Ankara and UwMvs,7.10a.m., 1.18
and 6.20 p. m.
(far Ciarkaat, 7.10 a. m., 1.80,4.00 and 6.20
p. in.
Par OorSsa, Montreal, Chicago and
Quebec, 1.31' p. m.
Par HackBeld aad Caataa, 7.10 g. m. and
1.80 p.m.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

FACTS

99 State street. Boston.

BOSTON

CITY O F PORT LAND.

For NEW YORK.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday*
and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave Fler
38, East River, Not* York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE, Ju.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
sept31-dtf

ALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent.

febl6d3m

Mahoney

Net profit per day.

companyfs office,

iwf

DEPAKTl BEa.

bury, Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal, Burling,

MTEAMEKM.

NTEA.WKKH OIKKCT VKO.fi
Boaiu «• Liverpool every TBI'RNDIV
and from fEWfORK rvory MATI HDA V
railing al Queru.towu, Cork Harbor.
CEPHALONIA.May 5, June 9. July 14
SCYTHIA.May 12, June 16, July 2L
CATALONIA.May 19, June 23, July 28
PAVONIA.May 26, June 30, Aug. 4
CABIN PASSAGE, *60, *80 and *100 according
BOTHNIA.June 2, July 7, August 11
to accommodations. Intermediate passage, *35.
Steerage passage at low rates, Dr&lts on Great
Britain and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the

after neitDAT, Star. 1,
trains will raa as fallows■

until further notice Passenger Trains will
Lean Poriluod as follows:
»..'I3 a. m. for Brtdgton, Fryeburg, No. ConwayFabyans, Btehlebam. Lancaster, Whltefleld
Littleton, Wells River, Montpelier, 8t. John

Manager.

•

aad

and

SEALED

is hereby given by tue commit
D., Notice
New Wooden Buildings, that hereaftee
for the erection of New Wooden
ter

M.

4 p.

City Building, Portland, Me.,)
J
May 9,1887.
PROPOSALS, addressed to the committee on Public Buildings, will be received
at the Mayor’s Office, City Building, until 12
o’clock m. of May 20,1887, for furnishing the material and erection of a brick stable on a lot of
land on Myrtle street, near the City Building.
Plans, specifications and all necessary information
can be obtained at the office of Fassett A Tompson, Architects, 93 Exchange street.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN,
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings,

Woollen

HAS REMOVED TO 702 CONGRESS STREET.

CO.,

CUNARD LINE.

SEALED

myll__dtd

Ho, 87 Plan Btrost,

feb28___d&wlynrm

tW^bl^Jw/oTk.

uo

MTKAnERN.

City Building, Portland, Me., 1
May t>, 1887.
PROPOSALS, addressed to the Committee on Public Buildings, will be received
at the Mayor’s Office, City Building, until 12
o'clock m. of May 28.1887, for furnishing the materials and finishing the Interior of the new school
building on the corner of Neal and Carrol streets.
Plans, specifications, and all necessary Information can be obtained at the office of Fas sett &
Tompson, Architects, 93 Exchange street.
Separate bids will also be received tor steam
heating. Plans and specifications for the same
can be examined at the office of the Architects on
and after Monday next.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
CllAS. J. CHAPMAN.
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings,
(ltd
myll

SONS, Prop’rs,

r,u"J Un'roa^onfo?I
iiJmiim
«lv?l££lrEdlS*i
wfu

sin Him

mis

Do you want a Baby Carriage for a little money?
Further discount this week on our low prices.
Styles without number, but don’t watt until next
week, thinking to buy for the same price, as the
goods will all be marked regular then.

CITY ADVERTINEMENTi.

th° wrapper.

SICKNESS
ata.tr.
the won't ease-. Bcchuko other. h.r,
not now receiving » pure. Bond at ouc.» |„r a
Free bottlo of my Infallible remedy.
Office. It coats you nothing for a trial, m.d I
Address Dr. IL <i. 1100?.

wnai

ISAAC C. MUSMI,

CARDS.

BCNINENS

The genuine

a

is

SI.10.

Manager.'

ISAAC C. AMSOfl,

gmoko them and

{jv»
Vllo loiie

owe

5200

&

remedy, a* i* proved

then have them return aeain. I mean
I have mnde
dUeaso «>f FITS,

vwubiko

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
Oa

35 Euhangi SI, Md hoot Fool of lads Stasl

called, as we are determined to lower the stock
niture in the New England State* or New York
and close out what we cannot duplicate at the
finer selection of Sideboard* from
can show a
mills. Now. don't inter from tills that the goods
all the way down to $20 than our*, and no
are old or shop worn, because we keep no sueli
epartment in our business i* more carefully
Our Sideboard* are from the best
goods: but the manufacturers are all the time
looked after.
dropping out patterns which we could get agaiu manufacturers in Boston. New York, Philadelphia,
by waiting until they were woven. This we canWilliamsport and Grand lUpld*. and various othnot do, consequently we mark the goods barely to
er points, and well worth an hour’s time of any
cover the cost and our customers get the benefit.
to come and examine them.
I lady
We shall close out
1 Lot Tapestry Brussels at 60c. per yard*
'•
"
DININC ROOM CHAIRS
"
76c.
1 Lot
90c.
1 Lot
from all the best manufacturers, including two
nice.
and
All prime goods
styles upholstered in Leather, made lu Vienna,
97c
1 Lot Body Brussels Carpet,
^er yard. Austria. Prices on these goods from 50 cents each
to $25 per chair; cudless variety to select from.
.<
n
i.
..
1.17
1
Among these goods are some patterns made by
DINNER SETS
thfi Lowell Co., the Bigelow Co. and the Delaware
Co. You all know what the goods are, and If you
from $8.75 to $120 per set. A beautiful line as
make enquiry will be told they cannot be bought
shown in this country.
We are bound to close
for that money today.
Ten Meu, 58 pieces, from $3.25 to $15.
them out, and out they go if price will do It.
Hull Miund.. from $7. $0, $12 to $50.
Pier mad fflnatl* -llirrors, from $3.50 to $50
All Wool Carpets for the Mil* and $75.
Roll Top nud l.ndieo* Drsks, all prices.
Hook ('uses, all kluds, at prices that never
lion,
will be duplicated.
Cpright Hurlor Beds, prices, $45, $55 and
100 patterns to select from. Prices from SOc to
$75.
Hemp Carpets. Coru Mattings, Napier
.viuntlc Beds, $10 and upwards.
tattings and Straw Mattings, all prices. Bugs
Mrwiug illnchinrs, at cost.
Mats, Kemnauts, &c., at Anniversary Week Prices]
Chiffoniers, $10 to $40.
Aud all kinds of House Furnishings for this, our

& CO.,

Unequalled for Dryness, Whiteness, Purify 4 Strenuth,

time aud

uranu

GRAM TRIM RAILWAY OF CAAADA.

DINING ROOM FURNITURE.

i

B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson

hy hundreds of testimonial*.

Y.’ F0YLE

I

$50.00.

$34.75,

Tabic and

LVtuon
&

HICKSON,
Uea’l Manager.

Montreal.

CARPET DEPARTMENT,

,

which docs not dry np a cough nnd leave
the cause behind, but loo*en* it, cleanse*
the lung*, and alloy* Irritation, thu* removing the cause of the complaint. CONSUMPTION CAN BE CUBED by a timely
resort to this standard

"WITH

COMMENCING

well as

SICK HTKABACIIE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr. Pierce’s Pellets. 25c. a viat
by drugglsta.

Change of time service will take effect on and
after Monday next, 111th Inst. The day espresa
will then be put on. leaving X'urtland at #.8o a. m.
and arriving at Montreal at 8 p. in. same day.

J.

Citizens of Portland and Adjacent Towns

and

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

Office of

ns

uterine, ionic and nervine, and imparts vigor
strength to the whole system. It promptly
rurrs weakness of stotnaen, indigestion, bloating, weak liaek, nervous prostration, debility
and sleeplessness, id either sex. Favorite Proscription in sold hy druggists tinder our posie'lr iiuarnnlrr. See wrapper around bottle.
Price $1.00, or six bottle* for $5.00.
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, profusely illustrated with colored plates and numerous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
Address, World's Dispensary Medical
Association, 683 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

THE

Grand Trunk Railway

may 1 ltd

portunities to make money, In a genuine mining
enterprise that has been presented.
All applications for stock must be sent to the un
derslgned. and will take preference in the order ill
which received.
Kespectfully,

11.

VUOVV1M

TO

C,

Arrived.

lasses to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Sell W F Collins. Higgins. Boston.

ANNIVERSARY WEEK

Cftl&iSa

PORT OF PORTLAND

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Brig Jennie Phlnuey, Morton, Matanzas—mo-

CHANGE OF TIME

uamiuvnc.

NEWS.

WEDNESDAY, May

hailmadi.

j

___

Bunks.

f

MINIATURE

MUM'BH-AWEOIJH.
___

Fishermen.
Sid fm Bucksport 10th Inst, schs Daniel WebGeo
W Lewis, Abbott, for Grand
and
ster, Heath,

13®
75®
Nutmegs. 60®
Pepper. 22® 25
3Vfe@
'Teas.

Iron.
Common. 2YatS2Vi

ExtraC4%®4%c;

CHICAGO.

6-s «d.

Cheese

bacon at 3‘.is fid for short clear.
Tallow 22s; lard 36s.

Bleb powders

Stocks.

to-day:
6%
Mexican...
Hale & (Norcross. 6
Union Con.'.. 3%
Could & Curry. 4%
Savage. 5%
Yellow Jacket....
5%
ODhlr..
.;.19%
8
Best&Belclier.
Fotosl.
7%

Keeps the teeth whitetme breath sweet
k

Mining

(By Telegraph.)
FRANCISCO. May 11. 1887.-The followclosing official quotations of mining stocks

11,1887.—Oottonlmarket

May

LIVERPOOL,

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations »f stocks are received
Atch!, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.... 1151/4
New York and New England Railroad.—. 67

unun

o.w

i.ov,

<4.

in.

12.40, 3.30, 3.30 p.

Well* Brack 7.30. 8.40
m.
Nartk Berwick, Orrat
3.30 p. til.
Hofei
Pieter,
Mnrerkill, l.aw.
Palls,
rraee, l.awell, 7.30, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.30 p.
m.
llaekrster, Pnrtuiagtuti and Altaa Bay,
8.40 a. in., 12.40, 3.30 p. in. 71 nackester and
('ancard via Lawrence 8.40 a. m., (via Nowmar
ket Junction) 8.80 p. m.
in.,

».

tConuects with all Ball Lines.
dt.NDAY

TBAin

lor Beslan 1.00, 4.13 p.m. via Eastern Division
to Soar boro Crossing.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Bastaa at *2.00, *0.00a. m., sl.00, *8.00
Uastau lor Pariluud
17.30 8.00 a. in.

m.

12.30, 17.00 p.

Pape Kllaabetk, 8,00 a. m.
1.1)0
dace, 8.00 a. m.,
2.O0, 8.00 a, m., 1.00
Maleoi
00p.ni. Part.luaatk, Newbury part,
and l.yaa, 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 1.00, 8.00 p. m
date.bury 8.00 a. m., 1.00 p. in. Parlor aM
Pullman cars on trains leaving Boston at 8.30
8.00 a. m., 12.30. 1.00, 4.00, 7.00 p. m„ and leav.
Ing Portland at 2.00, 7.30,8.4‘J, 8.0o a. m.. 12.40,
1.00 and 8.00 p. m. Through Pullman sleeping
cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. and
Port land 2.00 a. ill.
((Tom North Hrrwleh to Ocarkesa 1 rats,
lag via Western Division.
Connects with Ball Lines tor New York, South
1,00,

&m.

m.

18.00 p.

III.

Biddefard,

_

"'connects with Sound Lines tor New

and West.
♦To leave

York South

passengers only.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
lor sale at t nian ataliaa Ticket OBce too,
medal direct, Partlaud, sad (aloa I ickrl
OIBer, 40 Pi, knaae direct.
JAb. T. PC KB Bit, Uen’l Manager.
D. J. FLANDEK9, lien. P.4 T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent.
IMIS
dt
_

_y—
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.

THE

IMt KSS

DROWNED.

The Annual Inspection Shows it in

Capital

Condition.

The committee on the fire department and
the board of engineers made their annual inMEW
ADVEI'.TIMKnimTS TO-DAV, spection of the department yesterday afternoon.
The committee consists of Aldermen
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Marks and Wilson and Councllmen Adams,
State ol Maine Cattle-Commission.
Peck and McClutchy. All of the buildings
For Sale—Block of Brick Houses.
Bostou & Portland Clothing Co.
were visited, and the apparatus belonging in
Notice—Lorenzo E. Hcaroman.
them examined, the result being most satisPortland Gas Light Company.
Wanted—Cast Oil Clothing.'
factory, and showing the department to be
To Let—Boom with Alcove.
in first-class condition.
The engineers, fireFor Sale—Four Row Boats.
Cook.
men and drivers were present in their reWanted—Competent
For Sale -Choice Pansies.
spective houses, in full uniform.
Darrah’s Kid Glove Store.
For Sale—Frame House.
Some improvements and additions have
Congress Yeast Powder.
been made during the past year in the deRevere House—Bostou.
Owen, Moore & Co.—2.
partment, and more are in contemplation.
For Saie—Fruit Store.
At the house of engine No. 2, a shed has
Bines Brothers—2.
To Let—Cottage.
been built for the storage of extra apparaTo Let —Room.
tus. The committee found house No.
2, to
Wanted—Girl.
be in need of some slight repairs.
AUCTION SALES.
The house of company No. 5 is not as well
Second-hand Carriages.
arranged as some of the other houses, the
If you are tired taking the large old fashioned
horses stalls being at some distance from the
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver Pills and main room.
A proposition has been made
take some comfort.
A man can’t stand everyby the owner of the adjoining property on
One
thing.
pill a dose.
maylod&wlw.
Market street, to exchange some of bis land
there for the land on which the rear of the
Take a D. K. anil be O. It. See advertisement
mar8
stable now stands. If this is done, a room
deodGm
for the horses could be constructed, so that
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT.
they could come directly into the main house
behind the apparatus, as is done in tho other
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.
houses.
The matter will be considered
by
Wednesday—United States by indictment vs.
the committee.
Roderick McDonald, for conspiring with Miranda
A. Davis, otherwise called Siirauda A. RichardThe committee found the hose house on
son, to obtain a pension illegally. A pension.was
obtained for Sliranda A. Richardson, as tho
Spriug street in an unsafe condition. The
widow of a deceased soldier of 1812. It
appears
tower has settled several inches since last
in evidence that since the death of her husband,
Richardson, she had r married a man bv the year and leans to one side. Something
uame of Davis. Defendant claims not to have
should be done immediately to put the build
known this fact. Verdict guilty.
ing in proper shape.
George E. Bird.
D. A. Mealier.
The houses of companies Nos. 1, 3 and 4,"
SUPERIOR COURT.
as well as the houses of the hook and ladder
companies and the West End hose company,
BEFORE JUDGE BONKEY.
n?fce found to be in first class condition- The
M- B:ix,er Paid a flue of
•uX?D,y2ooTirJo!?n
new and handsome hose
*1 oo and £ JO. 19 costs on a complaint for u search
wagon purchased by
JUKI seizure.
the last committee is in the house of Engine
Ill another case against him sentence was
suspended, he promising toi leave the
No. 4.
State, in fact
were now belug packed.
"if Roods
Bouncy
The committee have under consideration
win
nIni tt he was found here againJudge
he would be
sont to jail upon this Indictment.
the advisability of purchasing a Hayes exJohn llalcrow and John Davis each
pleaded not tension ladder truck. This truck has on it
guilt to nuisance indictments against them.
Octave Lampson of Haccarappa retracted Ids
au extension ladder which is
raised by the
p ea of not guilty to an Indictment charging him
machinery on the truck to a height of eighty
with breaking and entering the store of Frank
feet. The ladder can then be placed against
JJeCormier at Suocarjirma. iinil nlPMit.wi «rni!#s.
Mate vs. Patrick McGoldriek.
Indicted for
the side of a building and the truck moved
keeping and maintaining a liquor nuisance. After
so that
the
_

evidence lor the government was in the County
Attorney stated that the evidence did not come up
to the Ifacts as represented to him and did
not
warrant him in asking a verdict of the
jury; that
although the plaoe was shown to be a nuisance
the evidence wholly failed to connect the
respondent with ;lt and be W'ould therefore enter a nol
G.

M. Solders for Stale.

M. P. Frank for defendant.
James Holland and John Davis filed demurrers
to nuisance indictments and
gave ball for their
uppcarance from term to term.
T

..

,,

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BKFOKE JUDGE GOULD.

Jolm Whalen, Francis Conley and
Henry Dud<)y- Intoxication; each fined *3 and costs.
®ur^e- Vagrant; sixty days in

jaiijlalle3
tl00°nndcJo'st3aher,y-

The May meeting of the W. C. T. U. will

Friday at 2.30 p. m., at headquarters,
51J Exchange street.
A special meeting of the executive committee of the Woman’s
Auxiliary to the Y.
M. C. A. will be held on Friday afternoon at
3.30 o’clock.

A full attendance is desired.

At a meeting of Longfellow Lodge last
evening William F. Banks was elected a
representative to the Grand Lodge in place
of Herbert F. Libby,
resigned.
A reception will be given Bev. jj\ s.
Pear-"»pel Mission. Rev. P. T. Bayleypris uo^aildc aD(j tllere will be remarks
by a number of Portland clergymen. Legault’s band will furnish music.
The fast express between Portland and
Montreal, on the Grand Trunk, will begin
running for the summer season next Monday. The train will leave here at 9.30 a. m.
and reach Montreal at 8
p. m.
Yesterday morning Mr. J. Hovey slipped
and fell into the water from a tow
boat in
which he was coming up the harbor. Mr.
Hovey When he fell was in the act of throwing a line to the steamer Valora and he was
quickly rescued by those on board.
Cherry blossoms annparpd
11
ti.in
year against May 4th last year, May 17th in
1885, May 16th in 1884, May 20th in 1883, May
25th in 1882, May 12th in
1881, and May 10th
in 1880. The season
may be considered to be
about a week earlier than the
average.
I he State Cattle Commissioners
quarantined a bull yesterday morning, in this
city,
which was on the 'cars en route for Waterville. The animal was shipped from Massachusetts. This action is taken in
consequence
of the prevalence of tuberculosis in
Massachusetts.
_

Obituary.
Carter, one of the old and respected citizens of this city, died at his lato
Mr. Ezra

residence

on

Free street at about 12 o’clock

night. Mr. Carter was prominently connected with the growtli of
Portland, and
was widely and
favorably known. He was
born in Scarboro April 29, 1804, bis father
having moved to that place from Concord,
last

N. H.

ton

He received his education at Thorn-

Academy, Saco,

and for several years
was a school teacher.
He came to Portland
in 1830. lie was engaged in the
grocery business, and later in the book business,

member of
& Carter of this
a

•

the

being

firm of
Sanborn
and of the firm of

city,
Carter, Sanborn & Bazin of Boston. At
one time lie was an inspector in the
custom
house, and during the administration of

the ladder may be brought
every wiudow in the upper stories of a
high structure. The ladder, which is in two
sections, each forty feet long, can be raised

perpendicularly so as to make a double ladder forty feet in height, from which streams
may be directed against a burning building.
At present there is no ladder in the
department long enough to reach the
upper stories
of some of the buildings In the
city. Besides
the extension ladder, the Hayes truck carries a number of ordinary fire ladders.
The
committee propose to go to Boston in a short
time and examine one of these trucks.

PERSONAL.

Judge Cleaves is in Washington.

Gov. Bodwell followed the suggestions of
his Arbor Day proclamation by
planting between 30 and 40 trees.
J.
A. Smith, of the United States
Major
Engineer Corps, visited Matinicus last week
to look over the location for the
proposed
harbor of refuge there.
Rev. R. J. Kyle has resigned his
pastorate
at White Rock.
The resignation causes
great regret among the members of Mr.
Kyle’s church.
It is said that General Mitchell has had
20 applications for positions on his
staff, and
he western part of the State wants a particularly large number. The appointments
will not be made for several days at least.
Bishop Healey and Rev. J. W. Murphy of
Portland were in Augusta, Tuesday, to select a site for a French Catholic
church,
which is to be erected at once. The location
is to be at the North End and has been
about decided upon. There are now about
175 French families in
Augusta, numbering
800 persons.

The Bates faculty are endeavoring to induce Prof. Carl Braun, of
Bangor, to

give

instruction at the

college for
twenty days during this term
Some one study would probably

a

course

of

of college.
be omitted

from the curriculum on each of the classes
and replaced by instruction in
entomology
by Prof. Brann.
Wednesday evening A. P. Marble, Ph. D.,
Colby ’Cl, superintendent of public schools
at Worcester, Mass., delivered a lecture
in
the college chapel at Waterville entitled
‘•Modern education as conducted in the
cities.
The lecture was interesting and
will doubtless prove a valuable hint to
those
nf tlm

-1-.

-——

a
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profession.

The Workroom

of

the

iiwikc

uiaciung

Associated

Charities.
The ladies who were in charge of the sale
wish to exptess to the editors of the various
newspapers of the city their approoiation of
their kindness In apprizing the
public from
tune to time during the winter of their
needs;
and their gratitude for the unstinted liberality in advertising the sale during the past
week. 1 hey
fully appreciate that there unexpected success has been largely due to the
favors received from these sources.
They also take this opportunity to present
their thanks to Gen. J. J,
Lynch for the use
h,18 stote and to Messrs. Randall and
McAllister, Lonng, Short and Harmon; C.
L. .Jose & Go.; Houper &
Co.; Mr. Beals and
the iifficers of the Gas and Water
Companies,
for the favors which
»nd„t.llfnHt9rse.K?llr?a<iseveral abilities, have
ttraniPrt
V?elrare not unmindful that
granted. dTig
Thet?ladies
fa‘r sisters of the churches liave contributed sweets, whose delicacy and flavor
will
ifortunate asintothe taste of those who were so
get a Into.
The work has progressed most harmonious y this winter, and all who
have
erated w;th the ladies, either with co-optheir
money, time, labor or helpful suggestions
may congratulate themselves
that their
united efforts have brought forth such good
results.
It is easily reckoned that three hundred
and fifty dollars were taken at the
sale, and
that one hundred and fifty dollars hare been
laid aside in the {Savings liank as an nest
egg for next season's work, but Portland has
not a commercial
accountant
sufficiently
proficient to compute the aggregate amount
of cheer and courage, which all the
tiny
streams fed at this fountaiu, have scattered
in the dark corners and desolate
homes of
tno city.
Associntkd Charities.

President Pierce was collector at this
port.
With St. John Smith, John B. Brown and I
Eliphalet Greely he was one of the founders of the International
Bank, now known
as the First
National, and for many years
was one of the directors of that
institution.
On account of poor health he
resigned his
position during the past winter. Mr. Carter
was prominently connected
with many public institutions. He was one of the
founders
of the Young Men’s Christian
Association,
a director of the Gas
Company, Widows'
Wood, Provident Aid and several other institutions. He was connected with
High
Street Church from the time he first came
to
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
the city. Mr. Carter was always a Demoand
a
the eights o’lsniion.
errt,
prominent member of the party.
He leaves a widow and two
The sale of seats for next
Monday’s and
daughters,
Elizabeth A. and Sarali R. P., who is the Tuesday’s performances of that
strong and
wife ofJDr. H. M. Quimby, superintendent popular play, the Lights O’London, will beof the Insane Asylum at Worcester. The gin at the Portland Iheatre, tomorrow mornI he scene of the drama, is laid in Loning.
arrangements for the funeral will be an- don and an
English rural district, and the
nounced hereafter.
story is one whose intense interest and well
worked up climax has pleased and
captivated large audiences in nearly
Civil Service Examination
every city in
the United States. The company is a
strong
An examination will be held
today at the one, and bring with them sonic excellent
Custom House of applicants for
appoint- scenery.
ments In the departmental service
notes.
at WashAll the talent for the Bates
ington, also in the grades of weigher and
College comaim mucii oi
gauger in the customs service.
•Vi",;—rv
The examit
is the best the
cun afford.
country
It is
ination will he conducted by Chief Exammade up as follows:
Buggies Street Quariner Webster, of the Civil Service
tette;
Leopold
Lichtenberg.
violinist; HenCommis- rich
Sehnecker, harpist; Miss Frances Dunsion, assisted by the local board.
ton, soprano soloist. •
The Freshets.
Maine Central trains were
running yesterday as far as Mattawamkeag, but beyond
that point the water still covered the
track
Whenthefreshetwasat its height about 25
miles of track was under water.
This, of
course, was not in one place, the track being
at
submerged various points between Bangor
and Danforth.

Shooting

Affray.

At Gorham’s Comer
yesterday noon, Daniel Hyde, drew a pistol on
Timothy Glerman
and after the pistol had missed
fire once,
succeeded in discharging it in the
of Glerman. Hyde is
evidently not a good
marksman for Glerman got off unhurt
while
fiis assailant disappeared to
get out of the
of
the
way
police, rfo cause is given for

direction’

affray.

the

_

Christian Endeavor Union.
The first meeting under the
auspices of the
Christian Endeavor Local Union will
be
held at the Second Parish Lecture ltoom
this
at
7.45
o’clock.
The Christian Enevening
deavor Societies of the city and vicinity are
expected to he present in a body. The public are invited. A business meeting will be
held at the close of the regular service.

A horse

Runaway Accident.
belonging to Mr. Stearns ran away

last night, and near the comer of Franklin
and Federal streets collided with the team of
Mr, Edward Smart. Mr. Smart was thrown
from his carriage and received severe cuts
about the face, but no serious injuries. The

carriages

were

considerably damaged.

The body of

The

Fishing Season.
Letters are constantly being written by
anxious fishermen from out of the
State, inquiring when the ice is expected to go out of
Moosehead and the Bangeley lakes. Excursion tickets from Boston to the lakes will be
on sale next Monday.

Commissioners Stillwell and Stanley are
in camp at the mouth of the Songo river,
waiting for the ice to go out, to fish for landlocked salmon. As soon as the fish commissioners send the word along the line that the
ice is broken up, there will be a general
move of sportsmen from all parts of New
England toward the head waters of Sebago
Lake.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
ibis county have been recorded at the Begis;ry of Deeds:
Portland—The Maine Wesleyan Board of Education to John Sinclair, real estate, $340.
Fred S. Morse to Jeremiah Lang, real estate.
1700.67.
Deering—The Maine Wesleyau Board of Education to John McAlley, real estate, $1 and other
consideration.
Uorliam—Charles B. llardlng to Elmer Hawkes,
eal estate, $700.
Casco—Mary S. Berry to Lydia M. Bean, real
estate, $500.
Brldgtou—Edward Kimball to Edwin It. Chadreal estate, $000.
journe,
Sophia uibbs to Charles B. Gibbs, real estate,
|1 and other consideration.

Portland

’Longshoremen’s Benevolent Society.
At a meeting of the I>. L. S. B.
S., held
Hay 10th, the following committee was ap-

the first tree to be planted in Maine on this
day was the thrifty oak planted by the four
enterprising vouths just after the midnight
clock had struck. It was not generally unwas to be converted into a grove.
Imagine then the surand
passers-by at
prise of the early risers
the sight of nine noble pines growing in the
positions last year so well guarded Dy our

remains
identified as those of Charles
Johnson
whose disappearance was
mentioned some
time ago The place where th9
body was
found is on the shore of the
creek by the
wiling mills. The body was
evidently carried to this spot by the
tide and had been in
the water a number of
weeks. The remains
were badly
decomposed, and the coins found
n the pockets of
the clothing bore signs of
having been in the water a long time, being
thickly coated with rust. Coroner Dennis
Tobin was notified immediately after the

_

were

discovery of the body and took it in charge.
Later a jury was impanelled, who will view

the remains this foreuoon aud hold an inquest at 2 o’cleck in the afternoon.
Johnson was a seafaring man and had
boarded with Mr. Amos II. Bracoy on Clark
street. lie was about 40
years old and unmarried. Some weeks ago Johnson went
out in the forenoon,
telling Mrs. Bracey that
he was going to the bank to draw some
money and would be back to dinner. Ho
did not return, and when after two weeks
the Braceys had heard nothing of their
boarder, they notified the authorities of his
disappearance. Johnson had a deposit at
the Maine Savings Bank, aud there is a
balance to his credit of about 840. His bank
book was found in his trunk at Mr. Bracey’s.
On the 19th of March, Johnson drew
810
from the bank. His watch and chain were
found on the body aud led to its identification. There was 81.32 in the pockets. Johnson had shipped fer a
voyage, and the vessel
sailed the day after his disappearance. It is
not known where nr how he got into the
water, hut he was a man who occasionally
drank to excess.

Vaughan Street Church.
The members of the Vaughan street church
tendered their pastor and his wife a pleasant
surprise Tuesday evening, the occasion being their wedding anniversary. A purse of
greenbacks,

and a

painting

from

Dow were presented to them.

John E.

SUBURBAN NEWS.
PEEKING.

The eighth and last entertainment in the
Deering Village Improvement Association
course will be given at Lewis’s
hall, Woodford’s. this PVPnintr-

Afve

P

xr

rr.

soprano, Mr. J. P. Welch, bass and the Schubert quartette with Mr. F. L. Rankin
as
pianist.
The following is tho programme:
Quartette—I Think of Thee.Hartel

j(O?

Op.
.;.Chopin
Hungarian Dance,
No. 70.. Brahms

„Mr.

F.

L. Rankin.

Song-The Exile..
r
Mr. J. P. Welch.
,,
Quartctte-The Star of Love. Ruck
Schubert Quartette.
Song-Staccato Polka.Mulder

The Jenny Lind suite at the Revere House,

in 1870.

MARRIAGES.
In Iluxton. May 1, by Rev. O. F. Russell, Arthur M. berry and Miss Jennie Hill, both of Bux-

DEATHS.
In tills city. May 10, Elllo F. Dunn, aged 25
years 9 mouths.
[Prayers this afternoon at 5 o’clock at the residence of W. T. Foss, No. 81 Quebec St.
Friends
are iuvited.
Burial at Lyman.
In this city, May 8, at Greeley Hospital. Cant
George Courtney,—born in the Isle of Jersey'
J’
Marcli 1, 1804.
In this city, May 10, Mrs. Louisa Haiulen Winsiu Steep Fails, May 8. suddenly, Emily, wife ot
Moultou’ Pastur 01 the Free Baptist

Church’

[The funeral service of tlio late Andrew Lee
will take place this afternoon at 2
o’clock, at Ms
late residence, Ferry Village.

Vigor

and

Vitality

Are quickly given to every part of the
bony by
Iiood s Sarsaparilla. That tired
feeling is eiitireThe blood is purified, enriched and
vitalized, and carries healili Instead of disease to
every organ.
The stomach is toned and strength’
ened, the appetite restored. Tiie kidneys aiuf
“ver are roused and Invigorated.
The brain Is
refreshed, tiie mind made clear and ready for
work. The whole system is huilt
up ami rejuvenated hy this peculiar medicine,

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

“Thanks to tiie use of the successful medicine,
Hood's Sarsaparilla, all that poison in my blood,
winch causedsores to break out and made life almost a burden, lias been driven into
exile, and
though seventy-six, 1 am enjoying life, and feci
active and strong as at fifty. ’Hold fast to that
which is good’ is my motto. 1 shall recommend
to all my friends
similarly affected that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is the true elixir of life.” William
Haoebman Gboesbeck, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Makes the Weak Strong.

“X was ill bad condition with fainting [spells aud
general debility. I was run down, ate hardly

anything, and hardlv dnr»»rl tnmi nnt
ct
alone for fear of having a fainting
spell. Hood’s
harsapanl a has done me a wonderful amouut of
good, as I am now in good health again. My appetite has been good ever since taking the medicine, and 1 can eat a square meal with relish.”

Mas. Mollie Cutter, UO Eleventh street, Cou-

iogton,

O.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by aU druggists. *1; six for SB. Prepared 011I- HOOD ij CO.,
Apothecaries, Lowell,

l^y.O.
.,,.•00
Bi‘ri

Doses One Dollar

I

Pbfiirively

_.■
relieve
also
Dls-H
They
trceo from Pjspcpsiafl
Indigaetioa andTooH
Hearty Eming. A per-S

Mrs. C. K. Hawes.
Can I Leave Thee.Kinkcl
Schubert Quartette.
ALLEN’S CORNER.

Quartette—llow

feel mnedy for Diari-H
nese, Knrsea, Brovoi-fM

The Allen’s Corner Village Improvement
Society observed Arbor Day in an interest-

association also planted trees, maple and
elms on Gray and Falmouth streets, to the
number of 40. A number of the members
also set trees in front of their own residences. At 5 p. m. a fine supper was given
by the lady members. The tables were handsomely decorated, and well filled with choice
eatables. At 8 o’clock, a special meeting of
the Association was held, the meeting was
called to order by the president, Rev. H. A.
Uart. Tho reports of several special committees were read and accepted. Work was
also laid out for the future, and other business of importance attended to.
The following programme was carried out.
Opening Remarks.President Uart

f-
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fviUoii and Piles, i’iie am dlistander.east to taboB
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KID GLOVES!
50 Doz. Emb’d Kids 50c., worth SI 00
“
50 Doz. Silk Mitts 20c.,
.37
50 Doz. Silk Gloves 25e., “
.37

Smith
Mo .;.Mamie
on.Master Herbie Knight
Recitation....... Master Marshall Leighton
Singing.Mr. S. Lowell and Miss Hattie Spider
.Miss Alice Marston
Kecitatlon.Jennie Plummer
on.Annie Knight

SHADES,

-AT-

Miss Edith Hannah

Dexter, Esq., Spriugvale

Remarks.John

a.

DARRAH’S

Smith

Singing.Charles E, Jackson

fl,U8lc.Eugene Abbott
Monday evening Miss Sadie May Header

entertained the members of her class “Juniors,” Deering High School at her residence.
It was a Ivery pleasant e,at.hprinnr ami ail
present enjoyed the occasion very much.
SACCARAPPA.
Joseph Collins, arrested by Deputy Sheriff
Chute In a state of intoxication, on the road-

side between Deering^and Cumberland Mills,
was brought before
Judge Shaw and fined
$30 and cost and sentenced to thirty days In
the county j^il. Paid the five and cost and
imprisonment was suspended en the promise
of good behavior.
The net receipts of the Unlversalist fair
and entertainment in this village last week
amounted to $600.
Mr. Stephen Emery of Cumberland Mills
Is serving on the traverse jury.
A handsome elm tree was ^planted in the
sbuare near Cumberland hall under the direction of John E. Warren, Esq., Arbor
Day.
A lot of fine trees were also set out in other
parts of the town. The day was made one
of much enjoyment to the school children.
K.
_

the state.

Kid Glove Store,
No. 463 Congress St.

I"
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possessing
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Bueksport Monday.
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HANCOCK COUNTY.
Two twenty pound salmon were caught at

Revere House.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

BOSTON.

A Togus beer seller brought a bottle of the
famous ‘'hayseed” beer into the Municipal
Court room at Augusta Tuesday and submitted it to the test of the professional
tasters. It was not regarded as intoxicating
by the experts. The man said he brewed
the beer from hops, molasses and yeast. The
hops were first boiled and strained into a
barrel, where the molasses and veast were
added, and after a forty-eight hours' fermentation the beer was ready for use.

Near Boston and Maine, Eastern,
Fitchburg
and Lowell depots, centres of business anil
places
of amusement.

KNOX COUNTY.

Jared A. Smith of the U. S. Engineer
Corps was in Dockland last week and was
taken by the cutter Dallas to Matinicus to
make an examination of the proposed harbor
of refuge, there, look the ground over and
report upon the feasibility of building and
tlie need of such a structure as has been
petitioned for. The Dallas, says the CourierGazette, went down there, anchored about
an hour,
during which time Mr. Smith surveyed the locality, and then steamed away.
The Camden Herald learns from Mr. Smith
Uiat a survey will be made of Camden and
Doekport harbors during the present summer, and he has but little doubt that at the
next Congress a liberal appropriation will
be secured for the improvement of these
harbors.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Seven full carloads of magnificent horses
from Winnipeg arrived in
Bangor Monday
night for the Canadian Pacific railroad
people. They were sent up to Greenville to
work on the railroad.
T

r\

nnni

__n

House, celebrated Arbor Hay by setting out
150 apple trees at his form on the Carmel
road. Mr. Beal has named it the Bodwell
orchard in honor of Governor Bodwell.
PISCATAQUIS^ COUNTY.
The water in Moosehead Lake is higher
than for many years and is still rising. The
wharves at Kineo are all overflowed. At
the east outlet the water is within six feet of
die hotel.
One street near the Lake in
Sreenville is inundated. The dam at the
last and west outlets are considered in some
langer and men are employed to protect
;hem. The ice in the Lake has weakened
apidly and will probably be out the last of
he week.
WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Capt. Hiram Stevens, of East Eddington,
old settler of that place, died last week at
lie age of 80 years, lie was a highly reipected citizen and liked by all who knew

, in

um.

>eing

He had been married 08 years, his wife
the same age as himself. Years ago

le was a

captain

in

the State militia.

IN GENERAL.

The river fisheries in Maine

are

expected

o pan out unusually well this
year, as the
] ligh water has allowed the fish to run well
1 ip
when
whereas
low
water prevails
stream,
I fie weirs catch nearly all the fish.

Bates

College.

Maine’s first Arbor Day was a happy one
i t Bates.
In no place in the State, proba1 ily, was it more completely observed. With
* pade, pick and muscle, half a hundred
minted to look after the business of the so- i nore trees were added to the already goodly
lumber upon the campus by the students,
lety for the next six months: M. P, Convho were divided into groups of four. Each
oy, Alex. Busby, P. J. Higgins, J. II. ConI i ;roup planted one or more trees. Doubtless
ey, Jeremiah Bassett, D. J, Leonard,

at Less than Manu-

facturers’ Prices.
The Cotton Cloth Sale which we referred to in another advertisement will
be held on FRIDAY, May 13th. We
shall sell at prices that will astonish
those who are familiar with Dry Roods.
Best Continental Sheeting, 3b inches
wide, at only 5 8-4 cents.
Rood quality Sheeting,30 Inches wide,
at only 5 cents.
Best Double width Sheeting, 2 1-2
yards wide, at only 21 cents.
Best Double Width Sheeting, 42 inches Wide, at only 9 1*2 cents.
NEXT

COWES

BARGAINS

F. 0. BAILEY * CO..

LARGE SALE
—

WANTED.

CLOTHING I

THURSDAY,
OU,“halt
®®11,,n the

May 12th, at 3 p. m„ we
premises the Nr Irk and Woodblocks at extreme easterly end of
Newbury Ht.,
(known ul.erry
block); at 3.30 p. m. the propertreble St., extending through
...a A?! af!d
Ht.. with block of
K?'69 Abler
one on Aider St.;
also
v V,
snr1b,H
Alder Ht„ couslstlng of land and
»t 4 p. m. the valuable
,!1 £■*»• \

F°5,

Cenuine“Middlesex”Blue Flannel Suits $9.00.

en

ty
woh.^"11"N
lironer
PmiSSLttii*
nnS-Tie,

___WMUt
“*ht express

UfaCtUre-

CnlonsHeer
h

n

Z

wagon,

my

THOMPSON,^JU..

1
Jim ^t!(!irtl
?* house
Mhoartorf.

with 12 rooms,

BF&s-ji swss
ffighasas
living

rneaf

boarder.1 must sell on accountIncluding
Hoarders,
of sickness of nrothr<,Ullhoiit. located near
some

Pongress fstre/tU»n!|he<1
CaKiNE 18,f4QtExchange

*

tbe heirs

l°CallUU-,

now

positive to close au estate
away from the city

mayti_
F. 0. BAILEY & CO., !

FO?.wA,;Ep;He',0n‘l',iani1

The demand upon us for these Suits at
$10 during
the past month has been so great, that we nronose to
make it GREATER THIS MONTH
by offering he san e

—

BY ADCTIOW.

CASSKIX & CO., (Limited]
»2'Z Broadway, N. Y.

mavlO eod
cod 3t
it
mayiu

OF

Valuable Real Estate

A CENTS for the ‘•Child’. Kible.” IntroduetlQB by Key. j. 11. Vincent. D. D.
without experls‘>*d J83
£“$•
copies‘n since January 1 st. < >ne
"ne
Another »«8

worth!' 'cirmUars'iree

-I3NT-

AUCTIONEERS.

carriages- 2Jump
i Phaeton, made
by w. P. Hargeut
,„Splal.;'
ot x-0.;
11 baeton, own
1 Concord Wagon,
uutke;
own make; one Side Bar Box
Buggy own make
all In Hue order. Z.
Colon
street.
11-1

<llw

AUCTIONEERS.

2d-HASD Cl

TH.iMPSO^j'k.?

HUES, &<•.

MaX •Oth, at 10.30 a. rn., at
Mart, Plum street, 25 2d-hai»d Carriage*
consisting of Jump Heats, Phaetous, Buggies Ac !*
two new Pip Buggies; live new Harnesses *e

0N5AJl2f.IMY'

l'OK "*' * A very line,
JJ light Coupe of my own manutacture. In excellent condition. Also Coupe Hamess little
used. Can be seen at carriage warerooms of
Z. THOMPSON, Jit, Union

Tt* u?.T‘',°l,f14

■nyia_(i.lt

street._ni
goods at only *9.00 PER SUIT. Tficy are
EUR MALB-Pirasant cottage
F. O. BAILEY & CO.
the COTTA43K
Diamond
Big
Island, near shore, contains
best suits in the market, being all Wool,
7 rooms, partly iurnlshed, ‘4
will
I*
sold
lot;
pure Indigo, reasonable. Apply at once to N. S. (•
Auctioneers and Commission Mmhants
AKDlNElt,
firmer, better weight than most makes, look better and 40
Exchange St.11.1
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
MALE—At
bargain—40,000 roll* of F. •.
One Yard Wide and Over. wear longer. A11 sizes, 33 to 44.
BAILIY.
FOH
C. W. AtO.HK
at
anil
10
cents roll, (lilt
paper*
6,8
room

"ctnally

BLEACHED,

Standard Fruit of Loom, 36 inch Remnants, 7 cents.
Extra quality Sheeting, 36 inch width
Remnants, 8 cents.
Fair quality Sheeting, 32 inch width
Remnants, 3 1-2 cents.
Rood fine Sheeting, 42 inch width
Remnants, 8 1-2 cents.
25 cent quality Sheeting, 2 1-2 yards
wide Remnants, 23 cents.
We reserve right to limit quantity to
each customer, so that parties who do
not purchase for own consumption may
not take advantage of these prices.

on

acre

Extra quality 45 inch Cotton, 1, 2,
2 1-2 and 3 yard pieces, only 8 1-2
cents yard.
Extra quality 40 inch Cotton, in small
pieeos, only « 1-2 cents yard.
800 yards Scent Cheese Cloth iu 1 to
14 yard pieces, only 3 1-2 cents yard.
Comeiearly aud secure better bargains
than can be hoped for one year to come.

BINES BROTHERS.
State of Maine Cattle Commission.
Au act to extipate contagious
diseases
among cattle, passed by the last legislature
of Maine is now in force, and the following
rules and regulations have been adopted:
Chapter 138, section 4, 5 and seven are as
follows:
.8(^tion 4—That any person or persons who
snail knowingly ami wilfully refuse
permission to
said commissioners, or either of them, to make, or
who knowingly and wilfully obstructs said commissioners, or either of them, in making all necessary examinations of, and as to animals supposed
by said commissioners to be diseased as aforesaid,
or in destroying the same, or who
knowingly attempts to prevent said commissioners, or either
of them, from entering upon the premises aud other places herein before
specified where any of
said diseases aro by said commissioners
supposed
to exist, shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, or of either of the
acts iu this section prohibited, shall be
punished
by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars, or by
Imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, or by
both fine and imprisonment, at the discretion of
the court.
Section 5—That any person who is the owner of
or who is possessed of
any interest in any animals affected with any of the diseases named iu
section tw'o of this act, or
any person wrho is
ageut, common carrier, consignee or otherwise is
charged with any duty iu regard to any animal so
diseased, or exposed to the contagion of such disor any officer or agent
charged with any duease,
ties under the provisions of this act, who shall
knowingly conceal the existence of such contagious disease, or the fact of Buch exposure to
said contagion, and who shall
knowingly and wilfall, within a reasonable time, to report to the
fully
said commissioners, their knowledge or their information in regard to the existence aud location
of said disease, or of such exposure thereto, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be
punishable as provided lu sectiou four of this act.
Section 7—That no person or persons owning or

operating

anv railroad, nor the ow’ner or
owners,
masters of any steam, sailiug, or other vessels
within the State, shall receive for transportation
or
from one part of the State to another
part of the State, or to bring from any other
State or foreign
affected with any of the
diseases named in section two of this act. or that
have oeen exposed to such diseases,
especially
the disease kuowrn as tuberculosis,
knowing such
cattle to be affectedj or to have been so
exposed:
nor shall any person or
persons, company or corporation, deliver for such transportation to any
railroad company, or to the master or owner of
any vessel, any .cattle, knowing them to be affected with or to have been exposed to
any of the
said diseases; nor shall
any person or persons,
COIUDaUV Or COrDOration. ilriv** nn fruit
or

Remodeled, Refurnished, Jiewly Decorated, and now kept on the

EUROPEAN

PL.AN.

Rooms all large and comfortable; elegant suites,
with baths attached; ample public parlors: gentlemen’s cafe and billiard room added, and tirstcla8s In every respect.
KOOHM VKOR *1.00 A DAT TP.

.1. F, MERROW & CO.,

Proprietors.
eodlm
m>'12_
Portland On. Light Company.
annual meeting of the Portland (ias Light
THECompany
will be bolden at the office of tile

Exchange

street, Portland,

on

WEDNESDAY, the 18th Inst, at 3 o’clock p. m
to act upon the following articles:
1st—To receive and act upon the reports of the
President and Treasvrer.
2d—To chooso Directors for the
ensuing year,
and to act upon any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
E. H. DAVE1S, President.
—

,,
„„„
May II, 1887.myl2iltd

NOTICE.

urer.

GEO. H. Bailey, Portand, Veterinary Inspector.
mayl2
eodilw

low!
NEW STORE !_NEW GOODS!

461

Congress Street,

•

■

Clapp’s Blotk.

wife

“ate.

LORENZO E. SCAMMAN,

Yarmouth, Me., May 10,1887.dlw*
cash prices paid for cast
WANTKD-Hlghest
off clothing, fadies’
gents’;
exchange
or

tor

or

Turkish rugs.

Please send letter or postal to
icrry nouse, roruaua, Ole. 1Z-1

8AI.K—A block of
IjlOK
bouses and stables, with

two story brick
large lot of land,
zya miles from city; the above houses are
In good repair and
pleasantly situated; would sell
one or both.
BEftjAMIIf SHAW, 48% Exchange St.
121
SAI,K—Chalce pansies, 40 cts. per dozeu.
Bedding plants of all kinds at low
prices. Fresh flowers furnished for all occasions, at STURDIVANT'S Green House 097
Congress St._
12_i

FINE GOODS, MEDIUM

GOODS,

Difficult Feet

of Portland, with about 10 acres of land,
the buildings are nearly now. house has 9
rooms,
slate roof, modern
hot and cold
water, bathroom. &c.; the land Is varied, and contains a side hill facing the south, being unexcelled
for
gardening: a charming rimnlng brook
passes through a portion of the land
also a flue
orchard of about 160 trees. For particulars enquire of N. S. GAEL) l NEK, No. 40 Exchange
street.
10.1

regular price $12.00.

115 Men’s all Wool FROCK SUITS, in sizes 30 to
44,
at only $0.00 PER SUIT.
These are $10.00 Suits, and
put in as a “Special Bargain.’’
The nonular “Suit” fnr ftnnti OVI1AII UtKtl Vah
Ain..
this season will he our “HOMESPUN” in various shades
ot light colors.
We call attention to our “KNICKERBOCKER SUITS”
tor YOUNG MEN, inCorduory Blue Flannel and Homespun Cloths. Special low prices made this the first season they have been introduced.
Norfolk Jackets for Men and
low prices.

Young

Men at

for

HAE.K—In the western part of city, adjacent to Congress street, a two story frame
ten
muse,
rooms, sunny and pleasant, corner lot
27x80; price S3,ZOO. BENJAMIN 81IAW 48W
St.
Exchange
12-1

Fjsoit

8ALE-4new 14 foot

boats, will be
POB
sold cheap for cash, just the thing needed by
of
lummer

cottagers.

Enquire

WAISTS at 50, 75 cents and

$1.00;

Flannel Waists, Blouses, Ac., at manufacturer’s
prices.

1.KT-Front

12-1

with alcove- also
at No. 163 HIGH
2 to 0 p. m. 12-1
m.,

room

room.

iTREET,

& Me-

Leading Manufacturers

and Retail Dealers of New

"v ’v

w

aum

no

iu uiisc

a.

England.

particulars and prices eall
No. 40 Exchange street.

on

I3DB

PRESSED

HAY
—

AND

AND

Boston & Portland Clothing Co.,
NOS. 253 and 255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
'W-AJFLEI,
myia___

Manager.
dtf

UPHOLSTERY GOODS.
We shall sell this week,
commencing to-day, the
following special bargains in our Fpliolstcry
De1
partment:
Daghestai^Cross Stripe, fifty inches wide, five handsome colorings, desirable for
Draperies, Portieres
Lounge Coverings, etc , will be sold at 00 cents 1per
yard.
Figured Damask, 50 inches wide, five colorings, effective and stylish for Draperies and
Portieries, will
be

yard.

French Tapestry Curtains, twelve feet
long.rour feet
rab,t lorCwuc,»
Coverings, will be sold

at*Jowicli*

for HALE—Desirable building lots
lor sale ou Danforth, Spring. Fletcher and
Orchard streets, at West End.
Prices low and
made
payments
easy. Apply to E. O. HERSEY,
3.19
Danforth street.
XO-1

LAND

C. B. DALTON & CO.,
27 Preble Ml., Portland He.
_

dtmo

8PBINU ST., before 10

a. m. or

m!

after B p

6-1

■-•‘T-Furnished Boom at
T®
X 8 fBE.ET,
l.lucoln

T®
noor

—

*' ET—One more

rent

in

FEDERAL
7 tf

the

Thompson
Block. No. 117 and 119 Middle St.; ground
and a good, dry, and well lighted basement

three sides, making it one of the most desirable
rents In the
city for jobbing or wholesale business
of anv kind. Enquire of H. K.
THOMPSON, No.
1B4. Brackett St.
0-3
on

BENT—On line of horse cars, Deerlng,
TOStevens
Plains Ave,;two story house, 10
rooms,
year.

cistern and sebago water; price $200 per
on
the premises, or of E. M
1-tf

Enquire

UOLGHTON, Deerlng, Me.

BENT—Offices and chambers suitable
FOB
for salesrooms, studios and work
shops in

Musaey’s Bow, Middle street ; also
u

d

store

one

on

m

A

TO

10-1

HALE—The two story bouse No. 80
Cor. Brackett aud Danforth Sts., nearly new,
contains8 rooms, besides bath room, good, sunny,
pleasant house at a reasonable price; it not sold
soon will be leased.
N. 8. GARDNER, No. 40
Exchange St.
0-1

street.___

J_ET.

house, nine rooms; two good stables:
ANEW
lee house (filled); hen house; 15 acres
cellent

ex-

land; will let by the season or for a term
of years, either a whofe or part, furnished or unfurnished. These premises are situated on the
old saeo road, 3 miles from Portland.
Address.
Stroudw ater. Me.
my2d2w

HALE—A three story brick house cen130R
trally located, with 2280 sq. ft. of land. For
particulars, inquire of W. W. KEMP, 82 Exchange

WANTED,

9_y

_

HALE
The brick residence of the late
Hou. Cbas. McLaughlin, No. 94 Spring, near
High street, being cne of the most desirable
places In the city, pleasant neighborhood and central location; the house Is most substantially
built amt Is now in the best of repair; stable on
BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vi Exchange
premises.
7-1
street._

FOB

124

Park.

opposite

a

—

HALE—Farm at Kenuehunkport; con|?«B
J.
tains 116 acres, old measurement; cuts 26
tons best of English hay; good set of
buildings. In
good repair; will be sold at a bargain to close;
will exchange for a house In Portland or Woodfords.
N. 8. GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange
7-1
street._
electric bells, steam heat, horse cars
the door, rent $76; a flue chance for a growing business; investigate. G. S. STEVENS A CO..
236 Washington street. Boston.
7-1
pass

FOB HALE—Nice Black Waluut OfDEHK
flee Desk, ten feet long, plate glass front;

Fairbanks' Platform Scale and a Skeleton
Counter, 15 leet long. Enquire 489 Congress
street.
7-X
also

T30B HALE
On Main St., Saco, 58 acres of
X
excellent land with elegant house, large
barn, etc.; buildings cost over $10,000 four years
ago ; will be sold at a great sacrifice. Address
F. O. L HOBSON, Saco. Maine.
0-1
—

who would like a flrstclass
WANTED—Those
TT
dressmaker to take work home or go out
L. km KEY, 34
‘aeall.oraddressC.
Tyng St., Portland. Me._
ll-l
ANTE D—The people to know that I shall
\XT
T 7
to all
give gas free of

charge
persons who
wish to have one or more
teeth, extracted, and
guarantee painless operations.
Artificial teeth
Inserted pu rubber plates for *5. ®« and
*8 per
set. All operations lu dentistry performed at reduced rales and warranted to be equal to those
performed bv the best dentists of this State. Office
open (lay and evening. 1)B. F. J. Bi IN N EY. Den.
tlst, 499V3 Congress>treet. corner Brown street
Portland, Me._
10—2
pony phaeton; state
WTANTED—A
v v
price and where it
be seen.

lowest
BOX 584.

may

Baccarappa, Me.

clothing; very highest
WANTED—Left
cash price paid; ladies an(fgentlemen waito

ed

residence.

Address MK.S. 8.,
“•!*
No. ««“•»
158 Federal
street, Portland. Me. N. B.—

Also carnets.

oicu

YVr ANTED—Old gold and silver for manufaetaring purposes, lor which we will pay
.»»
highest cash prices, or exchange lor watches.
Jewelry, silverware etc, at National Loan Office,
41W Congress St., Portland, Me.
S. SCilltY \ EB.
Proprietor.

a 1-4

_

ANTED—House
YV
■'
ter and

customers (or Poole's ButEggs; to be delivered every two
***'"**

FOR HALE—In the suburbs,
HOTHE
square frame house,
high ground, eleveu PWLE,Y0armTt{;‘,MeU(>
rooms,
Sebago and bath room;
good suba

ou

nas

a

stantial residence; size of lot 75x121.
48 Vi Exchange

SHAW,

BENJ.

St._8-1

sale—with good stable
and poultry house, one acre in garden with
choice fruit, buildlugs new, near church, school,

UWI'K

fight

MALE—A *3,000 Farm for *2,000.
Nice farm of 90 acres, pleasantly situated In
Gorhain: nice young orchard of 160 bearing trees
good buildings, well watered; wood and timber
enough for home use; cuts about 20 tons hay.
For particulars call on or address HOWARD
COTTON, Gorham. Me.
4_2

FOIt

$1.00 DRESS GOODS 69 CTS.

MALE OK TO BE LET-House, containlug 12 rooms, exclusive of bath room.

I^OB

hear from Mark Kyder.
AdWANTED—To
dress to his sister, care of Doctor H. 11. Mar-

tln. Box 533, St. Augustine, Fla.

8-4

BABRILM WANTED-20cents
be paid until further notice. liOUDY A
KEN r, rearl St.
llMf

FLOVH

Best
Best
Best
Best

would like a situaAddress “I’KINTEK,” Pressoffler,

WN'ow—A
young man to work on a
▼ f farm. One that knows his business and the
care and
o( horses.
Enquire at stable
drlyUig
rear ol 36 Plain street.‘
io-i

ANTED—A
YV
Y Y
assistant,

situation as bookkeeper or
by a young man fully competaut;
K'H"I experlenc.-, good relereuce. Address
P. T. A„ This
10-1
Office._
WANTE D.-Apply to A
/ 1). MOKSH, t.reat Diamond Island.
ClAKPENTERn
1(M
NT E D—Boy 15 to 17
Wx
YY
In
store aud

brjn^ood

references.

YVANTED—six

FOR SALE.

n-i

__

WILLIAM

years old to work
learn the business; must
Call at No. 0 M0U1.TCN

flrst class brick layers,

on

a

ltuikfcwKWe MUnday "“'"‘‘gif

ANT ED—Salesman
add A. 1
HE1.P
line snail samples:
agent earned (3,400;
YV

can

one

(3,000 In 1888.
O. BOX 1,371,
$1.00 All Wool Tricots
New York.
29.2
09c
Bargain.
hay, Stock and milk farm, called
EXCELLENT
the Fabyan Farm. Vs
from Gorham Vil$1.00 Pin Checks.09c lage,
HEI.P.
125
well arranged
tillage and pasgood soil, running water, 75 grafted fruit
$1.00 Merriinac Checks
and timber. Iatrge buildings
general house
capable girl
09c trees,
WANTED-Afamily
of two.
good repair; healthy location;
pleasant vilchurches, lage 30work from
Portland.
Post Office, State Normal
MBS.
ami
Enquire
public High
Franklin 8t..
V.
$1.00 Silk Checks.09c
till three,
Schools, handy
good markets.
others over

Enrm ia florkum far Male

P.

at a

mile

EEYIAI.E

for

acres;

ture ;

some

wood

lu

for
mile*
01

near

and

300 nieces All Wool Dross Goods
from at 50 cents per yard.
200

printer
YV—Job
▼▼
tlon.

paper

We have decided to continue the sale of our
$1.00 Dress Goods at 09 cents per yard.

pieces

to solopt I

Graded
to
20 mluutes walk from Portland and Rochester station,
ten miles from Portland. Sold to close au estate.
For particulars enquire of Joseph Rldlon, Gorham, Me.; or JOHN H. CARD. 180 Middle street,
Portland,
may lOeod&wtf

Me,_

For Male or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, uear Brackett street,
recently modernized and Improved, coutalus two
dining room, kitchen, bath room, (with
parlors,
hot and cold water.) seven chambers. Dleniv of
closets ami tront ana Back stain, nre
places In
back parlor ami timing room, new steam beating
apperatus with eight radiators; newly painted
and papered throughout; area ol lot 4,000 square
ot

AH

All Wool Dress Goods, worth 50c,
to be sold at 30 cents.

RIMES BROTHERS.

*8aas*

COASTING VESSELS FOR SALE.
of about 70 tons

E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,
HOKTI.AND, ME.

apr20-tf

Blaek.

ure

Sale to begin this

ionVag!

FOR SALE.

!ng. 748PB1NH STBEET.fp-i

girl for general housework at
113 Winter Street; must have good recommendations.
mu

WANTED—A

Ladles of this city to know that 1
am prepared to do
dressmaking at very reasonable rates. Cutting and Fitting by the Taylor
Will
go out
System.
by the day or week. Apply7
at NO. 12 BBOWS STREET.
t{-\

WANTED

■\VT ANT E D -Young lady desires situation
ijrp,. writer, can uu

•

Me._______«-I

middle aged American
WANTED—By
woman, place as working housekeeper In

apr2G

widower’s family, or to take rare of children. Address M. E-, Box 606. Campello, Mass.
15-4

WANTED.
makers, steady work and good pay. Apply at onceto uVo. H. YORK, Merchant
rador, AVooilforiLs, Me.
apr’J5dtf

COAT

hO»T AND FOI'ND.

A good double Carriage, Pung and
Market Wagon, will be sold at bargain.
Apply to E. S. HAM LEX & CO.,
270 Commercial St., City.

private watchman
Kwlw7,P
t;vcl'ln«
William r.r,<*?y
A. Staples
found a hex, which the

A

owner can

AND BAGS.

root cottage. No. 12 Charles
T0s?^Trfreuc'h
<mtal"8 8 rooms, hath room, steam heat,

KxH,anoa.‘ir,UnIurul3lledKuuangest.

Me._12-1

uiee family In the country,
v V
a eapublo girl for general housework. KnN. S. OABDISACB, 40
quire of MRS. J. E. PALMElt, 00 Winter St, be12-1
12-1
; tween Hand2o’clock.

VITAlsiTEE—By

a

Leather,

Canvas, Zinc, Allgutor, and
the Patent Wood Trunk, the
strongest made.

LAICHTON BROS.
_dipt

renewed my lease of the
MeCobb House, No. 112 Free 8t., and newly lurnlshed it throughout, 1 can now accommodate a few morei boarders, ulso a few table hoarders. C, I. KIMBALL.
23 tf

WANTED-Havlng
Portland.

g_|

TRUNKS

Steamer for Sale!

HOAUD.

*PWlMBT.,lfty._._12-1

have by proving property and puymg
’'a» at 203 >lt1)|»I.K

JjSot£^w.,“lver,,®erBe“t
S1 KLhT.

dtf

_____

llta>->

L'Olt MALE—The best fruit aud confectionary
r store In the State of Maine. For particulars
call at K. Y. BAKBKK «t SON., 17 Kvhuuge St,

as

gooa work; references

Apply at Room UT, K1K8T NATIONAL
Rank BlTlinNO,
S7 Exchange St., Portland,
given.

~

The Steamer A HI* K, EDO HE, 100 feet long
20 feet beam, lu perfect order. Is ottered tor sale
at half her value, not being large enough tor present owners;
she will carry 250 people, and has
line saloon on deck, amt complete outht for pav
sengers; new life boat, quarter boat and preservers; *3000 expended on the boat last year; speed
H miles. Write to undersigned at Portsmouth,
N. H„ where steamer may be seen.

boaTd- one larS<’ room suitable
reference. *SLbT gentleman, or two young men;
Enquire at 1110 DANFORTH ST rf?.ulred-

lo-l

one

willing girl to work In the
WANTED-A
kitchen, t all between 7 and 0 In the even-

AT A GREAT BARGAIN.

The Hatter,

of

from

a

vessels,
each, well adaptbusiness und lu good order.
wmKtUe
fOfKlnB
Will
b« sold
low. Inquire of

Ill CLOVE SALE, 25 CENTS.

DBA

for
In a

a

a

Two

COE.

197 Middle St.

thorough repair; price

10-1

I

and

styles.

In

HALS HELP.

m

has them, with Brown Blues and ralta of new

ighan street,nearCon-

and hath room; very sunny
Shu per
321 Brackett street, orof
foil. Centennial Block.
9-1

tooins

pleasant;

I_

HALE OB TO LBT-At Woodfords
a
desirable house in the block above
church on Pleasant street, two minutes from
station; horse cars pass the block; now occupied
by Mr. Daniels; Sebago water, furnace, etc.;
house will be sold on easy terms. ELDER*
DOUGLAS.
10-2

ISOM MALE—One side box top buggy, 1 two
wheel chaise, 2 phaetons, 2 open
wagons. 1 pleasure wagon. Comet; capacity. 20 passengers; 1 Clarence hack, 1 coupe, 1 village cart;
all the above are In good order for business; can
lie seen at stables 697 CONGRESS STREET
Fernald & Sawyer.
6-2

—

POULTRY SUPPLIES.

open

»l»lrs tenement of six rooms at
T®.,'*s,T~LU.P
213 High St.; Sebago and gas. Inquire at
139

Ducks, at $1 per
settihg of 13, except duck eggs tl; packed for express $1.26 per setting, For sale by C. K
HAWES, No,431 Congress street. Portland, lor
Knlglitville, Me.
XoLy

a

sold at 00 cents per

wie

""Sfh.• E. 'p/iulreat
JOHN
PBOC

HALE—The two story frame house, No
Ii'O*
70 Watervllle street, with lot 40 feet Iron
and 80

HALE—Lodging house, 20 room, central
FOB
location, good patronage aud paying well,
meed with

~STRAW

Goods delivered In any part of Portland or
Voodfords free of charge.

LET-I:
TOgress;
9

and

130B

~\7S7'. G.

wuuiuaim,

_____10-1

Me.10-4

MART, Plum street.

or

IITANTED-A competent Jcook and laundress
W at402 CUMBERLAND ST., (near State.)
teferences required.
12-i

—tninc

Whitehead Portlanil, and four light houses
Address W. J. LaWKANCK, Mattaoan, Mass.

sea.

HALE.—On line of horse cars and Sebago
water; two story house, 11 rooms; wood and
carriage house, barn and open sheds; with about
8 acres of land. Address BOX
143, Woodford’s,

feet deep; located on the westerly side of
the street, being the property formerly owned by
John Porter.
LOCKE* LOCKE, Attorneys at
Law, 180 Middle
10-1

LET—A new cottage of four rooms on the
'****■ ®* Peak’s IsYaud, furnished or unPlnest views of any cottoge on the

?^®1

furnished.

large assortment of Snrrys
130B
Carryallis, Top Buggies, Phaetous, Ac. THE

PRICE.

shall

j,

TllO

DiaFor
N. S. GARDINER
10-1
on

HALE

STRICTLY ONE

irnnd
strong,well made Kids, desirable for driving and common wear
In older to make a quick sale and close them
out at
place the whole lot on the lower end of Glove I'nnntoronce,
° b® 80,d

e,

___10-1

NILE-Choice cottage lots
Big
FOR
mond Island, near shore and avenues.

DANFORTH STREET.

at 25 cents pair.

and Mouse are the very latest

TO

lip

FOB HALE—Desirable loam for garLOA3I
den dressing. Will be sold for oue dollar
load at 331)

Thev

BRC

a family without children.
AdJORDAN. Press Office.
10-1
LPT--A sunny rent of eight rooms, lncludIng bath room. In good repair and perlect
drainage. Kn«|Ulrc at 10H BKAI K ITT ST

dresa p.

FORvery

Kid Gloves In Four
Button,
-r„\V‘J.!,1T.e,“bout
Tan and Browns,m/,d?*ea
which we wish to close out.

GOLDEN

poetofflea, to

on

the

,.-,y7<»Hitr

am._

row

CUSHING

KENNEY, No. 18 Commercial Wharf.

TO squarefrom o to 12Inquire

St.

—

the estate of the late Dr. Kliphalet Clark. Inquire
LOCKE & LOCKE, Attorneys at Law, 180
hJ
Middle street. Portland.
10-4

School Shoes, all grades and kinds, very cheap.

Congress
tki.pphovk

hsKT
A small tenement of five
rooms, In
T®
KMd condition, within Bve minutes walk of
the

venr

MISSES’ and CHILDK IN’S

461

Apply

several lots ou North and Melbourne |streets, and on Eastern Promenade in

auout

FOK

TO

LET-House at 129 Spring St., containing
HALE.-Eggs for batching from Wyan130B
dotte, Plymouth Bock tUawklus’) ltose Comb TO 9 rooms, recently put In thorough repair,
Leghorns, Bose Comb White Leghorns. aud pleasant and sunny, modern eouvenianees.
Boys, in Brown
drainage perfect.
7-1
(Fobes’i Dark Brahma, Pekin

Prop, ly Fitted.

BROWS lev Store,

LPT A desirable
nt of seven
rooms, bath room and modern conveniences
toCHAH L. WILLIAMS, No. 101 Middle
Ht., Casco Hank Building.
j i_ j

Peering;

rL

LIT.

|"

1

1*E—Several fine building lots
FOR
Pleasant. South, Mam and Prospect streets
also

in

street._

Special Bargains in LOW PRICED Suits
both Knee and Long Pants; all ages.
STAR SHIRT
ages 4 to 14.

unusuaUy

HA

ay

TO

conveniences,

early

14_

rUHRUCK TO LPT POR THE (SKA.
\y WON—A light, new Cabriolet, will be let for
the season to a responsible party.
Apply pi 7.
J
THOMPSON, JR., Union street

a

Men’s all Wool, handsome Dark Mixed Sack
Suits,
m all the regular
sizes, at only $8.00 PER SUIT. These
goods we know are reliable, and good for hard service;

LOW PRICED MOC >S.

Your Tender,

mar

»AI,e.-a fine residence at Cape ElizaFOR
bcth, about 1 mile troiu the city, commanding
nne view

BOOTS AND SHOES
for everybody, at Sign of Gold Boot.

left my bed and board, I refuse
MY to payhaving
any bills contracted by her from this

-ALSO-

country

port in private conveyance, from one State to
another
of the
part
State, any cattle,
knowing the same to be affected will! or to have
been exposed to any of said diseases.
Any person
or persons violating the
provisions of this section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by fine
not exceeding the sum of two hundred
dollars, or
by imprisonment not exceeding six months, or
by both tine and imprisonment.
Whenever the commissioners shall Inspect and
condemn an animal as diseased, they will cause
the appraisal of the animal or animals affected
with, or that have been exposed to said diseases
and the same shall be destroyed and
paid for as
provided in Sec. 10, out of moneys appropriated
by this act, upon requisition made by the commissioners, and disbursed by the Secretary, upon
vouchers furnished by tile commissioners or a
majority of their board. Whenever the commissioners shall decide animals to be diseased, or to
have been exposed to contagion, and the owner
refuses to accept the sum authorized to be paid
under the appraisement provided for in this act,
the commissioners will declare and maintain a
rigid quarantine of such animals at the expense
of the owner, and also of the premises or
places
where such cattle may be found. All notices of
disease among animals provided for tn this act
shall be made .directly to the Veterinary Inspect
tor of this board, who will
by himself or some
other member of the board, give the same their
Immediate attention.
The iCattle Quarantine against the State* of
Massachusetts and New York, ordered by the
old board, is hereby continued until further notice.
Massachusetts has now nine localities (and perhaps more) Infected with contagious Pleuro-Pneumonia, by cattle brought there from New York:
and the stock Interests of that State are In
great
jeopardy. The great difficulty which attends the
stamping ont of toe infection of contagious Pleuropneumonia, makes it the duty of all to use every
endeavor to prevent its gaining a foothold in this
State; but a permit to bring cattle into this State
be obtained by furnishing to this board full
may
and satisfactory evidence of non-infection. All
other cattle brought into this State without such
a
WU* b® quarantined, as above directed,
until this order is cancelled, and
any violation of
this order coming to our knowledge will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
F. O. BEALS, Bangor, President
W. W. HARRIS, Deerlng, secretary and Treas-

a

papers, 2o and 25 cent* a roll. Call and see
them at S. II. COLKSWOHTHY, JK'S, Book
Store, oa Exchange Bt.
11-1

1WV

transport

ALL NEW

Si0!??1

Hatch and
£biging.Mrs.
Remarks.F. H.

NElf

SPECIAL

CO!

Best Sheeting to be Sold

u&wlynrin

r

At 1.30 p. m., a large number
of the members both ladies and gentleman
commenced work in
real earnest.
The
grounds at tho schoolhouse were finished up
in a very neat and satisfactory manner. The

THEY

a

w

manner.

DOWN

AUCTION

every town In Maine
v; to sell a valuable cooking utensil, highly
endorsed by Ex-Oovemor Ruble; one lady agent
made f 13 first day; salary or commission.
Write
soon If you desire a chance, as tbe territory Is
rapidly being put out. Address, BOX 1817, or
call for O. K. Potter A Co., Kimball House, Ternpie Bt„ Portland, Me.6-1

\XTANTED—Agents In

room

_

Song.

—

HUM!,MV IS.

ton.

Iu Saco, May 9, Menzies L. Smith ana Editli j.
Holmes.
In Biddeford, May 10, Hector Phaneut of Fall
River and Miss Emma II. Lord of Biddeford.
Iu Dover, N. H., May 8, Alvlu Uoldthwait and
Miss Ruby L. Kilov, both of Biddeford.
Iu Wells. April 30, Charles Littlefield and Miss
Mainaie Littlefield.

PROMISED

-ON"

__

.tDVKICTIMK.VIK.VrN.
A«RNT* WANTED.

Sheeting Sale,

The dressing
well worth a visit.
room, with the quaint old bureau, and the
curious lamp above it, remains as used by
her in 1850, and later by Christine Nilsson,

Mrs.
K- Hawes.
...
Quartette—The Letter.
Hatton
Schubert Quartette.
1 iano Solo—\ ariations, Op.
CD.Scharmenka
Mr. F. L. Rankin.
Song—A Maiden Fair.
Lvnes
Mr J.P. Welch.

ing

~THE

Boston, is

Schubert Quartette.

Piano Solo

*

nine.

NKW

NBW A DVB

derstood that the ball ground

a man was

found in the water
near the rolling mills
by a section hand on
the Boston & Maine railroad
yesterday afternoon, and upon investigation the

along

Search anJ solzure i fined

occur on

of Charles Johnson
Found

near

county

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

Body

Yesterday.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.

■“*

The

KOO.MM.

197

Middle

MISS J. MARION

JStrect.
WRICHT,

FASHIONABLE DRESS MAKER,
really

s

now

to receive customers at her
rooms.

rill* I.E r—Desirable rooms in western part of i
No. 567 1-2
X city. Apply at 242 MIDDLE BTKKET
Dresses cut amt made
11-1
|

Congress

p

St.

In the latest fashion
eoU2w*

